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Abstract

Terahertz research has came a long way since its inception in the mid 1980s when the

first pulsed THz emission was reported using electro-optic sampling. With rapid ad-

vent in THz generation and detection techniques, research in terahertz time-domain

spectroscopy (THz-TDS) has progressed to such a great extent that terahertz is finding

potential use in real world applications such as biomedical sensing, security screening

and defence related applications. While many researchers and commercial organiza-

tions have successfully demonstrated efficacy of terahertz, various challenges still exist

before THz technology transitions from the realm of research into everyday life.

This thesis focuses on the topical area of characterization and mitigation of scattering

in terahertz time-domain spectroscopy measurements. Motivated by the lack of the-

oretical models and signal processing techniques, this thesis, presents several pieces

of novel work that include theoretical models, numerical methods, signal processing

techniques and experimental procedures to estimate and mitigate the scattering con-

tribution in THz-TDS measurements of dielectric materials. The thesis is divided in to

three main sections:

Section I

Section I describes the various theoretical models developed for estimating and ap-

proximating the scattering cross-section, when an electromagnetic wave interacts with

a random medium with characteristic particle dimensions comparable to the wave-

length of the incident radiation. The section is divided in two main sub-sections, (i)

scattering through a sparse distribution of particles, and (ii) scattering from dense me-

dia.

Section II

Section II presents several signal processing based approaches for estimating and miti-

gating scattering effects in THz-TDS measurements for samples that exhibit sharp and

sparse absorption features, without requiring a priori information such as its granular-

ity, refractive index, and density.
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Abstract

Section III

Section III discusses some common experimental techniques such as milling the mate-

rial of interest into fine powder and time domain averaging spatially disjoint or mul-

tiple sample measurements, in order to reduce the presence of scattering features and

effects in the THz-TDS measurements. Recognizing the invasive access and/or special-

ized measurement apparatus requirement for these techniques, we present our prelim-

inary investigation in analysing multiple Fresnel echoes for estimating and mitigating

scattering contribution in THz-TDS measurements.

In addition to this, the thesis offers an introductory background to THz-TDS, in areas

of hardware, applications, signal processing, and terahertz interaction with matter.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

T
HE terahertz band is a frequency region of the electromagnetic

spectrum that has only become widely accessible over the past

decades. It lies between the infrared and millimetre wave regions

and occupies the gap between the traditional worlds of electronics and pho-

tonics, popularly known as the ’terahertz gap’. Since the introduction of

terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) in the late 1980s, the tech-

nique, based on the generation and detection of sub-picosecond terahertz

pulses, has found widespread use as a simple and versatile experimental

technique for characterizing and classifying various gases, solids and liq-

uids. This introductory chapter offers brief background descriptions and

literature review of T-rays and THz-TDS.
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1.1 Introduction

In this chapter, an introduction to terahertz technology is first provided, followed by

an overview of terahertz technological and scientific achievements where several ter-

ahertz applications and prospects are discussed. The motivation for work presented

in this thesis is then presented, followed by outline of the chapters in this thesis. This

chapter then concludes with a brief summary of the original contributions made to

the field of material classification and identification by terahertz time domain spec-

troscopy.

1.2 What is terahertz?

Terahertz radiation (THz or T-rays, 1 THz = 1012 Hz) is a type of electromagnetic ra-

diation that spans the gap between millimetre wave and infrared radiation. T-ray ra-

diation is loosely defined as the range between 0.1 (100 GHz) to 10 THz (Abbott and

Zhang 2007), bridging the gap between the electronic and the photonic worlds. As

shown in the Fig. 1.1, the terahertz band has its upper and lower limits overlapping

the millimetre wave and infrared spectra respectively. Therefore, THz range is also

referred to as sub-millimetre waves, whilst the higher end of the frequency range is

also referred to as far-infrared (FIR). Overlapping definitions of frequency bands is not

unusual, as the precedence already exists, for example, the bands of gamma rays and

X-rays (Abbott and Zhang 2007).

Prior to existing technologies, the terahertz frequency band had only limited access.

Electronics devices are hampered by parasitic capacitances, which cause such systems

to behave like low pass filters. A rarity of media possessing unthermalized energy

level transitions in terahertz frequencies deters the realization of stimulated emission

at room temperature, where kBT/h = 5.6 THz, which indicates the energy levels are

undesirably thermalized in the THz frequency range. Furthermore, propagation of T-

rays in the ambient environment suffers the problem of high atmospheric absorption

(Barnes et al. 1935, Exter et al. 1989). However, apart from these limitations, terahertz

has some benefits over the other frequency ranges in the electromagnetic spectrum.

For example, pulsed THz signals have good temporal resolution like microwaves, but

pulsed THz have better a better spatial resolution than microwave radiation. In ad-

dition the photon energy of THz (≈ 10−3 eV) is almost six orders lower than that of
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Chapter 1 Introduction

Figure 1.1. The electromagnetic spectrum. Electromagnetic spectrum showing a pic-

torial view of the relative size of the various wavelengths. Adapted from

http://mynasadata.larc.nasa.gov

X-rays, and at such low power levels (below the level that causes heating), THz is con-

sidered safe for prolonged exposure to living bio-tissues. Transmission or reflection of

THz from a sample impresses the coherent spectroscopic information (at THz frequen-

cies) of the sample on the emerging radiation (Siegel 2004). In other words, the THz

radiation can capture the sample’s characteristic THz resonance features (fingerprints)

attributed to the sample’s macroscopic molecular structure (Fischer et al. 2005).

1.3 An overview of terahertz technological and scientific

achievements

Recent years have seen a plethora of significant advances in terahertz technology. Ter-

ahertz radiation has found application in various fields such as spectroscopy, astro-

physics, and imaging techniques namely for biomedical applications. Its low interfer-

ence and non-ionising characteristics, have made it a good candidate for use in safe

in vivo medical imaging. Terahertz has interested astrophysicists since the mid 1920s.

One of the first uses of the term terahertz was made by Senitzky and Oliner (1970) in

review on application of sub-millimetre waves for analyzing the composition of inter-

stellar bodies such as dust clouds.
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Before 1971, there were only a few established methods for generating and detecting

THz radiation and atmospheric attenuation (primarily due to water vapour) limited

the THz research to propagation over short distances only (Chan et al. 2009). An im-

portant breakthrough came in 1971, when Yang et al. (1971) reported the generation of

THz radiation by nonlinear frequency conversion with an ultrafast laser. Soon after

this, in 1976, Shen (1976) reported another method for generating THz from rectifica-

tion of optical pulses. With the advent of ultrafast lasers with femtosecond laser pulses

by the late 1980s, implementation of these groundbreaking THz generation techniques

became more common. It was only in 1985, when Auston and Cheung (1985) devel-

oped the first terahertz time domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS) system at the AT&T Bell

Laboratories. This was followed by Smith et al. (1988), who first reported the capability

of photoconductive antennas to generate and detect THz radiation up to 2 THz. Over

the next decade, a series of breakthroughs were made in the generation and detection

of THz radiation. In 1993, Brown et al. (1993) demonstrated the generation of widely

tunable THz radiation from the photomixing of two lasers at different frequencies.

Soon after this, in 1995, Wu and Zhang (1995) reported the use of free-space electro-

optic sampling for the measurement of freely propagating electromagnetic radiation

with sub-picosecond resolution. Also in 1995, Hu and Nuss (1995) reported the first

imaging system based on optoelectronic terahertz time-domain spectroscopy. They are

also credited with coining the term ’T-rays’ to describe terahertz radiation.

In recent years, terahertz research has evolved beyond standard spectroscopy to in-

clude 3-dimensional imaging (Mittleman et al. 1996, Zhang 2004, Crawley et al. 2003,

Wallace et al. 2002, Fitzgerald et al. 2002, Nguyen et al. 2005, Zeitler et al. 2007a), to-

mography (Wang and Zhang 2004, Mittleman and Nuss 2000, Takashi et al. 2006, Fer-

guson et al. 2002, Wang et al. 2002b, Sunaguchi et al. 2009), interferometric and synthetic

phase array imaging (O’Hara and Grischkowsky 2002, O’Hara and Grischkowsky 2004,

Walsh et al. 2004, Federici et al. 2003, Pearce et al. 2005), and near-field microscopy

(Planken et al. 2005, Kersting et al. 2008, Mitrofanov et al. 2000, Lin et al. 2011).

1.3.1 Terahertz applications and prospects

Owing to their unique properties, terahertz radiation provide a variety of applications

and opportunities in different fields. The following is a brief introduction to some of

these aspects.
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Space

Figure 1.2. Spectral signatures of interstellar dust clouds. Radiated energy versus wavelength

showing 30-K blackbody, typical interstellar dust, and key molecular line emissions in

the sub-millimetre regime. After Phillips and Keene (1992).

Sub-millimetre wavelengths have interested astrophysicists since the mid 1920s. As

can be seen in Fig. 1.2, interstellar dust clouds have spectral signatures in the range

of 1 mm to 100 µm, which explains the interest of astronomers in the terahertz fre-

quency range. Although interstellar dust clouds exhibit many individual spectral sig-

natures, only a few have been identified so far. To eliminate affects of spectral clutter

and atmospheric absorption (primarily water), high resolution mapping of the tera-

hertz band is required. Almost 98% of the photon emitted since the Big Bang fall in the

sub-millimetre and far-IR spectral range (Leisawitz et al. 2000), thus terahertz detectors

offer us an unique opportunity to tap into the early universe and discover more about

its origin and evolution (Siegel 2002). However, this would require detectors with high

resolving power and high spectral resolution.

Sub-millimetre waves have found applications in studying important atmospheric phe-

nomena by using high resolution heterodyne receivers for monitoring thermal emis-

sion lines for the stratosphere and upper tropospheric gases (Waters 1992). However,
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1.3 An overview of terahertz technological and scientific achievements

as a consequence of strong attenuation of terahertz due to the presence of water and

oxygen, longer millimetre waves are required for chemical probing of lower strato-

sphere.

Spectroscopy

Spectroscopy is one of the many interesting applications where terahertz has seen

rapid advances over the last decade. In general, non-polar and non-metallic mate-

rials, such as paper, plastic, wood, fabric, are transparent or translucent to terahertz

radiation because of their low photon energies and non-ionizing nature. Due to these

specifications, many chemical substances, pharmaceuticals and explosive materials ex-

hibit characteristic spectral responses in this frequency range. As a result, broadband

terahertz radiation permits the identification and discrimination of a number of sub-

stances, including explosives and biochemicals (Choi et al. 2004). This has motivated

the use of spectroscopic analysis using T-rays in security screening, pharmaceutical

and food quality control (Wang et al. 2002a, Zandonella 2003, Morita et al. 2005, Jördens

and Koch 2008). Examples of terahertz spectroscopy for common explosives, drugs,

substances and clothing materials is presented in Fig. 1.3.

Non-invasive, non-destructive detection and classification of drugs, explosives and

biochemicals and agents, pharmaceutical and food products quality control, and med-

ical diagnostics are among the various applications related to terahertz spectroscopy.

With the increasing number of terahertz spectra being collected in databases, this range

of applications is likely to grow in the future.

Industrial applications

The ability to penetrate cardboard, paper, dry wood, various paints, many plastics,

many ceramic materials, and many semiconductor materials, makes terahertz spec-

troscopy an promising tool for industrial applications such as inspection of silicon solar

cells, nanocomposites, polymer and dielectric films (Tonouchi 2007). Furthermore, ow-

ing to the strong absorption of terahertz from water, an industrial application for char-

acterizing water content of newspaper prints has also been reported (Izatt et al. 1988).

Like far-IR, terahertz can also be used to detect small voids and recognize their size and

position inside the sample under study. However, the high cost of the current terahertz
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 1.3. Terahertz absorption by various materials. (a) THz absorption for common ex-

plosives, (b) THz absorption of common drugs, after Davies et al. (2008), (c) THz

absorption for common daily use substances, after Rostami et al. (2010), and (d) THz

spectrum of common clothing materials, after Dexheimer (2007).
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technology is the main obstacle for industrial uptake of the terahertz measurement in-

struments. However, with the increase in the number of reports on low cost alterna-

tives for key THz spectroscopy components (Ung et al. 2012, Scherger et al. 2011), it

should not be long before low-cost THz spectrometers will be commercially available.

Communication

Generally, “terahertz communication” means communication with a terahertz carrier

wave. Apart from small antenna sizes and greater bandwidths, several other fac-

tors make THz an attractive option for communication. To begin with, frequencies

above 300 GHz are currently unallocated by the Federal Communications Commission

Fig. 1.4. THz would offer lower scattering with greater penetration through aerosols

and clouds as compared with IR and optical wavelengths for communication in the

stratosphere. However, the biggest factor limiting the implementation of THz commu-

nication network arises from the strong absorption through the atmosphere due to the

presence of water vapour (Fig. 1.5). This limitation might possibly be overcome with

improvements in the power and efficiency of THz sources, and by careful choice of

narrow band THz atmospheric windows although this would be a major challenge.

Another limitation comes from the unavailability of the required compact components

for realizing a THz communication system such as amplifiers, planar integrated cir-

cuits, and antenna arrays, which do not exist above 125 GHz currently. However,

recently, compound semiconductor and Si-CMOS devices, which were previously con-

sidered unsuitable for operations at THz frequency due to the lossy substrate, op-

erating at up to 1 THz have been reported (Piesiewicz et al. 2005, Hirata et al. 2003,

Piesiewicz et al. 2007, Hirata et al. 2007).

In spite of strong atmospheric attenuation and inefficient sources, THz may find pos-

sible application in satellite to satellite communication. For links that do not interact

with the Earth’s atmosphere, terahertz technology can provide higher data rates (large

bandwidth) in comparison to microwaves. THz also offer the advantage of smaller an-

tenna sizes when compared with microwaves, which helps in reducing the size of the

satellite systems (Fitch and Osiander 2004, Tonouchi 2007). In essence, THz communi-

cation is in the very early stages of development, but with increasingly high efficiency

THz communication components being reported in the literature, it cannot be too far

in the future when we will be able to take advantage of high bandwidth THz commu-

nication systems.
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Figure 1.4. Frequency allocation chart. The regulated spectrum as designated by the U.S. Federal

Communications Commission. Frequency above 300 GHz are currently unallocated.

(Source: http://www.ntia.doc.gov/osmhome/allochrt.pdf.).

Imaging

Terahertz radiation has received great attention in the area of imaging and sensing.

As mentioned earlier, the inherent properties of terahertz such as the ability to pene-

trate a wide variety of non-conducting materials, to trigger only the vibrational and

rotational state of a molecule without altering its electronic state and its non-ionizing

nature, which makes it safer for interaction with living tissues as compared to X-rays,

make terahertz a very attractive candidate for a number of sensing and imaging ap-

plications. One of the technical advantages for using terahertz for imaging is that

its short wavelength offers a better spatial resolution in comparison to microwaves,

which is sufficient for many imaging applications. Many recent publications have re-

ported details of a variety of THz imaging techniques and systems (Hu and Nuss 1995,

Wu et al. 1996, Jiang and Zhang 1998, Hunsche et al. 1998, Chen et al. 2000, Jiang et al.

2000, Rudd et al. 2000, Kawase et al. 2003, Dobroiu et al. 2004, Siebert et al. 2002, Us-

ami et al. 2002, Chen et al. 2003). However, a basic imaging system can be described as

a system that brings the collimated THz beam to an intermediate focus using a pair of
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1.3 An overview of terahertz technological and scientific achievements

Figure 1.5. Terahertz attenuation by atmosphere. Atmospheric attenuation of THz as compared

to other communication frequency bands. (Source: http://www.st-andrews.ac.uk)

lenses or parabolic reflectors (Mittleman et al. 1999). As shown in Fig. 1.6, by placing an

object at the focus of the THz beam, one can measure the waveform that has transmit-

ted through the object. The measurement can be repeated over various locations on the

object to build a pixel by pixel image of the object. The list of possible applications of

such a system is quite extensive. Detection of concealed weapons, hidden explosives

and land mines, medical imaging, real-time fingerprinting of chemical and biological

terror materials, packages or air (security inspection) and characterization of semicon-

ductors (quality control) are some prominent examples (Rostami et al. 2010). Fig. 1.7

and Fig. 1.8 show a few examples of application of THz imaging. Thus THz imaging

proves to be a versatile tool for a wide variety of applications.

Medicine and biology

Both THz spectroscopy and imaging have found a variety of applications for medicine

and biology. The broadband nature of THz pulses make spectroscopic analysis an at-

tractive tool for a pharmaceutical analysis and quality control. Several authors have
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Figure 1.6. A basic THz-TDS system. A schematic of a basic THz-TDS system, consisting of the

femtosecond laser, scanning delay line, THz transmitter and detector, and associated

optics and electronics. For a transmission mode imaging system with an intermediate

focus, a pair lenses separated by 2 f (focal length) is inserted between the collimated

region of the THz beam. After Mittleman et al. (1999).

Figure 1.7. Examples of imaging by terahertz. (a) THz imaging application to hidden object

detection. After Dobroiu et al. (2006), (b) THz imaging applied to mural paintings,

graphite image of a butterfly, extracted from between plaster layers. After Jackson et al.

(2008).
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Figure 1.8. Example of medical imaging using terahertz. Pulsed THz imaging of histo-

pathological sample of pig larynx (c) with two different integration windows (a and

b) and their differential output (a-b). After Knobloch et al. (2002).

reported application of THz spectroscopy for a variety of applications in pharmaceu-

tical settings. In an initial study, Taday et al. (2003) demonstrated the ability to dis-

tinguish between two different polymorphic forms of ranitidine hydrochloride using

THz pulsed spectroscopy. In their analysis Taday et al. (2003) were able to differentiate

between the polymorphic forms of pure specimens as well as of formulated commer-

cial tablets. Further work into characterization of crystalline properties of drugs was

carried out by Strachan et al. (2004) for Carbamazepine (CBZ), enalapril maleate (EM),

indomethacin (IM) and fenoprofen calcium (FC). Several other THz spectroscopic anal-

ysis of crystalline pharmaceutical materials that have been reported in the literature in-

clude acetylsalicylic acid, benzoic acid (Walther et al. 2002), D-glucose (Upadhya et al.

2003), D-mannose, D-galactose, D-fructose, D-maltose, β-lactose (Upadhya et al. 2004),

cocaine, morphine, lactose α-monohydrate (Fischer et al. 2005), and methamphetamine

(Ning et al. 2005). Fig. 1.9 shows an example of the ability of THz spectroscopy to

distinguish between the polymorphic forms of a given substance.

Terahertz imaging on the other hand reveals spatially resolved information of the sam-

ple under study, which enables it to examine the physical properties of the sample

such as density variations (Zeitler et al. 2007b). Terahertz imaging has been applied

to a variety of pharmaceutical and chemical analysis such as tablet coating analysis

(Zeitler et al. 2007a, Fitzgerald et al. 2005, Ho et al. 2007, Shen and Taday 2008, Maurer

and Leuenberger 2009, Ho et al. 2008, Spencer et al. 2008, Cogdill et al. 2007), interface
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Figure 1.9. An example of characterization of polymorphic forms using terahertz. Terahertz

spectra of the five polymorphic forms of sulfathiazole. After Zeitler et al. (2007b).

and buried structure detection (Zeitler et al. 2007a), and 2D and 3D non-destructive

chemical imaging (Shen et al. 2005b, Shen et al. 2005a, Fischer et al. 2005). Fig. 1.10

shows a few examples of THz imaging applied to pharmaceutical and chemical analy-

sis.

Recently, terahertz has also been employed as a tool for early detection of cancer. Ter-

ahertz provides means for dielectric contrast imaging without being ionizing. Sev-

eral analyses deploying terahertz spectroscopy and imaging for detecting cancerous

tissues have been reported in the literature (Woodward et al. 2003, Oh et al. 2009, Ash-

worth et al. 2009). Woodward et al. (2003) presented the first frequency-domain analysis

of basal cell carcinoma in vitro. However, unlike time domain analysis, their reflection

mode analysis was only able to identify surface features in skin and information re-

trieval from depth was not achieved. Ashworth et al. (2009), on the other hand, used
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1.3 An overview of terahertz technological and scientific achievements

Figure 1.10. Pharmaceutical tablet coating analysis using terahertz imaging. (a) Tablet coat-

ing analysis using THz imaging: cross-section depth profile of the tablet structure, (b)

false-colour terahertz chemical mapping image showing the spatial distributions of (A)

lactose, (B) sucrose, and (C) reconstructed chemical map of the sample where blue

shows lactose, red shows sucrose, pink shows both lactose and sucrose, and green

shows neither lactose nor sucrose. After Zeitler et al. (2007b).

both terahertz spectroscopy and imaging to measure and compare the complex re-

fractive index of freshly excised and cancerous breast tissues from 20 patients. They

reported higher refractive index and absorption coefficient for the tissues affected by

cancer. However, the root cause of the increases in these fundamental properties is yet

to be determined. Recently, Oh et al. (2009) demonstrated the nanoparticle-contrast-

agent enabled terahertz imaging (CATHI) technique for cancer detection. They re-

ported that the THz reflection amplitude from the cancer cells with gold nano-rods

(GNRs) increased by 20% upon IR laser irradiation compared to cancer cells without

GNRs. In the differential mode, the THz signal from the cancer cells with GNRs was

30 times higher than that from cancer cells without GNRs. Such studies have proven

that terahertz analyis could facilitate the diagnosis and study of cancers at a very early

stage. Further research is yet neccesary in order to confirm these results.

Furthermore, terahertz promises the ability of collecting rich spectroscopic informa-

tion of biological tissues since the vibrational and rotational transition energies of

the biomolecular constituents of tissue fall in the THz frequency range; e.g. DNA

(Fischer et al. 2002) and proteins (Markelz et al. 2000, Smye et al. 2001). Since water

absorbs THz waves strongly, in vivo THz imaging has been primarily used for skin,
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Figure 1.11. Cancer detection using terahertz. (a) Absorption coefficient and (b) index of re-

fraction of the nucleobases A, C, G and T, recorded at 10 K (solid curves) and 300

K (dashed curves). After Fischer et al. (2002). (c) Two terahertz images generated

using the maximum of the reflected pulse (leftmost figure) and the ratio between max-

imum and minimum of the reflected pulse (middle). In the Emax image all the tissue is

shown, tumor with surrounding adipose tissue. In Emax/Emin only the tumor is visible

and correlated well with the tumor shown in the histology image. After Ashworth et al.

(2009).

dentistry and breast cancer analysis. Fig. 1.11 shows example of terahertz radiation

applied for analyzing DNA and cancerous tissues.

Metamaterials at terahertz frequencies

Increasing focus has been applied on research of artificial materials with engineered

electric and magnetic response. Several artificial structures with electrical and mag-

netic resonances in terahertz frequency range have been reported in the recent years

(Padilla et al. 2007, Zhang et al. 2009, Chen et al. 2006, Padilla et al. 2006, Grzegorczyk

and Kong 2006, Singh et al. 2009, Koschny et al. 2005). These artificial materials, also

known as metamaterials, exhibit negative permittivity and permeability, which result
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1.3 An overview of terahertz technological and scientific achievements

in specific optical properties that can be of interest for several purposes such as devel-

oping a spatial light modulator of terahertz frequency (Chan et al. 2009) and measuring

high-strain mechanical deformations (Pryce et al. 2010).

One of the most common elements for obtaining a magnetic response is a pair of

concentric split rings, often referred to as a split ring resonator (SRR). The structure

also displays an electric response under normal incidence radiation with the electric

field component perpendicular to the SRR gap and the magnetic field lying in the

SRR plane. As a result the incident electric field causes an inductive-capacitive res-

onance. The magnetic field component causes a current flow in the inner and outer

rings due to the high capacitance between the rings. While, in theory, split ring res-

onators can be used as electrically resonant elements, coupling between the electrical

and magnetic resonance can cause complicated bianistropic electromagnetic response

(Withayachumnankul and Abbott 2009). In the case where only electrical response is

required, the SRR structure can be modified to introduce symmetry in the SRRs with

respect to the electric field direction thus suppressing the magnetic response while re-

taining the electrical response (Schurig et al. 2006). This structure is also known as

electric SRR structure or eSRR. Some common SRR structures studied at terahertz fre-

quencies are depicted in Fig. 1.12.

Figure 1.12. Common SRR structures. Some common SRR structure variants studied at tera-

hertz frequencies: (a) double SRR, (b) single SRR, (c) eSRR, (d) four-fold rotational-

symmetry eSRR, (e) rectangular eSRR, and (f) complementary eSRR. Field orientation

is shown for all structures, except for the complementary eSRR which requires the in-

plane 90 field rotation. After Withayachumnankul and Abbott (2009).
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The ability to freely tune the electric and magnetic responses in metamaterials makes it

possible to realize negative-index materials (NIMs). Such structures have both permit-

tivity and permeability less than zero (negative) at the same frequency. The first ever

NIMs were realized using a combination of wires and SRRs, excited at microwave fre-

quencies to produce overlapping negative permeability and permittivity bands (Pendry

and Smith 2004). As a result of this interesting behavior, NIMs have become the the

center of metamaterial research in the optical frequency regime (Shalaev 2007, Souk-

oulis et al. 2007, Klar et al. 2006). With the ability to obtain a tunable electromagnetic

response, metamaterials offer immense opportunities in developing new and improv-

ing existing optical systems. Given the existing deficiency of materials having a suit-

able THz electronic response which is present for microwave and lower frequencies, or

photonic response which is present for infrared and higher frequencies, metamaterials

present a new opportunity that is otherwise not available in the naturally occurring

materials (Chen et al. 2011a).

1.4 Motivation for this thesis

When a terahertz pulse propagates through a dielectric medium, it suffers from various

losses. There are reflection losses at medium boundaries, absorption losses and scat-

tering losses. Scattering is caused by variations in the refractive index that are smaller

than the wavelength of the scattered radiation (Zhang 2002). These variations may be

present due to impurities, imperfections, inhomogeneity, particle size variations and

irregular or rough surfaces in the sample and can lead to multiple scattering. Many

of these causes are a result of improper sample preparation. When the particle size of

the sample material is of the order of the wavelength of the incident radiation, scat-

tering can lead to significant losses in power. Scattering can occur over a broad range

of frequencies and its effects are more pronounced at high frequencies. It can change

the shape of the measured absorption spectrum of the sample under test, making it

difficult to determine specific dielectric properties of the sample.

When the scatterers (radius = r) are much smaller than the wavelength (λ) of the in-

cident radiation (x = 2πr/λ ≪ 1), the measured scattering cross-section can be ex-

plained using Rayleigh approximation (Fox and Bertsch 2002). For the Rayleigh ap-

proximation, the scattering cross-section is given by:

σray =
8π

3

(

2πnmed

λ

)4

r6

(

m2 − 1

m2 + 2

)2

, (1.1)
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where nmed is the refractive index of the medium, and m = nsph/nmed where nsph is

the refractive index of the particles or scatterers. In the above equation scattering cross-

section σray is inversely proportional to the fourth power of the incident wavelength,

which implies that smaller wavelengths are scattered more strongly.

On the other hand, in polycrystalline samples, scattering is primarily caused by in-

homogeneities that are often estimated to have characteristic dimensions in tens of

microns. In that case the size of the scattering centers are of the order of the THz wave-

lengths and therefore, the scattering cross-section can no longer be described by the

Rayleigh approximation given in Eq. 1.1, but needs to be modeled by a more complex

process (Born and Wolf 1999). Several researchers have reported that THz extinction

for finely ground solids does not vary as the fourth power of frequency and have sug-

gested that Rayleigh scattering can be ruled out (Bandyopadhyay et al. 2007, Nam et al.

2012). Only a few researchers have reported theoretical models or quantitative estima-

tions of the extinction of granular materials.

In 2007, Bandyopadhyay et al. (2007) applied Mie theory (Mie 1908) of spherical par-

ticles under the assumption of weak scattering limit to estimate the scattering con-

tribution in the experimentally obtained extinction spectra of granular salt, flour and

ammonium nitrate. While Bandyopadhyay et al. (2007) demonstrated that Mie theory

can be used in the weak scattering limit at THz region, their analysis was not appli-

cable for media with high particle densities and/or with large non-spherical particle

size such as pharmaceutical tablets and explosives. In the same year, Zurk et al. (2007)

showed good agreement between the experimentally obtained extinction spectra for

granular polyethylene (PE) pellets with the theoretical results produced by applying

the Quasi Crystalline Approximation (QCA) under the assumption of a dense media

model. While their model, unlike the model of Bandyopadhyay et al. (2007), was much

more general and applicable to a variety of dielectric samples, their method not only

required precise knowledge of the sample particle sizes, bulk dielectric constant, and

volume fraction of constituents, but also assumed spherical particles and a probabilis-

tic Percus-Yevick (PY) pair distribution for particle locations within the sample. Re-

cently, Nam et al. (2012) applied the radiative transfer theory for studying the terahertz

scattering from layered granular media. Similar to the QCA model given by Zurk et al.

(2007), this model also relied on precise information of parameters such as grain size,
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fractional volume of grains, and thickness of scattering layer. As radiative transfer the-

ory is suitable for low fractional volume, Nam et al. (2012) used the QCA model given

by Zurk et al. (2007) for studying samples with high fractional volume of scatterers.

Another approach that various researchers used to address the issues around THz scat-

tering in dielectric media was to develop experimental and numerical techniques for

sample preparation and data analysis that help in reducing the effects of scattering in

the THz-TDS measurements. One common approach is to grind the sample material

to a fine powder and then mix it with fine powder of materials that do not have ab-

sorption features in the THz frequency range such as polyethylene (PE) or high-density

polyethylene (HDPE). This reduces the number of coarse grains in the sample and thus

limits the scattering. In 2008, Shen et al. (2008) averaged a large number of disjoint

transmission measurements taken over multiple points on a sample to mitigate the

random scattering contribution. On the other hand, Franz et al. (2008) used Raman’s

theoretical description of the Christiansen Effect (Raman 1949) and the experimentally

measured frequency dependent refractive indices of the sample and host materials, to

numerically eliminate the effects of scattering from the terahertz extinction spectrum.

In their model, Franz et al. (2008) assumed a layered internal structure to represent a

media with essentially a random internal structure. All these approaches either rely on

specific information and assumptions about the sample under study or often require

a complex and time consuming sample preparation and measurement process. How-

ever, in real-world applications such as stand-off measurements, a priori information

of the the sample is not always known and therefore limits the applicability of these

techniques.

Motivated by the lack of theoretical models and signal processing techniques, this the-

sis, presents several pieces of novel work which includes theoretical models, numer-

ical methods, signal processing techniques and experimental procedures to estimate

and mitigate the scattering contribution in THz-TDS measurements of dielectric ma-

terials. These techniques not only enable non-invasive estimation and mitigation of

scattering effects in the THz-TDS measurements but also offer the advantage of being

computationally more efficient and demand less a priori information, in comparison to

the techniques described in the existing literature.
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1.5 Thesis outline

The overarching theme of this thesis is to characterize and mitigate the effects of scat-

tering in terahertz time domain spectroscopy measurements. As outlined in Fig. 1.13,

the thesis is divided into three main sections: scattering estimation and mitigation,

(i) theoretical modeling, (ii) signal processing techniques, and (iii) experimental tech-

niques. Sections consist of one chapter each. In addition to this, an introduction chap-

ter and two background chapters encompassing THz and THz-TDS are given to pro-

vide context. The following is a detailed description of each part of the thesis:

Introduction

Terahertz time domain spectroscopy:

THz-TDS

THz interaction with materials

Scattering estimation   theoretical modelling

Scattering estimation and mitigation:

signal processing techniques

Experimental techniques for reducing

scattering related effects

Thesis summary and conclusion

Figure 1.13. Thesis outline. This thesis is composed of 7 chapters and is divided in to four sections.

The original contributions are distributed over three main sections as shown above. An

introduction chapter and two background chapters are also included to provide ample

context on the current state of THz and THz-TDS research. The thesis is concluded

by a chapter providing overall thesis summary, conclusion and future work suggestions.

Background: This section consists of two chapters. Chapter 2 describes the underlying

mechanisms behind the generation and detection of T-rays, basic principles, operation

and variants of THz-TDS, data acquisition and material characterization theory for a

typical THz time domain spectrometer and also discusses various post measurement
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signal processing techniques for THz-TDS data. Chapter 3 discusses the basic con-

cepts and theories of terahertz interaction with materials and propagation in dielectric

material. First, it describes the THz wave propagation in matter and across interfaces,

followed by a discussion on origin of spectral fingerprints in the THz region and is con-

cluded with a detailed discussion on the various challenges and hurdles that constrain

plausible scenarios for the application of terahertz technology for material classifica-

tion and identification.

Section I—Theoretical Modeling: This chapter reviews various theoretical models de-

veloped for estimating and approximating the scattering cross-section, when an elec-

tromagnetic wave interacts with a random medium with characteristic particle dimen-

sions comparable to the wavelength of the incident radiation. The chapter is divided

in two main sub-sections, (i) scattering through a sparse distribution of particles, and

(ii) scattering from dense media. Several existing theories are discussed, a new itera-

tive algorithm based on the effective field approximation proposed by Waterman and

Truell (1961) for estimating the frequency dependent scattering loss for THz transmis-

sion through a random media is presented. Finally a numerical approach based on the

modified Rayleigh-Gans-Debye approximation to reduce the scattering contribution

in transmission mode THz-TDS measurements of two phased media with absorbing

constituents is also presented. The discussed theories and models are compared with

transmission mode THz-TDS measurements of various material samples to validate

their accuracy and applicability.

Section II—Signal Processing Techniques: Here we present several signal processing

based approaches for estimating and mitigating scattering effects in THz-TDS mea-

surements for samples that exhibit sharp and sparse absorption features, without re-

quiring a priori information of its granularity, refractive index, and density. Techniques

are introduced in an orderly fashion such that each technique improves, in terms of ac-

curacy or computational efficiency, on the preceding technique. Analysis was carried

out on THz-TDS measurements of two materials: α-monohydrate lactose and α-D-

glucose. Both materials are commonly found in many pharmaceutical tablets and food

products and show distinctive and sharp absorption features in the THz spectral range,

making them suitable for this study.
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Section III—Experimental techniques: Here we review experimental techniques for

mitigating scattering effects. This chapter discusses some common experimental tech-

niques such as milling the material of interest into fine powder and time domain av-

eraging spatially disjoint or multiple sample measurements, in order to reduce the

presence of scattering features and effects in the THz-TDS measurements. In order to

develop an experimental method that does not require special measurement apparatus

or invasive access to the sample, we present our initial exploration in analysing mul-

tiple Fresnel echoes for estimating and mitigating scattering contribution in THz-TDS

measurements.

1.6 Summary of original contributions

This thesis involves a number of original contributions in the field of material analysis

using THz-TDS, as declared in this section.

• In Section I, we applied the effective medium theory proposed by Chýlek et al.

(1988) to yield a parameterized model to estimate the frequency dependent scat-

tering loss from three different granularities of polyethylene and air samples and

compare the theoretical analysis with the transmission THz-TDS measurements

of these samples. Unlike previous approaches our method does not rely on as-

sumptions regarding position of particles within the sample, the sample internal

structure or on experimental observations to fit unknown theoretical parameters.

We supported our analysis and results using information extracted from high res-

olution Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) images and 3D models generated

using X-ray tomography of our samples. The research is published in Applied

Physics Letters, volume-101, 2012 under the title ’Terahertz scattering by granular

composite materials: An effective medium theory’ (Kaushik et al. 2012a).

• In Section I, we present an iterative algorithm using the multiple scattering the-

ory of Waterman and Truell (1961) and the self consistency condition of Chýlek

and Srivastava (1983) for calculating the effective propagation constant. From the

comparison of simulated and experimental results, it is found that the algorithm

accurately estimated the optical properties of high density (>10%) samples made

of non-absorbing granular PE particles of dimensions comparable to the incident

wavelength. The proposed technique offers a rather simple and computation-

ally efficient method for estimating the multiple scattering response of a dense
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medium. The research is published in Applied Physics Letters, volume-100, 2012

under the title ’Terahertz scattering by dense media’ (Kaushik et al. 2012d).

• In Section I, we also present a numerical approach based on the modified Rayleigh-

Gans-Debye approximation to reduce the scattering contribution in transmis-

sion mode THz-TDS measurements of two phased media with absorbing con-

stituents. The resulting expression relates the scattering attenuation in terms of

the refractive indices of the sample constituents. The proposed technique not

only eliminates the increased baseline, but also corrects the extinction spectrum

for asymmetrically distorted absorption bands, often observed as consequence

of multiple scattering in the sample. The method was tested on experimentally

obtained extinction spectrum of a sample made of α-monohydrate lactose and

PE powder and was found to reasonably eliminate the scattering contribution

for the measured extinction, using only the THz-TDS measurements of sam-

ples refractive index, to reveal the true absorption spectra for a given sample.

The research is published in Journal of Applied Physics, volume-112, 2012 under

the title ’Terahertz scattering by two phased media with optically soft scatterers’

(Kaushik et al. 2012e).

• In Section II, we report a signal processing technique to estimate scattering contri-

bution in THz-TDS measurements by exploring the relation between the change

in spectral moments and time domain features of a THz pulse when it passes

through a dielectric material and the frequency dependent scattering attenuation

that occurs as a result of the interaction of the THz radiation with the internal

structure of the sample material. The proposed technique is an extension of the

centroid shift technique, initially proposed by Dines and Kak (1979), and relied

on the analytical description of the THz signal proposed by Xu et al. (2003). The

estimates from the technique were compared with the THz-TDS measurements

of two α-monohydrate lactose and polyethylene (PE) samples. It was found that

the technique reasonably estimates scattering loss profile for both the cases with-

out using a priori information of the physical characteristics of the sample or the

material, which makes it very useful for mitigating scattering effects in real world

applications such as standoff measurements. The research is published in IEEE

Photonics Technology Letters, Volume-24 under the title ’Reduction of Scattering

Effects in THz-TDS Signals’ (Kaushik et al. 2012b).
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• In Section II, we report a signal processing technique that does not rely on any

analytical expression to describe the THz signal and produces features that are

robust against various scattering conditions, without requiring a priori informa-

tion of the sample’s internal structure. Using the relation between the log mag-

nitude spectrum of the reference and the sample measurements and an arbitrary

frequency dependence of the scattering attenuation, a system of equations were

formed that can be iteratively solved to result in a spectral function that is inde-

pendent of the scattering attenuation and depends only on the reference signal

and absorption from the sample. The technique was tested on THz-TDS mea-

surements of two α-monohydrate lactose and polyethylene (PE) samples and was

found to be providing reasonable mitigation to the scattering contribution. The

research is presented at the Seventh International Conference on Intelligent Sensors,

Sensor Networks and Information Processing (ISSNIP), 2011 and the proceeding was

published under the title ’Scattering robust features for classification of materials

using terahertz’ (Kaushik et al. 2011).

• In Section II, we also present an iterative multilevel discrete wavelet transform

based technique for estimating frequency dependent scattering baseline for trans-

mission mode THz-TDS measurements. The method is tested on four sample

pellets, two comprising α-monohydrate lactose and PE (with different granular-

ity), while the other two comprising α-D-glucose (with different granularity) and

PE. From the comparison of the scattering reduced spectrum with the scattering

free/limited spectrum obtained from well prepared samples it was clear that the

technique reasonably estimates most of the general scattering attenuation pro-

file. The proposed method also helps in cleaning the measurements for other

background contributions such as systematic errors due to laser drift to enable

direct comparison with spectra of pure samples in a spectral data base for auto-

mated recognition. The research is published in Applied Physics Letters, Volume-

101, 2012, under the title ’Terahertz fingerprinting in presence of quasi-ballistic

scattering’ (Kaushik et al. 2012c).
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Chapter 2

Terahertz time domain
spectroscopy: THz-TDS

T
HE introduction of terahertz time domain spectroscopy in the late

1980’s offered a new and effective technique to explore the THz re-

gion. In the time domain, the broadband THz radiation takes the

shape of a very short, single cycle pulse. The underlying mechanism be-

hind the generation and detection of these extremely short pulses is based

on the creation and gated detection of electromagnetic transients by using

femtosecond laser pulses. This can be achieved either by: optical rectifi-

cation of non-linear crystals, or transient photo-conductivity. This chapter

first introduces the ultrafast and nonlinear methods to generate broadband

THz pulses before comprehensively describing terahertz-TDS data analysis

techniques.
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2.1 Introduction

A THz system which generates, propagates and detects transient electromagnetic pulses

is commonly referred as a pulsed THz system. In order to have a broadband energy

spectrum in the THz frequency range, the time duration of the generated electromag-

netic radiation must be of the order of picoseconds. The two most common approaches

for generation and detection of pulsed THz radiation from femtosecond laser pulses

are based on either photoconductive switches or second order non-linear optical crys-

tals. The first THz emitter and detector prototypes were realized by Fattinger and

Grischkowsky (1988) and Fattinger and Grischkowsky (1989), using a photoconductive

antenna. The commercial unavailability of the photoconductive antennas in the late

1990’s caused many THz research groups around the world to prefer non-linear crys-

tals like for example ZnTe for generation of THz pulses based on optical-rectification.

This technique was first demonstrated for generating far-infrared radiation using ZnTe

and LiNbO3, by Yang et al. (1971).

There are many methods for performing terahertz spectroscopy. The first and one

of the earliest techniques is the Fourier Transform Spectroscopy (FTS) (Ferguson and

Zhang 2002). In FTS, the sample under study is placed in an optical interferometer sys-

tem and is illuminated with a thermal source with broad spectral range. It is scanned

for a length of one interferometer arm; while a detector such as helium cooled bolome-

ter (Ferguson and Zhang 2002) is used to detect the resulting signal. The Fourier trans-

form of the measured data leads to the determination of the sample’s radiated power

spectral density. Although FTS has the advantage of being able to characterize a ma-

terial over a wide bandwidth, its performance is fundamentally limited by its spectral

resolution.

For high resolution spectral measurements, narrowband spectroscopy is an appropri-

ate method (Ferguson and Zhang 2002). In narrowband spectroscopy the terahertz

source as well as detector can be tuned across a desired frequency range for determin-

ing the optical properties of the sample under study within this bandwidth. However,

tuning of source and detector is a time consuming and costly process that limits the

applicability of this method.

The most recent technique is known as terahertz time domain spectroscopy (THz-

TDS). In this technique the sample is irradiated with very short duration broadband
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terahertz pulses generated using ultrafast laser pulses. Typically, a standard THz-

TDS system has bandwidth up to 4 THz. However, recently a few new photocon-

ductive antennas reporting bandwidths up to 8 THz (Shen et al. 2004) and optical rec-

tification systems with bandwidths up to 40 THz have been demonstrated (Wu and

Zhang 1997, Sinyukov and Hayden 2002). A THz-TDS system has a number of other

advantages, such as the ability to make coherent measurements of the transmitted THz

electric field, thus providing highly sensitive and time resolved amplitude and phase

information. The frequency range of a pulsed THz system is equal to the classical vi-

brational frequency range of polar molecules, enabling them to study rotational and

vibrational modes of molecules. This makes pulsed THz systems suitable for carrying

out spectroscopic studies of biomolecules (Withayachumnankul et al. 2007).

In this Chapter, we will review the fundamental physics behind THz generation and

detection using both non-linear crystals and photoconductive switches and outline the

basic principles of terahertz time-domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS).

2.2 Generation and detection of THz waves

A typical pulsed THz wave generation and detection system is a pump and probe

setup as depicted in Fig. 2.1. The femtosecond (fs) laser pulses are split into separate

pump and probe beams using a beam splitter. The pump beam is incident on a photo-

conductive or an electrooptical emitter to generate THz radiation. The radiation is then

collimated and focused on the sample under study by using a set of parabolic mirrors.

A similar set of parabolic mirrors are used to refocus and collimate the sample trans-

mitted THz pulse on the detector. A mechanical delay line is typically used to change

the time delay between THz pulse and the probe pulse. The delayed probe beam is

used to optically gate the photoconductive THz detector, modulating the THz field

and thus allowing measurement of the instantaneous THz electric field at instants con-

trolled by the relative delay between the pump and probe beams. To increase the sen-

sitivity, the pump beam is modulated by an optical chopper, and the THz-induced

modulation on the probe beam is extracted by a lock-in amplifier. This pulsed infor-

mation acquired in the time domain is transformed to the frequency domain with a

Fourier transform from which spectral information can be obtained.
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Femtosecond Laser Beam Splitter

Delay Stage

THz Emitter THz Detector

Parabolic 

  Mirrors

Laser
THz

Sample

Figure 2.1. A basic THz-TDS setup. Illustration of a basic THz-TDS setup showing the femtosec-

ond laser source, beam splitter, delay stage, THz emitter, detector, parabolic mirrors

and sample under study.

2.2.1 Photoconductive antennas

The photoconductive antenna (PCA) is one of the most commonly used components in

the generation and detection of THz radiation. A PCA is essentially an electrical switch

that becomes conductive when exposed to light. When the energy of the incident pho-

ton is sufficiently greater than the band gap energy of the PCA material, free carriers

(electrons and holes) are generated which makes the switch conducting. A PCA based

source chip for pulsed THz radiation is shown schematically in Fig. 2.2. A PCA emitter

consists of a semiconducting substrate with two metal electrodes. To generate the THz

signal, a DC bias is applied across the emitter electrodes and an ultrafast laser pulse

is focused near the anode of the antenna. The ultrafast laser pulse acts as transient

switch and causes rapid generation of free carriers. The free carriers are then driven,

under the influence of the DC bias, across the gap and produce a photocurrent. This

time-varying current produces electromagnetic radiation in the form of a THz pulse.

Since the mobility of holes is much smaller than the electrons, their contribution can

be ignored in most cases. Under this assumption, the current density can be expressed

as:

J(t) = N(t)eµEb, (2.1)

where N is density of photocarriers, e denotes the elementary charge, µ is the mobility

of electron, and Eb is the bias electric field. The photocarrier density N(t) is deter-

mined by the incident laser pulse shape and the carrier lifetimes. The photocurrent

thus produced is also time varying and therefore generates an electromagnetic pulse
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Femtosecond 

  laser pulse 
          Silicon 

hyperhemispecrical

           lens 

PCA emitter 

THz signal

Figure 2.2. Schematic illustration of a photoconductive switch. Two biased parallel metal

strip lines with a typical separation of some tens of micrometer are embedded in a

semiconductor substrate. The THz pulse is generated when a fs-laser pulse is focused

near the anode of the antenna thereby creating free charge carriers, which are accelerated

in the electric field between the striplines. These are radiated into the substrate (and

in opposite direction) and collimated by a hyper-hemispherical silicon lens.

with far-field electric field given by:

ETHz =
A

4πǫ0c2z

δJ(t)

δt
,

=
Ae

4πǫ0c2z

δN(t)

δt
µEb, (2.2)

where A is the area in the gap illuminated by the laser light, ǫ0 is the vacuum permit-

tivity, c is the speed in vacuum, and z is the distance between the field point and the

THz source. When the PCA substrate is excited with the ultrafast laser pulse, it be-

comes a conducting medium and therefore the induced field screens the biased field.

Taking this into account, the expression for photocurrent becomes (Darrow et al. 1992):

J(t) =
σ(t)Eb

σ(t)η0
1+n + 1

, (2.3)

where σ denotes the conductivity of the substrate, η0 represents the impedance of air,

and n represents the refractive index of the substrate. As the conductivity of the sub-

strate is induced by the exciting laser, it is proportional to the excitation laser intensity
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(T0). The resulting THz electric field can now be expressed as:

ETHz ∝
dσ(t)

dt

1
[

σ(t)η0
1+n + 1

]2
,

∝
I0

(1 + kI0)2
, (2.4)

where k = σ(t)η0/I0(1 + n).

Femtosecond 

  laser pulse 

          Silicon 

hyperhemispecrical

           lens 

PCA  receiver

THz signal

Figure 2.3. A photoconductive antenna based THz receiver. The THz receiver is gated by

focusing a pulsed laser in the 5 µm wide gap between the electrodes. The injected

carriers are driven by the received THz field and a current is measured.

On the receiver side, a PCA based THz detector is very similar to the PCA based THz

emitter, the major difference being, that a detector has H-shaped electrodes connected

to a current sensor, instead of a power supply. As shown in Fig. 2.3, when the optical

probe beam is focused between protruding parts of the electrodes, it generates free car-

riers in the substrate which causes resistance in the switch to drop to about a hundred

Ohms. On the other hand, the electric field of the focused incoming THz radiation in-

duces a transient bias voltage across the 5 µm gap between the protruding arms of the

electrodes of the receiving antenna. In the PCA based THz generation and detection

setup depicted in Fig. 2.1, the electric field across the electrodes of the photoconductive

switch at any given point in time can be sampled by the optical probe pulse, by delay-

ing the optical probe pulse relative to the incoming THz pulse. This time delay allows

the measurement of the time-dependence of the photocurrent. The THz field induced
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current can be expressed as:

J̄ = N̄eµEτ, (2.5)

where N̄ is the average electron density, and τ denotes the time delay between the

optical probe pulse and the incoming THz pulse.

In order to generate or detect THz radiation, the switching time of the PCA should

be within sub-picosecond range. The overall switching time can be divided into two

parts: (i) switch on, and (ii) switch off time. Switch on time is basically a function of the

laser pulse duration, while the switch off time is governed by the carrier lifetime of the

semiconductor substrate. Thus, the desirable properties for a photoconductive mate-

rial for generation and detection of THz are: short carrier lifetime, high carrier mobility

and a high breakdown voltage. Several photoconductive materials have been tested,

but the most common materials used for generating and detecting THz radiation are

RD-SOS and LT-GaAs. More detailed descriptions and characterizations of photocon-

ductive antennas can be found in Jepsen et al. (1996), Jepsen and Keiding (1995), and

Gürtler et al. (2000).

2.2.2 Nonlinear crystals—non-linear optical processes

Optical rectification

THz pulse generation using photoconductive antennas utilizes real photoinduced car-

riers, while optical rectification is a method that uses non-linear optical process, which

can be considered as virtual photoinduced carriers. The key component for THz gen-

eration and detection using non-linear optical processes is a non-linear crystal. The lin-

earity of a dielectric medium is characterized by the relation between its polarization

density (P) and the incident electric field (E). For a medium to be linear, the relation

between its P and E needs to be linear, while for a non-linear medium, this relation is

non-linear, as illustrated in Fig. 2.4.

When an ultrafast optical pulse interacts with a non-linear crystal, it induces a time

varying polarization of dipoles within the crystal. The time dependence of the in-

duced polarization follows the intensity envelope of the incident optical pulse. Optical

rectification is process that requires a second-order nonlinear optical effect. Let E(t)

represent the electric field of the incident optical pulse, the second-order time varying

polarization in the non-linear crystal is given by:

P
(2)
NL(t) = χ(2)E2(t), (2.6)
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P
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(a) Linear medium (b) Non-linear medium

Figure 2.4. The P-E relation. The PE relation for (a) a linear dielectric medium, and (b) a

nonlinear medium.

where χ(2) represents the second order susceptibility of the crystal, and NL denotes

the non-linearity. When the incident light is a plane wave, E(t) can be expressed as:

E(t) =
∫ ∞

0
E(ω) exp(−iωt)dω + c.c., (2.7)

where c.c. represents the complex conjugate of all terms to its left. By substituting

Eq. 2.7 in to Eq. 2.6, the polarization for optical rectification is given by:

P
(2)
NL(t) = 2χ(2)

∫ ∞

0

∫ ∞

0
E(ω1)E∗(ω2) exp [−i(ω1 − ω2)t] dω1dω2. (2.8)

Because an ultrashort optical pulse E(t) contains a great number of frequency compo-

nents, the optical rectification process results in a oscillating polarization with a num-

ber of difference frequencies ranging from near zero to a few terahertz. In the far-field,

the radiated THz electric field ETHz(t) is proportional to the second time derivative of

P
(2)
NL(t):

ETHz(t) ∝
∂2P

(2)
NL(t)

∂t2
. (2.9)

The susceptibility term χ(2) depends on the structure of the crystal. Therefore, if the

crystal structure and incident optical electric field are known, Eq. 2.9 can be used to

determine the far-field waveform of the THz radiation. However, many other factors

such as crystal orientation, dimension, absorption and dispersion, diffraction, phase

matching and saturation, can affect the pulse shape, and frequency distribution (Zhang

and Xu 2009). A suitable non-linear crystal for THz generation and detection must be

highly transparent to both optical and THz frequencies to minimize energy dissipation

and have a large electro-optic coefficient to achieve high conversion efficiency. Dielec-

tric crystals such as, LiNbO3, and LiTaO3 and semiconductors such as, GaAs, and ZnTe
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satisfy these requirements and are commonly used in THz time domain spectroscopy

setups.

Elecrooptical sampling

Electrooptical (EO) sampling can be considered as the inverse process of optical recti-

fication. The THz field is measured by modulating the optical probe beam inside the

crystal. This is carried out by copropagating a linearly polarized optical probe beam

with the THz beam in the crystal. The electric field of the THz beam induces a change

in the refractive index of the lens, which in turn modulates the phase and thus changes

the polarization of the probe beam. This polarization change is then converted to in-

tensity change by an Wollaston prism, followed by a pair of balanced photodiodes, to

suppress the common laser noise while doubling the signal.

A typical EO detection setup is illustrated in Fig. 2.5. The pellicle beamsplitter reflects

the optical probe beam to copropagate it with the THz beam through the ZnTe crystal.

The ZnTe crystal phase modulates the optical beam according to the instantaneous

amplitude of the THz field. For a ZnTe crystal with thickness d, the phase delay of the

optical beam can be calulated by:

Γ =
πdn3

oγ41ETHz

λ
(cos α sin 2φ + 2 sin α cos 2φ), (2.10)

where λ is the optical wavelength; no is the optical refractive index of the ZnTe crystal;

γ41 is the electro-optical coefficient of the crystal; α and φ are the polarization angles

of the THz beam and the optical probe beam with respect to the 〈001〉 direction, re-

spectively (Gorenflo 2006). Maximum phase retardation is achieved at α = φ = 90◦

(Gorenflo 2006). In the absence of the copropagating THz beam, the optical beam

passes through the crystal without phase modulation. Then, the optical beam which

is still linearly polarized, enters the quarter-wave plate at a polarization angle of 45◦

with respect to the optical axis of the wave plate. The quarter-wave plate retards one

component of the optical beam by 90◦ with respect to its orthogonal component, thus

making it circularly polarized. The Wollaston prism then splits the optical beam into

its two orthogonal components. The intensity difference between the two components

is now measured using balanced photodiodes. In the absence of the copropagating

THz beam, this difference is zero. When the copropagating THz beam is present, the

optical beam gets phase modulated and changes its polarization from linear to strongly

elliptical after passing through the non-linear crystal. The quarter-wave plate retards
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2.2 Generation and detection of THz waves

Figure 2.5. A typical EO detection setup. The pellicle beamsplitter reflects the optical probe

beam to copropagate it with the THz beam through the ZnTe crystal. The ZnTe

crystal phase modulates the optical beam according to the instantaneous amplitude of

the THz field. The quarter-wave plate retards the phase of one component by 90◦

with respect to the other, changing the polarization of the optical beam to weakly

elliptical. The Wollaston prism then separates the optical beam into its two orthogonal

components. These two components that now have different intensities are fed to a

balanced photodetector. The photodetector then produces the difference signal that is

directly proportional to the THz beam amplitude.

the phase of one component by 90◦ with respect to the other, changing the polarization

of the optical beam to weakly elliptical. The Wollaston prism then separates the opti-

cal beam into its two orthogonal components. These two components that now have

different intensities are fed to a balanced photodetector. The photodetector then pro-

duces the difference signal that is directly proportional to the THz beam amplitude. To

obtain the maximum temporal resolution and detection bandwidth, the optical probe

beam and the THz beam should be phase matched. More detailed descriptions and

characterizations of non-linear crystals, optical rectification and electrooptic sampling

can be found in Gorenflo (2006) and Zhang and Xu (2009).
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2.3 THz time domain spectroscopy

In Section 2.2, we discussed the important THz generation and detection techniques

in detail. There are two configurations in which pulsed THz systems are usually op-

erated: transmission mode and reflection. Most commercial pulse THz system are

designed to operate in one mode only, however it is possible to build customized sys-

tems which support both the modes. Although both modes have their advantages,

transmission mode systems tend to be more popular as it is easier to align. In this

section we provide a detailed description of the transmission mode THz-TDS systems.

Here, we will describe two transmission mode systems, one employing PCAs for THz

generation and detection, while the other using non-linear crystals. Then we will dis-

cuss the data acquisition and analysis techniques for THz-TDS systems.

2.3.1 THz-TDS using PCAs

Fig. 2.6 shows a typical transmission mode THz-TDS setup using PCAs as emitter and

detector. A MiraSeed (Coherent) Ti:sapphire femtosecond mode-locked laser pumped

by a Verdi (Coherent) V6 is used as the source of the optical pulses. The output pulses

from the femtosecond (fs) laser have duration less than 50 fs at a repetition rate of

76 MHz. The output power of the laser is 0.75 W with a center wavelength of 800 nm.

The femtosecond laser beam then is split into two beams, the probe beam and the

pump beam, using a beam splitter. The pump beam laser is modulated by an opti-

cal chopper and thereafter is focused onto a photoconductive emitter that is biased

at 95 V dc by a 6 mm diameter plano-convex optical lens. The generated THz pulse

is emitted into the GaAs substrate in a cone normal to the interface. The THz radia-

tion is then collimated by a crystalline hyperhemispherical silicon lens attached to the

back side of the PCA emitter chip. The silicon lens also helps in limiting the multi-

ples reflections from the semiconductor material (Jepsen and Keiding 1995, Rudd and

Mittleman 2002). The THz pulse from the silicon lens is then focused on the sample un-

der study using off-axis gold plated paraboloidal mirrors with an effective focal length

100 mm. In this geometry we use a f-2f arrangement of the mirrors to produce a focus

on the sample position. A similar set of parabolic mirrors (with 2f-f) arrangement is

used to refocus and collimate the sample transmitted THz pulse on the detector. On

the receiving end, the probe beam is focused using a plano-convex lens onto the pho-

toconductive detector. The averaged THz pulse can be sampled and measured by the
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probe beam at instants controlled by the relative delay between the pump and probe

beams. The received signal is then passed to a lock-in amplifier (model SR830).

Figure 2.6. A typical PCA based THz-TDS setup. Schematic diagram of a complete photocon-

ductive antenna (PCA) based THz-TDS system.

2.3.2 THz-TDS using non-linear crystals

Fig. 2.7 shows a typical transmission mode THz-TDS setup using non-linear crystals

as emitter and detector. This setup is quite similar to the one that uses PCAs, albeit

with major differences at the detection end. On the emitter side, when the ultrafast

pump beam interacts with the crystal, it induces time varying polarization dipoles in

the crystal. As a result of optical rectification due to the second order frequency mixing

in the crystal, THz radiation is generated. While, on the detector end, a pellicle beam-

splitter is used to copropagate the THz beam with the optical probe pulse through the

crystal to phase modulate the optical beam according to the THz amplitude. The op-

tical beam is then split into its two orthogonal components by using a quarter-wave

plate and a Wollaston prism. The balanced photodetector then measures the intensity

difference between the two components of the optical beam, which is directly propor-

tional to the THz beam amplitude. Further details on THz generation and detection

using non-linear crystals can be found in Section 2.2.2.
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Figure 2.7. A typical EO based THz-TDS setup. Schematic diagram of a complete electrooptic

based THz-TDS system using non-linear crystals for THz generation and detection.

Component list for THz-TDS spectrometer

In this Thesis, we have used a PCA based transmission mode THz-TDS system as

illustrated in Fig. 2.6. The components used in this spectrometer are listed as follows:

• MiraSeed (Coherent) Femtosecond Modelocked Ti: Sapphire laser

• Diode-Pumped laser (Coherent) Verdi V6 (not shown)

• XPS motion controller

• ILS linear stage (Newport)

• SR540 chopper controller with 30 slots chopper blade

• SR830 lock-in amplifier

• Stripline GaAs photoconductive antennas for emitter and detector - (Zomega)

• Standard biasing power supply
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• Paraboloidal mirrors (Edmund Optics)

• Retroreflector (Edmund Optics)

• Plano-convex lens 6 mm diameter with a focal length of 12 mm

• Custom-built plano convex lens holder

• IR filters (Newport)

• XYZ stages (Newport)

• Non-polarised beamsplitter (Thorlabs)

• Custom-built antenna mount modules

• Valumax mirrors (Newport)

2.3.3 Data acquisition and analysis for transmission mode THz-TDS

The temporal electric field is obtained by measuring the shape of the field strengths of

the short electromagnetic pulse in time domain obtained using the THz-TDS spectrom-

eter illustrated in Fig. 2.6. When a terahertz pulse passes through a sample material,

its temporal shape changes and the extent of change depends on the linear response of

the material (Fischer 2005). This linear response of a material is governed by its opti-

cal properties. Thus we can say that the temporal shape of the sample pulse contains

the complete information of the dielectric function of the sample material, for exam-

ple the attenuation of the pulse is an estimate of the absorption by the material and

the time delay is indicative of the refractive index of the material. The detailed fre-

quency dependence of the dielectric function can only be determined in the frequency

domain. Thus in order to access this information, Fourier transformation of the THz

pulse is carried out, and a comparison of this pulse with a reference pulse (assumed to
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have traveled through vacuum) can lead to a determination of the average dielectric

properties of the sample material (Fischer 2005).

Consider a monochromatic plane wave of angular frequency ω propagating through a

material with complex dielectric constant n̂ = n + iκ in +z direction. The time depen-

dent electric field can be expressed as:

E(z, t) = E0(t) exp

{

i(ωt +
n̂ω

c
z)

}

= E0(t) exp
{

i
nω

c
z
}

exp
{

−κω

c
z
}

, (2.11)

where E0(t) = E0eiωt is the time-varying component of the incident electric field.

Eq. 2.11 consists of an oscillating time-dependent term that represents the wave prop-

agation and an exponential decay due to the absorption. In order to explain the fre-

quency dependence of the dielectric functions, we will consider a THz pulse that has

propagated through a sample of thickness d. As we want to study the dielectric func-

tion in the frequency domain, we take Fourier transform of Eq. 2.11:

E(ω) = E0(ω) exp

{

i
n(ω)ω

c
z

}

exp

{

−κ(ω)ω

c
z

}

. (2.12)

Now, when a beam propagates from one medium with refractive index n1 to another

with refractive index n2, there are some reflections losses at the medium boundaries. In

order to compensate for these losses, we need to determine the transmission amplitude

coefficient T of this system, which is given by Fresnel’s equations as follows:

T1→2 =
2n2

n1 + n2
. (2.13)

In a transmission mode THz-TDS setup, the THz beam has to propagate through two

medium boundaries (air→sample→air) before reaching the detector. This further at-

tenuates the signal and the total transmission amplitude coefficient T for transmission

mode THz-TDS system is given by:

T = Tair→sample · Tsample→air,

= 4
n(ω)

{n(ω) + 1}2
, (2.14)

and thus the THz electric field, after propagation through a sample of thickness d and

considering the transmission attenuation at the medium boundaries, is given by:

Esample(ω) = E0(ω)T exp

{

i
n(ω)ω

c
d

}

exp

{

−κ(ω)ω

c
d

}

, (2.15)
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while the field of the reference pulse, that has propagated the same distance in vacuum

(n = 1, κ = 0) is given by:

Ereference(ω) = E0(ω) exp

{

i
ωd

c

}

. (2.16)

By dividing Eq. 2.15 with Eq. 2.16, we can determine the complete transmission coeffi-

cient of the system. This is given by:

Tc(ω) = Aeiφ =
Esample(ω)

Ereference(ω)
,

=
4n(ω)

{n(ω) + 1}2
exp

{

i
(n(ω)− 1)ω

c
d

}

exp

{

−κ(ω)ω

c
d

}

. (2.17)

The index of refraction can directly be extracted from the phase φ in Eq. 2.17 as:

n(ω) = 1 +
φc

ωd
, (2.18)

and the complex index κ can be determined by from the complex amplitude A as fol-

lows

κ(ω) = − c

ωd

{

(n(ω) + 1)2

4n(ω)
A

}

. (2.19)

The absorption coefficient α is commonly expressed as:

α(ω) = 2
κ(ω)ω

c
,

= −2

d
ln

{

(n(ω) + 1)2

4n(ω)
A

}

. (2.20)

In Fig. 2.8 we show the acquisition and analysis process of a 3 mm thick polyvinyl chlo-

ride (PVC) sheet by a transmission mode THz-TDS spectroscopy setup as illustrated in

Fig. 2.6. This experiment is conducted in a nitrogen purged environment to eliminate

the presence of water absorption lines in the measurements. The inset (a) shows the

temporal profiles reference and sample THz pulses. The effects of absorption (attenu-

ation of the main peak maximum amplitude) and refractive index change (time delay

of the pulse) can be clearly seen. Inset (b) shows the spectral amplitude of the refer-

ence and sample pulses after the fast Fourier transform process. Using the Eq. 2.18,

2.19 and 2.20, we calculated the frequency dependent index of refraction n(ω) and the

absorption coefficient α(ω), which are shown in inset (c) and inset (d) respectively.
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Figure 2.8. Material parameter extraction. An example for the determination of the dielectric

function from a reference and sample (3 mm thick PVC polymer pellet) THz pulse. (a)

The temporal shape of the reference pulse reflects the dielectric properties of the sample:

the time delay of the pulse is due to the higher index of refraction, the attenuation of

the peak amplitude is due to the absorption and the ringing after the main pulse is a

characteristic for strong distinct resonance features. (b) These are clearly visible in the

representation of the spectral amplitude. (c) From the frequency dependent amplitudes

and phases the index of refraction and (d) the absorption coefficient is plotted as a

function of frequency.
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Figure 2.9. Measurement with a sample cell. (a) THz radiation propagates through an empty

sample cell, as the reference. (b) THz radiation propagates through an identical sample

cell, filled with the powder sample.

2.3.4 Measurement and data analysis of sample in a cell

Spectroscopy of powders, liquid or gas often requires a cell to hold or confine the sam-

ple. The cell is constructed of material that are transparent to THz, allowing the radia-

tion to probe the sample material effectively. The cell windows must be optically thick

enough, so that the Fresnel echoes generated at the cell to air and cell to sample inter-

faces can be separated in the temporal profile. In this section, we present the analysis

of wave propagation and sample measurement in a cell.

Fig. 2.9 illustrates the propagation of T-rays through a cell during the measurements of

the sample and reference data.

By analyzing the propagation geometry, we can express the reference and sample spec-

trum as:

Eref(ω) = τ2
awτ2

waE0(ω)FP2
awa(ω)FPwaw(ω)

exp

[

−jn0(ω)
ωds

c

]

exp

[

−jn̂w(ω)
ωdw

c

]

, (2.21)
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Esam(ω) = τawτwsτswτwaE0(ω)FP2
aws(ω)FPwsw(ω)

exp

[

−jn̂s(ω)
ωds

c

]

exp

[

−jn̂w(ω)
ωdw

c

]

, (2.22)

and the transfer function for this system is given by:

H(ω) = Esam(ω)/Eref(ω)

=
τwsτswFP2

aws(ω)FPwsw(ω)

τwaτawFP2
awa(ω)FPwaw(ω)

exp−j(n̂s − n0)
ωds

c
, (2.23)

where the subscripts a, s and w are for air, sample, and window, respectively, and

ds is the thickness of the sample. Therefore, τaw describes the propagation from air

to window, τws describes the propagation from window to sample and so on. Here,

n̂s is the complex refractive index of the sample and n0 = 1 is the refractive index of

free air. Here, FPaws is the Fabry-Pérot term for the reflections in the window, with

air on one side and sample on the other side. Similarly, FPawa is the Fabry-Pérot term

for the reflections in the window, with air on both the sides, while FPwsw and FPwaw

represents the Fabry-Pérot term for reflections in sample and air, with window on both

sides, respectively. The generation and expression of the Fabry-Pérot term is discussed

in detail in Section 3.2.

By assuming the reflections are removed from the sample and reference data, the trans-

fer function can now be given by:

H(ω) =
τwsτsw

τwaτaw
exp

[

−j(n̂s − n0)
ωds

c

]

. (2.24)

If the refractive index of the cell windows is very close to that of air, then the transmis-

sion coefficients can be approximated as τws ≈ τwa and τsw ≈ τaw. Thus, the transfer

function can be given by:

H(ω) ≈ exp

[

−j(n̂s − n0)
ωds

c

]

, (2.25)

and the optical constants be found from

ns(ω) = n0 −
c

ωds
∠H(ω),

ks(ω) = − c

ωds
ln |H(ω)|. (2.26)

The estimation of optical constants in the sample cell measurement setting relies heav-

ily on approximations. Using the iterative parameter estimation technique proposed

by Withayachumnankul (2009) the accuracy of the estimates can be improved.
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Dynamic range of the setup

As described in the Section 2.3.3, the dielectric function of a sample material can be

determined by measuring the reference THz electric field Ereference in an empty (or

nitrogen purged) spectrometer and a sample THz pulse Esample propagating through

a sample of thickness d placed inside the spectrometer, in the THz beam path. The

index of refraction n and the absorption coefficient α are evaluated from the frequency

dependent amplitudes A and phase difference φ using the Eq. 2.18 and 2.20. Due to

the single cycle nature of the pulse, the measured spectral amplitude exhibits a strong

amplitude at low frequencies and a gradual roll-off at the high frequencies, until the

detected signal level approaches the noise floor of the experiment (Jepsen and Fischer

2005). They showed that the normalized spectrum of the measured THz pulse is a good

measure of the frequency dependent dynamic range of the experiment. Jepsen and

Fischer (2005) introduced the following expression for the largest detectable absorption

coefficient αmax that can be measured reliably for a given dynamic range (ηDR) and

sample thickness d:

αmax(ω) =
2

d
ln

{

ηDR
4n(ω)

(n(ω) + 1)2

}

. (2.27)

Absorption features that exceed the value of αmax can not be detected and are saturated

by the value of αmax.

2.4 Post measurement processing for THz-TDS data

Post measurement, several signal processing techniques are applied to the THz-TDS

data before it can be used for further analysis. These techniques commonly include

signal averaging, denoising, and phase unwrapping. The following is a brief review of

these techniques.

2.4.1 Signal averaging

In order to reduce the random noise in the measurement, multiple repeated measure-

ments are averaged in time domain. Consider a noise free signal y0(t) and random

noise (Gaussian distribution) n(t) measured from a time invariant system. The mth

measurement can be expressed as:

ym(t) = y0(t) + nm(t). (2.28)
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Figure 2.10. Signal averaging. A comparison of the measured amplitude spectrum obtained by

time domain averaging, frequency domain averaging (using individual magnitude spec-

trum), and from a single measurement (no averaging). It is clear that time domain

averaging exhibits significantly lower noise floor and thus an increase in bandwidth and

dynamic range.

The expectation of the mth measurement can be given by:

E [ym(t)] = y0(t), (2.29)

as the expectation of the random noise, a Gaussian process, is zero. Thus, averaging the

signal in time-domain reduces the noise. This, however in not true of signal averaging

in frequency domain. Consider the amplitude spectrum of the mth measurement:

|Ym(ω)| = |Y0(ω) + Nm(ω)| . (2.30)

The expectation of the magnitude spectrum is:

E [|Ym(ω)|] = E [|Y0(ω) + Nm(ω)|] . (2.31)

Clearly, the expectation of the magnitude spectrum of the mth measurement is not noise

free. The difference in averaging performance between the two domains is also evident

from the Fig. 2.10, where the effect of time domain averaging and frequency domain

averaging is compared with a signal with no averaging.
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2.4.2 Signal denoising

There are several sources of noise in a terahertz system. Both systematic and random

noise sources contribute towards the overall noise of a measurement. As discussed

in the previous section, one way of reducing the random noise is by time domain av-

eraging of multiple repeated measurements, however, this method is not effective for

systematic noise and also increases the data acquisition time. The other significant

source for errors and ambiguity in THz systems is the system hardware itself. Electri-

cal noise, optical reflections in hardware and several other hardware generated effects

can interfere with the far-infrared properties of the sample under study by introducing

unwanted artefacts (Mittleman et al. 1998). These artefacts can be removed by isolating

the signal of interest from the unwanted components by performing deconvolution

(Mittleman et al. 1998). However, deconvolution process is very sensitive to noise and

can result in introduction for further errors in presence of noise.

An improved solution for the noise problem can be found in digital signal processing

techniques such as wavelet denoising. Ferguson and Abbott (2001a) and Ferguson and

Abbott (2001b), discussed the applicability of wavelet denoising algorithms, by test-

ing them on THz measurements with simulated additive noise. Zhu et al. (2009) also

applied wavelet based denoising to show an improvement in the SNR of the signals.

However, wavelet based denoising has some drawbacks. The optimal wavelet choice

can change from one system to another and is highly dependent on the pulse shape of

the THz signal.

Another digital signal processing denoising algorithm based on moving average fil-

tering was proposed by Pupeza et al. (2007). Their spatially variant moving average

filtering (SVMAF) technique starts with establishing a confidence interval on the mea-

sured transfer function. This is followed by extraction of intermediate optical constants

from the averaged transfer function. These optical constants were then smoothed us-

ing an average filter over the frequency range of the measurement. Using the new

optical constants, the process is repeated and a new transfer function is obtained and

accepted if it falls within the defined confidence interval.

2.4.3 Phase unwrapping

As can be seen in the Eq. 2.18, in order to calculate index of refraction, (n) and subse-

quently the absorption coefficient, (α), phase information, (φ) is required. The phase
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Figure 2.11. Phase wrapping. The phase of a transfer function, obtained from a measured PE

sample is wrapped around −π to π.

spectrum is obtained directly from the angle between the real and imaginary part of

the transfer function.

However, this phase information is not continuous. Whenever the absolute value of

the phase is greater that π, it jumps to opposite polarity by 2π (Hoffmann 2006). This

wrapping is illustrated in the Fig. 2.11.

In order to obtain continuous phase greater than or above 2π , we need to unwrap the

original phase information. This process was carried out in Matlab, using the following

command:

phase = unwrap (angle (Tc(ω))) , (2.32)

where, Tc(ω) denotes the complex transmission coefficient, and angle refers to the

wrapped phase information. However, at lower frequencies, noise can dominate the

THz signal (Duvillaret et al. 1996). To avoid the propagation of unwrapping error at

low frequencies to higher frequencies, the distorted phase is artificially linearly ex-

trapolated at the low frequencies from the unwrapped phase at higher frequencies

(Duvillaret et al. 1996). After the extrapolation the whole phase profile is then forced to

start at zero. This procedure is illustrated in the Fig. 2.12.
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Figure 2.12. Phase extrapolation. (a) The phase of a transfer function, obtained from the mea-

surement of α-monohydrate lactose and PE (mixed in 1:1 ratio and pressed into pellet)

sample, unwrapped with and without phase extrapolation. The phase between 0.0 to

0.02 THz is linearly extrapolated from 0.02 THz to 0.04 THz. (b) The index of

refraction determined with phase without and with phase extrapolation.

2.5 Chapter summary

This chapter presents an introduction to the several aspects of T-ray generation and

detection techniques. Two major types of the coherent sources and detectors for T-rays

discussed in this chapter are PCAs and non-linear crystals. When excited by ultrashort

optical pulses, free carriers generated in PCAs play the main role in T-ray generation

while in non-linear crystals induced dipoles are resposible for T-ray generation. Thus,

the underlying mechanisms for T-ray generation is completely different for PCAs and

non-linear crystals. Later, we introduce typical setups for THz-TDS in transmission

mode followed by a list of components used in a typical THz spectrometer. To fur-

ther the discussion on THz-TDS we present an introduction to material charaterisation

using THz-TDS. Measurement and data analysis for single sample and sample in a

cell is described by presenting analytical model for parameter extraction based on ray

optics. In addition, this chapter also disccusses some post measurement signal pro-

cessing techniques such as signal averaging, denoising and phase unwrapping, which

are frequently implemented along with parameter extraction.
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The next chapter introduces the basic concepts and theories that form the understand-

ing platform of THz interaction with materials. The process of absorption and dis-

persion of THz wave when propagating through a medium with a complex refractive

index is described in detail. Furthermore the discussion is extended to describe the

cause of generation of the material spectral fingerprints.
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Chapter 3

THz interaction with
materials

C
OHERENT THz wave signals are detected in the time do-

main by mapping the transients of the electric field in ampli-

tude and phase. This enables measurement of dielectric prop-

erties of the material sample under study. T-rays can easily penetrate most

dielectric materials, which may be opaque to visible light, making T-rays a

very useful tool for material characterization and identification in applica-

tions such as security screening, pharmaceutical and industrial quality con-

trol. In this chapter, we discuss the basic concepts and theories of terahertz

interaction with materials and propagation in dielectric material. We then

discuss, the various challenges and hurdles that constrain plausible scenar-

ios for the application of terahertz technology for material classification and

identification.
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3.1 THz waves in matter

Just like any other frequency region, THz radiation can be described using macroscopic

form of Maxwell’s equations:

∇ · D = ρ f , (3.1)

∇ · B = 0, (3.2)

∇× E = −∂B

∂t
, (3.3)

∇× H = J f +
∂D

∂t
, (3.4)

where ρ f and J f represent the free charge density and the free current density, respec-

tively. The macroscopic fields D and H are related to the fundamental fields E (electric

field) and B (magnetic field) according to the following relations:

D = ǫ0E + P = ǫE, (3.5)

H =
1

µ0
B − M =

1

µ
B, (3.6)

where ǫ0 and µ0 represent the permittivity and permeability of free space and P and M

represent the polarization and magnetization, respectively. The last parts of the Eq. 3.5

and 3.6, where ǫ and µ are the electric permittivity and the magnetic permeability of

the medium, are only valid under the assumption of an isotropic and linear medium.

Using the linear relations described in Eq. 3.5 and 3.6, the electric field and the magnetic

field can be disentangled from Eq. 3.3 and 3.4 as:

∇× (∇× E) + ǫµ
∂2E

∂t2
= −µ

∂J f

∂t
, (3.7)

∇× (∇× H) + ǫµ
∂2H

∂t2
= ∇× J f . (3.8)

Using the vector identity ∇× (∇× A) = ∇(∇A) +∇2A, the above equations can be

rewritten as:

∇2E − ǫµ
∂2E

∂t2
= µ

∂J f

∂t
+

1

ǫ
∇ρ f , (3.9)

∇2H − ǫµ
∂2H

∂t2
= −∇× J f . (3.10)

Eq. 3.9 can be further simplified by assuming a linear relation between J f and E, given

by J f = σE, where σ represents the electrical conductivity and negligible free charge

fluctuation, i.e., ∇ρ f = 0, as follows:

∇2E = σµ
∂E

∂t
+ ǫµ

∂2E

∂t2
, (3.11)
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where σ and ǫ are real and independent. The wave equation for H can be simplified

in a similar way. When propagating in a dielectric medium, the wave equation can be

expressed as:

∇2E = ǫµ
∂2E

∂t2
=

1

v2

∂2E

∂t2
, (3.12)

where v represents the velocity of propagation in the media. The general solution to

the above equation is given by:

E(r, t) = E0 exp {i(k.r − ωt)} , (3.13)

where k represents the wave vector and ω denotes the angular frequency of the wave.

For the wave equation in H, the solution is similar to that of E and is given by:

H(r, t) = H0 exp {i(k.r − ωt)} . (3.14)

Substituting the Eq. 3.13 and 3.14 in the Maxwell’s equations ∇ · E = 0 and ∇ · H = 0,

we obtain:

k · E = 0, (3.15)

k · H = 0, (3.16)

which means that the electric field E and the magnetic field H are perpendicular to the

wave vector, this can be seen in Fig. 3.1.

Figure 3.1. The electromagnetic wave. Illustration of an electromagnetic wave that consists of

an electric field coupled with a magnetic field. The magnetic and electric fields of an

electromagnetic wave are perpendicular to each other and to the wave vector.

The propagation of a electromagnetic wave in a medium is governed by the electro-

magnetic properties (ǫ and µ) of the medium. Inserting Eq. 3.13 back into Eq. 3.12
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yields the following expression:

k2 = ǫµω2. (3.17)

This equation, known as the dispersion relation, completely describes the propagation

of an electromagnetic wave in a medium. Here, k represents the wavenumber of the

medium, and for a non-magnetic medium is given by:

k =
2π

λ
= n

c

v
, (3.18)

where, λ represents the wavelength of the wave and n represents the refractive index

of the medium.

3.2 THz propagation across an interface

When an electromagnetic wave propagates across the interface of two media with dif-

ferent refractive indices, a fraction of the wave energy is refracted into the second

medium while some of it is reflected back in the first medium. At the interface, both E

and H follow Snell’s law given by:

n̂a sin θi = n̂b sin θr, (3.19)

where θi and θr are the angle of incidence and the angle of refraction, respectively, and

n̂a and n̂b are the complex refractive indices of the two media. The complex refrac-

tive index, n̂(ω) = n(ω) + jκ(ω), comprises the index of refraction, n(ω), and the

extinction coefficient, κ(ω), which together, are referred to as the optical constants. In

Fig. 3.2, when the wave propagates from medium a into medium b, and the polar-

ization of the electric field is perpendicular to the plane of incidence, the propagation

is called s-polarized or Transverse Electric (TE) and when the polarization of electric

field is parallel to the plane of incidence, the propagation is termed as p-polarized or

transverse magnetic (TM).

The ratios of the refracted and reflected field amplitudes to the incident field amplitude

are known as Fresnel reflection and transmission coefficients and are given in Table 3.1.

When the angle of incidence is normal to the interface, the Fresnel coefficients for the

two modes of propagation (TE and TM) are equal to each other:

τTE = τTM,

ρTE = ρTM. (3.20)
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Figure 3.2. Reflection and refraction. Reflection and refraction of an incident wave at interface

between two media.

Table 3.1. Fresnel coefficients for wave propagation across an interface.

TE mode of propagation TM mode of propagation

Transmission Reflection Transmission Reflection

τTE = 2n̂a cos θi
n̂a cos θi+n̂b cos θt

ρTE = n̂a cos θi−n̂b cos θt

n̂a cos θi+n̂b cos θt
τTM = 2n̂a cos θi

n̂a cos θt+n̂b cos θi
ρTM = n̂a cos θt−n̂b cos θi

n̂a cos θt+n̂b cos θi

Fresnel equations also predict that, a p-polarized wave (TM mode of propagation)

propagating from medium a into medium b will not have any reflected component,

if the angle of incidence is:

θB = tan−1

{

nb

na

}

. (3.21)

This angle is called the Brewster′s angle. Also, if the medium a is optically denser than

medium b, i.e., na > nb, than for all angles greater than a critical angle given by:

θc = sin−1

{

nb

na

}

, (3.22)

the reflectivity becomes unity and there is no transmission across the interface. This

phenomenon is know as Total Internal Reflection (TIR).

Wave propagation in a slab

If the second medium is a slab, the traversing refractive wave will encounter the other

interface where again reflection and refraction will take place. This process continues
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3.2 THz propagation across an interface

Figure 3.3. Wave propagation through a dielectric slab. Wave propagation through a slab of

homogeneous dielectric: directly propagated pulse and Fresnel echoes.

until all of the wave energy is dissipated, thus splitting the wave into a number of

intermediate paths. This process is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. In our experiments, the an-

gle of incidence of the incoming waves is not strongly oblique and therefore, all the

transmission and reflections paths overlap. The total transmitted wave is therefore the

summation of these intermediate transmitted components. A general expression for

that is given by:

Et = ττ
′
E0 exp

[

−jn̂b
ωdθ

c

]

{

1 + ρ2 exp

[

−jn̂b
ω2dθ

c

]

+ ρ4 exp

[

−jn̂b
ω4dθ

c

]

+ ...

}

(3.23)

or

Et = ττ
′
E0 exp

[

−jn̂b
ωdθ

c

]

FP, (3.24)

where E0 is the signal incident on the medium, and FP represents the Fabry-Pérot ef-

fect, and is given by (Withayachumnankul 2009) :

FP = 1 + ρ2 exp

[

−jn̂b
ω2dθ

c

]

+ ρ4 exp

[

−jn̂b
ω4dθ

c

]

+ .... (3.25)
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3.3 Absorption and dispersion

In Section 3.1, we saw that an electromagnetic wave propagates with a phase velocity

v = 1/
√

ǫµ = c/n, which is slower than the velocity of light, in a conventional

dielectric medium (real ǫ, greater than unity). However, many commonly known di-

electric medium have a complex ǫ. This leads to a complex wave vector k and thus for

a wave propagating in the z direction, Eq. 3.13 can be rewritten as:

E = E0 exp {i(ℜ(k)z + ωt)} exp {−ℑ(k)z} . (3.26)

Thus, when an electromagnetic wave propagates through a medium with a complex

dielectric constant, it suffers attenuation (or amplification when imaginary part of k is

negative).

Until now, we have assumed that ǫ of medium is the same for all frequencies. In

practice, this is not the case. Generally, dielectric media have a frequency depen-

dent permittivity ǫ(ω), this causes the different frequencies in the wave to travel at

different velocities. This phenomenon is known as frequency dispersion. When a

electromagnetic pulse travels through vacuum, all its frequencies travel at the same

velocity (c) and maintain the pulse shape, but when the same pulse travels through

a dielectric medium, frequency dispersion causes the pulse shape to change. Some-

times, a medium can have ǫ that changes non-linearly with the frequency and may

have frequency bands that attenuate more than others (i.e. absorption). In order to

show how an electromagnetic wave shape is distorted by the dispersive media, let

us investigate an electromagnetic wave propagating through a transparent, isotropic,

non-conducting, medium. The electric displacement inside the medium is given by

Eq. 3.5. The electromagnetic field causes the electrons inside the medium to displace,

giving rise to the electrical polarization P:

P = −Nes, (3.27)

where s is the displacement distance, N is the density of the electrons and e repre-

sents the electronic charge. The equation of motion of the charge displacement can be

expressed by the following differential equation:

d2s

dt2
+ gω0

ds

dt
+ ω2

0s = − e

m
E, (3.28)

where ω0 represents the oscillation frequency of the electrons, g represents the damp-

ing constant and m represents the electron mass. The damping term gω0
ds
dt accounts
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for the electrons to eventually come to rest after oscillating for a long time under the

influence of the electromagnetic field. The typical value for g is this much less than

unity. If the incident electromagnetic radiation is a monochromatic wave given by:

E(t) = E0 exp {−iωt} , (3.29)

where ω is the angular frequency of the wave, then the solution to the Eq. 3.28 can be

given by:

s(t) = s0 exp {−iωt} , (3.30)

where s0:

s0 = − e

m

E

ω2
0 − ω2 − igωω0

. (3.31)

The electric polarization can now be expressed as:

P =
Ne2

m

E

ω2
0 − ω2 − igωω0

, (3.32)

and using the second part of the Eq. 3.5, we can express ǫ as:

ǫ = 1 +
P

ǫ0E
, (3.33)

or

ǫ(ω) = 1 +
Ne2

ǫ0m(ω2
0 − ω2 − igωω0)

. (3.34)

The complex dielectric constant ǫ(ω) can be split into its real and imaginary parts as

follows:

ℜ{ǫ(ω)} − 1 =
Ne2(ω2

0 − ω2)

ǫ0m((ω2
0 − ω2)2 − g2ω2ω2

0)
,

ℑ{ǫ(ω)} =
Ne2ωg

ǫ0m((ω2
0 − ω2)2 − g2ω2ω2

0)
. (3.35)

Using the dispersion relation given by Eq. 3.17, the frequency dependent complex

wave number can now be expressed as:

k(ω) = kR(ω) + ikI(ω) =
√

ǫ(ω)
ω

c
. (3.36)

The imaginary part of the complex wavenumber indicates an exponential decay in the

radiation intensity due to attenuation and the real part is related to the phase velocity

of the wave by the relation v = c/n(ω) = ω/ℜ{(k(ω))}.
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For simplicity, in the discussion above we considered only one oscillation frequency

in the charge displacement Eq. 3.28, however, in a dielectric medium different elec-

trons may be bound differently and may exhibit several oscillation frequencies or res-

onances. Let us now suppose that there are N molecules per unit volume with M

electrons per molecule for a given dielectric medium. Instead of a single oscillation

frequency for all electrons, there are i oscillation frequencies denoted by ωi, and gi rep-

resents damping constants for fi electrons per molecule. Under these assumptions, the

expression for complex dielectric constant can now be rewritten as:

ǫ(ω) = 1 +
Ne2

ǫ0m ∑
i

fi

(ω2
i − ω2 − igiωω0)

, (3.37)

where the term fi represents the oscillator strengths and follow the rule:

∑
i

fi = M. (3.38)

If the value of damping constants gi for frequencies other than the oscillation frequen-

cies is very small, than the term giωω0 in the above equation can be neglected and the

expression for complex dielectric constant becomes real and is expressed as:

ǫ(ω) = 1 +
Ne2

ǫ0m ∑
i

fi

(ω2
i − ω2)

. (3.39)

When expressed in terms of wavelength, the above equation is known as Sellmeier’s

formula and can be used to formulate empirical expressions for representing the re-

fractive index (at certain frequency ranges) by curve fitting to the experimental mea-

surements.

3.4 Origin of spectral fingerprints in the THz region

When an electric field is applied across a medium, the molecules of the medium get

excited and jump to a higher energy level from their ground states. This transition

depends on the photon energy and therefore the frequency of the incident radiation.

When excited, the molecules vibrate and/or rotate. Here, vibration refers to the in-

teratomic interactions that causes bonds between atoms to either stretch or bend in

different directions from each other, while, rotation refers to interatomic interactions

that cause the bond to rotate. In 1901, Max Planck proposed an equation that relates

the energy state transition with the frequency ν of the applied electric field:

E1 − E2 = ∆E = hν =
hc

λ
, (3.40)
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where h is the Planck’s constant (6.62 × 10−34J · s), c is the speed of light in vacuum,

and λ is the incident wavelength.

For rotation to occur, only a small energy level transition (∆E ≈ 10−3 eV) is required.

According to Eq. 3.40, this energy transition corresponds to a wavenumber of 1 cm−1

or wavelengths of the order of microwave frequencies (Ingram 1967). On the other

hand, for vibration to occur, significantly larger amount of energy (∆E ≈ 0.1 eV or

806.5 cm−1) is required. Although, molecular rotation is also present at this energy

levels, but its impact on the molecule is effectively overshadowed by the strong atomic

vibrations (Ingram 1967). Thus, when excited, molecules absorb specific frequencies

called resonant frequencies when they rotate or vibrate and produce absorption spikes

(features) at these resonant frequencies in the observed attenuation spectrum. These

absorption features are unique to every material and thus are called spectral fingerprints

of the material. At THz frequencies the main cause of absorption fingerprints are ei-

ther from low-frequency delocalised intramolecular vibrations of large parts of the

molecule or from the intermolecular vibrations of the weakly bound molecular net-

work (Fischer 2005), although a number of molecules in the gas phase show rotational

structures at THz frequencies. Therefore, the molecule response to THz can be divided

in to three categories (i) pure rotations, (ii) intramolecular vibrations and (iii) inter-

molecular vibrations (Gorenflo 2006).

Intramolecular vibrations

At far-infrared frequencies the intramolecular vibration modes are very delocalised

with many atoms of the molecule involved. These vibrations can have resonant fre-

quencies down to 100 cm−1. Intramolecular vibration may arise at low frequencies if

the value of the force constant for the atomic displacement is relatively small com-

pared with a “normal chemical” bond. An example of intramolecular vibration at

THz frequency is the low-frequency stretching and bending modes in some hydrogen

bonded systems provide as a result of small force constant. Another example for low-

frequency intramolecular vibrations can be found in the spectra of linear polymers and

polysaccharides where phonon-like vibrations of long molecular chains formed rela-

tively large of single molecules segments (Fischer 2005).

Another kind of vibration that has characteristic resonances in the THz spectral range

is the torsional vibration. These modes are primarily observed in gases and liquids and

occur due to a potential barrier, which hinders the free rotation about a given bond.
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Intermolecular vibrations

Intermolecular vibrations exhibit resonances at low frequencies and are caused when

a large group of a molecule move around their collective equilibrium. Hydrogen

bonds have typical energies of 10-40 kJ/mol and thus lattice or phonon-like vibrations

(caused by relative motions of molecules or complex ions as a whole within the crystal

lattice) of the hydrogen-bonded networks fall in the far-infrared frequency range. Be-

sides hydrogen bonds, these high mass vibrations are also observed in weak van der

Waals and dipole-dipole interactions which have energies of the order of 1-2 kJ/mol.

The distinctive phonon mode observed in semiconductor crystals are an example of

intermolecular vibrations at THz frequencies. Most spectra contain resonances as a

result of a combination of several types of vibrations and overtones.

3.5 Challenges and hurdles

Material identification and classification using terahertz technology faces many chal-

lenges and hurdles. Various factors severely constrain plausible scenarios for the ap-

plication of terahertz technology for real world applications. In this section, we discuss

the various challenges faced by THz-TDS. These challenges include power limitations,

bandwidth limitations, water absorption, etalon effect, scattering... etc. Throughout

the discussion we highlight recent progress in addressing these problems.

3.5.1 Power limitations

A primary challenge and limitation of working with THz-TDS systems is the low

power of the THz beam, with average power typically ranging between 0.1 µW and

100 µW. The reason for such low power levels is the low conversion efficiency. How-

ever, as a result of the coherent detection in THz-TDS systems, noise from many com-

mon noise sources is effectively rejected. This results in high dynamic range that allows

measurement even in situations where only a fraction of the generated power reaches

the detector, such as transmission through a multiple scattering medium (Pearce et al.

2003). However, for THz-TDS imaging setups, the existing commercially available

detectors such as pyroelectric cameras required power levels up to 100 µW per illumi-

nated pixel. As a result, raster scanning of either THz beam or the object under study

is used. This poses significant limitations on the acquisition rate of the image. Low
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power of THz-TDS systems can also limit the penetration capabilities of the THz beam

for study of dense media with high refractive index such as explosives.

3.5.2 Signal to noise ratio

Terahertz time-domain spectroscopy systems are capable of very high signal-to-noise

ratios (SNRs) of over 100,000. However, in biomedical imaging, a number of factors

combine to dramatically reduce the SNR to the point where it is a limiting concern.

Some of these factors include the need to accelerate the imaging acquisition speed and

the high absorption of biological tissue. Solutions to the problem of SNR are sought in

improving the T-ray hardware. Terahertz sources have very low average output pow-

ers and THz sensors have relatively low sensitivity compared to sources and sensors

operating in the optical spectrum. Both of these aspects of T-ray systems are subjects

of current research and continue to improve. Other problems are related to the THz

generation process, which results in THz beams that are not Gaussian and cannot be

collimated as well as optical beams. This results in additional noise in THz images.

Potential solutions to the SNR problem may be found in free-electron lasers (FEL) or

in all electronic THz systems although currently each of these alternatives has its own

disadvantages.

3.5.3 Bandwidth limitations

Currently, standard photoconductive dipole antenna (PDA) THz sources are limited to

frequencies below 3 or 4 THz with only a few new antennas reporting bandwidths up

to 8 THz (Shen et al. 2004). Optical rectification provides a wider bandwidth and gener-

ation and detection bandwidths in excess of 40 THz have been demonstrated (Wu and

Zhang 1997, Sinyukov and Hayden 2002), however this is at the expense of THz power

(and therefore SNR). Ideally, a THz imaging system would allow tissue responses to be

measured up into the infrared region. This would not only allow broader signatures

to be observed but also allow the potential for reduced water attenuation, which falls

dramatically as the frequency increases over 100 THz.
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3.5.4 Etalon reflections

As illustrated in Fig. 3.2, when a THz beam penetrates the interface between two media

of refractive indices na and nb, according to Fresnel equations (Saleh and Teich 2001)

a part of it gets reflected, while the rest of it is refracted into the other medium. Simi-

larly, when the refracted part of the beam reaches the nest interface (nb to na) it again

undergoes reflection and refraction. A detailed description of this process is taken into

account in the data analysis in Section 3.2. The process of multiple reflections within

the sample splits the wave into a number of intermediate paths as illustrated in Fig. 3.3.

Each intermediate component is phase retarded to the previous component by:

∆φ =
2dθnω

c
. (3.41)

If ∆φ = π, negative interference occurs causing the signal to attenuate. The signal loss

can be detected from the maximum absorption observed at:

ν =
c

4πdθn
, (3.42)

and its odd multiples. This introduces an oscillatory (ringing) feature in the data and

can corrupt the extracted optical constants (Withayachumnankul 2009). The amplitude

of these oscillations depends on the reflectivity of the interface, in other words on the

refractive index and the surface smoothness of the sample. For optically thick samples

the temporal curves of the detected electric field exhibit well-separated etalon echoes.

This is illustrated in Fig. 3.4.

Thus the reflections can be cut off from the main pulse, without loosing significant

information, in thin samples, however, these reflections are either overlapping each

other with a part of the main pulse or appear shortly after the main pulse in a region

where significant information is present and therefore cannot be cut off. Fischer (2005)

carried out THz-TDS of a 100 µm and a 45 µm thick sample of polynucleotides poly-

C and poly-A, respectively, to show how etalon artefacts can dominate the observed

spectra and therefore may even be misinterpreted as resonance features.

Several researcher have attempted and proposed algorithms to remove the effects of

etalon echoes. Duvillaret et al. (1996) proposed an iterative algorithm to remove the

etalon effects from the estimated parameters for a single sample setting. In the first it-

eration, they measure the transfer function of the sample, carry out material parameter

extraction and calculate the Fabry-Pérot term using the Eq. 3.25. Then, the Fabry-Pérot

term is deconvolved from the measured transfer function and the updated transfer
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Figure 3.4. The etalon effect. Terahertz pulses transmitted through an optically thick sample.

function is used to update the material parameters. This process is repeated to obtain

improved material parameter estimates. The main drawbacks of this algorithm are

that it is computationally expensive and can fail if some reflected pulses are removed

prior to the iterative process. On the other hand, Withayachumnankul et al. (2006) pro-

posed a frequency domain algorithm that directly approximates the transfer function

of the sample with a simple model and estimates and subtracts the reflection from the

measured signal to extract the primary pulse. Similar to Duvillaret et al. (1996) algo-

rithm, this method did not require information about the sample thickness. However,

this method was much more efficient as it did not involve an iterative procedure. Since

then several simple and direct methods have been proposed to reduce or remove the

etalon artefacts (Naftaly and Miles 2007, Hirsch et al. 2008).

In some cases, however, the delayed reflections are of great value for the data anal-

ysis. Duvillaret et al. (1999) used the temporal profile of the measurements contain-

ing etalon echoes, to precisely determine the sample optical parameters and thickness.

Their method is applicable to any material with low absorption, can determine sample

thickness with accuracies within 1%. Naftaly et al. (2010), on the other hand, proposed

an etalon-based method of calibrating the frequency of terahertz time-domain spec-

trometers. Their method used the etalon echoes produced by multiple reflections in

non-absorbing wafers to provide the frequency calibration. Fischer (2005) showed that

etalon echoes can be used to ensure an accurate positioning of the sample with respect

to the reference surface in reflection mode THz-TDS. In Section 6.3 we present an initial
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exploration in to analysing multiple Fresnel echoes for estimate scattering contribution

in the THz-TDS measurements of materials with sharp absorption features.

3.5.5 Scattering

As described in Section 1.4, when the size of the scattering centers are of the order of

the THz wavelengths and the scattering cross-section can no longer be described by a

simple Rayleigh approximation, but needs to be modeled by a more complex process

(Born and Wolf 1999). Scattering can occur over a broad range of frequencies and its ef-

fects are more pronounced at high frequencies. It can change the shape of the measured

absorption spectrum of the sample under test, making it difficult to determine specific

dielectric properties of the sample. Generally, in polycrystalline samples scattering is

primarily caused by inhomogeneities that are of the order of the THz wavelengths.

In order to understand that how scattering can effect the correct determination of di-

electric properties of a sample, we carry out THz-TDS on two PE samples. Two differ-

ent granularities of spectroscopic grade PE powder from the same manufacturer (In-

ducos) were used for our experiments. The characteristic dimensions of the particles

in the powders, were measured with a scanning electron microscope (SEM) and were

found to be in good agreement with the range provided by the manufacturer. The

first powder sample, had relatively small PE grain sizes, with approximately 60 µm

(Inducos), while the second one, had considerable a larger grain size of approximately

360 µm in diameter. The details of the sample preparation and experiment can be

found in Section 4.3.3. The extinction spectra for the two PE samples of same thick-

ness, are plotted in Fig. 3.5.

In spite of being the same material (same quality), the PE sample with larger grain

size, shows a much higher frequency dependent attenuation as compared to the PE

sample with smaller grain size. This can often be confused as an absorption feature

of the sample, but instead, this increased attenuation is caused by scattering of the

THz radiation from the large size PE particles. Thus, it can be seen that scattering can

change or contaminate the THz spectra fingerprint of a sample.

In order to understand how scattering can affect the spectrum of a sample that contains

distinct absorption peaks, we carry out THz-TDS on two glucose samples. Granular

and coarse grained polycrystalline glucose was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. One of
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Figure 3.5. Terahertz scattering—effect of grain size. Effects of scattering on the spectra of

polycrystalline PE (polyethylene) samples. Two samples with different grain sizes were

measured, and an increased baseline slope, owing to scattering of THz, was observed for

the sample with bigger grains. The whitened-out region represents data that is outside

the dynamic range of the measurement setup and hence does not provide any useful

information.

the samples was directly mixed with fine polyethylene powder and pressed to a copla-

nar pellet, while for the other sample, the coarse glucose grain were first ground to a

fine powder and then mixed with polyethylene powder to achieve an approximately

homogeneous grain size of dimensions well below the THz wavelengths. The extinc-

tion spectra for both the samples are plotted in Fig. 3.6. It can be seen that the granular

sample not only has an increased baseline slope, but also has significant broadening of

the absorption peaks as a result of the resonance light scattering (Collings et al. 1999).

As described in Section 1.4, several researcher have proposed various techniques and

theoretical models to estimate and/or mitigate the scattering effects from the THz-TDS

measurements (Bandyopadhyay et al. 2007, Shen et al. 2008, Zurk et al. 2007, Franz et al.

2008). However, as all these approaches either rely on specific information about the

sample under study and/or require special and complex sample preparation technique

and/or measurement process, they may not be suitable for real-world applications

such as stand-off measurements, where a priori information of the the sample is not

always known.
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Figure 3.6. Terahertz scattering—absorbing media. Effects of scattering on the spectra of

polycrystalline glucose sample samples. In addition to an increased baseline slope, a

significant broadening of the absorption peaks cause by the phenomenon of resonance

light scattering is observed for the granular sample.

In this thesis, we present several theoretical models, signal processing techniques and

experimental methods/algorithms to estimate, and mitigate or reduce the effects of

scattering in the transmission mode THz-TDS measurements, that are computationally

more efficient and less a priori information demanding than the techniques described

in the existing literature.

3.6 Chapter summary

This chapter discussed the basic concepts and theories that form the understanding

platform of THz interaction with materials. Classical electromagnetic theory is used to

describe the propagation and interaction of THz wave through macroscopically uni-

form media. First, we described the THz waves using Maxwell’s equations and their

reflection and transmission at a dielectric interface. We then describe the process of

absorption and dispersion of THz wave when propagating through a medium with

a complex refractive index. Furthermore we extend our discussion to describe what

causes the generation of the material spectral fingerprints. We conclude this chapter

by discussing the various challenges and hurdles that have stunted the application
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of terahertz technology for material classification and identification in real world ap-

plications. In particular, we studied the effects of scattering on the THz spectra of

polycrystalline material samples and how scattering can alter the THz spectra of these

samples.

In line with the scattering related issues presented in this chapter, the next chapter,

reviews various theoretical models for estimating and approximating the scattering

cross-section for THz transmission through sparse and dense distribution of particles.

Theoretical calculations are compared with THz-TDS measurements and a new numer-

ical approach to eliminate scattering contributions from the THz-TDS measurements

is also presented.
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Scattering
estimation—theoretical

modeling

R
ECENT years have seen significant advances in material diag-

nostics and analysis using THz-TDS and imaging. Frequency

dependent absorption of materials at distinct frequencies in the

THz range are commonly used as spectral fingerprints for identification and

classification of materials. However, as we saw in the last chapter, scattering

of THz radiation due to the granular and structural nature of various ma-

terial samples, can often distort or obscure these spectral fingerprints. Thus,

understanding scattering is crucial in many existing and potential THz ap-

plications, which rely on detection transmitted/reflected THz signals, such

as security screening, pharmaceutical/food quality control, and biosensing.

In this chapter, we review various theoretical models developed for esti-

mating and approximating the scattering cross-section, when an electro-

magnetic wave interacts with a random medium with characteristic par-

ticle dimensions comparable to the wavelength of the incident radiation.

The chapter is divided in two main sections, (i) scattering through a sparse

distribution of particles, and (ii) scattering from dense media. We compare

the discussed theories with transmission mode THz-TDS measurements of

various material samples to validate their applicability.
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4.1 Introduction

The transport of electromagnetic radiation through a random medium can be clas-

sified in three regimes: ballistic, quasi-ballistic and diffusive transport (Pearce and

Mittleman 2002). The ballistic transport corresponds to the radiation that did not en-

counter any scattering centers in the medium and hence passes unscattered through

the medium. This condition is usually met only in samples that are very thin or sparse.

The second region, quasi-ballistic transport, is observed when the radiation suffers a

few scattering events and most of the scattering is in a narrow cone in the forward di-

rection. This condition is usually met in moderately thick and dense samples with indi-

vidual particle sizes being comparable or larger than the incident wavelength (Jonasz

and Fournier 2007). The third and the final scattering regime is the diffusive trans-

port, which occurs in very dense and thick samples, where the scattered radiations

completely loses its initial polarization. Diffusive scattered radiation have minimum

contribution in the forward direction narrow cone and can sometimes lead to inter-

esting phenomenon such as photon localization (Pearce and Mittleman 2002). In ap-

plications such as pharmaceutical, explosive and biological material characterization

using transmission mode THz time domain spectroscopy (TDS), the commonly en-

countered scattering regime is the quasi-ballistic transport as only the signal collected

in the forward narrow cone is detected. Under this scattering regime the detected radi-

ation contains contributions from both absorption and scattering, it becomes essential

to separate scattering from the detected response in order to reveal the true fingerprint

of the material under study.

In a discrete random medium, the propagation constant and hence the attenuation

constant of the coherent wave depends on the frequency, fractional volume density

(particle concentration), and particle characteristics (Ding and Tsang 1991, Mandt et al.

1992, Ishimaru and Kuga 1982). For a sparse concentration of particles (particle con-

centration < 10%), the particle positions are usually uncorrelated and the independent

scattering assumption is applicable. In this case, the scattering cross-section is directly

proportional to the volume density of the scatterer in the media. However, media such

as, pharmaceutical tablets, closely packed powders, and snow have high scatterer den-

sities (particle concentration > 10%), causing the incident radiation to multiply scatter.

In this case, particle correlation becomes important and need to be taken into account

in calculating the scattering cross-section.
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Several theoretical and models and formulas have been proposed to estimate/approx-

imate the scattering cross-section on both sparse and dense media. In this chapter we

review these theoretical approaches and compare their estimates with transmission

mode THz-TDS measurements.

4.2 Scattering through a sparse distribution of particles

4.2.1 Independent scattering approximation

When the particle concentration is sparse, an independent scattering approximation can

be used to estimate or approximate the optical properties of the medium. In this ap-

proximation, we assume that the incident radiation from the emitter reaches the detec-

tor after encountering very few particles and all the higher orders of scattering (double

and multiple) are assumed to be negligible. The propagation of the radiation through

such a medium is governed by the particle concentration and the single particle scat-

tering properties.

When an electromagnetic wave propagates through a medium, its amplitude and phase

fluctuates randomly as a result of interaction with particles. Therefore, the total field

propagating through the medium can be expressed as the sum of the coherent field

and the fluctuating or incoherent field (Foldy 1945):

Etotal(ω, r) = Ecoh(ω, r) + Eincoh(ω, r), (4.1)

where Ecoh(ω, r) represents the coherent and Eincoh(ω, r) represents the incoherent

component. The coherent field is given by the ensemble average of the total field over

the scatterer positions, while the ensemble average of the incoherent field is zero. The

incoherent intensity, however, has a non zero ensemble average. The coherent field can

also be expressed as:

Ecoh(ω, r) = E0 exp {−iKeff.r} , (4.2)

where E0 is the incident field and Keff is the effective propagation constant that ac-

counts for the overall optical properties of the medium. When the propagation medium

has sparse concentration, under the independent scattering assumption, the imaginary

part of Keff (attenuation constant) can be determined as:

ℑ (Keff) =
M

∑
i=1

ηiσi, (4.3)
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where i describes each size in the particle size distribution of M sizes, σi represents the

single particle extinction cross-section, and ηi is given by:

ηi =
3Vi

4πa3
i

, (4.4)

where Vi is the volume fraction and ai is the radius of the particles with the ith size.

For particles with dimensions comparable to the incident radiation, the single particle

extinction cross-section can be given by the Mie Theory. It is based on analytical theory

as it involves solving Maxwell’s equations with boundary conditions for its derivation

(Dorney et al. 2001). When a single particle is illuminated by a wave, a part of the

incident power is scattered out and another part is absorbed by the particle. The char-

acteristics of the scattering and absorption, can be expressed by assuming an incident

plane wave (Ishimaru and Kuga 1982). Consider a linearly polarized electromagnetic

wave propagating in the ẑ direction, with x̂ as the unit vector in the direction of its

polarization. We can express the incident wave as:

Einc(r̂, ω) = x̂incE0 exp {ikz − iωt} , (4.5)

where k is the wave number of the surrounding medium. Now, the scattered field from

the spherical particle is related to the incident field as follows:

Es,⊥(r̂, ω) = E0S1(θ)

(

i exp(ikR − iωt)

kR

)

sin φ,

Es,||(r̂, ω) = E0S2(θ)

(

i exp(ikR − iωt)

kR

)

cos φ, (4.6)

where || and ⊥ represent the parallel and perpendicular polarization of the scattered

field, respectively, S1(θ) and S2(θ) are the amplitude functions that relate the scattered

field for the perpendicular and parallel polarizations, θ is the angle between the inci-

dent and the scattered field, R is the distance between the observation point and the

center of the particle, and φ is the angle between the scattered field and the polariza-

tion direction of the incident field (x̂). The complex amplitude functions are related to

the scattering amplitude function as:

f (0̂, ẑ) =
i

k
S1(θ) sin φx̂⊥ +

i

k
S2(θ) sin φx̂||, (4.7)

where x̂⊥ and x̂|| are vectors pointing perpendicular and parallel to the scattered field

plane respectively to the direction of propagation of the scattered field. Based on the
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above equations, the Mie expression for the scattering amplitude functions is given as:

S1(θ) =
∞

∑
n=1

2n + 1

n(n + 1)
[anπn(cos θ) + bnτn(cos θ)] ,

S2(θ) =
∞

∑
n=1

2n + 1

n(n + 1)
[bnπn(cos θ) + anτn(cos θ)] . (4.8)

Now, by integrating the scattering amplitude functions over θ, the scattering cross-

section σsca and by using the forward-scattering theorem or extinction theorem (Ishimaru

and Kuga 1982), the extinction cross-section σext can be given by:

σsca =
∞

∑
n=1

(2n + 1)(|an|2 + |bn|2),

σext =
∞

∑
n=1

(2n + 1)ℜ(an + bn), (4.9)

where an and bn are the are complex coefficients of Riccati-Bessel functions, given by:

an =
µm2 jn(mx) [xjn(x)]

′ − µ1 jn(x) [mxjn(mx)]
′

µm2 jn(mx)
[

xh
(1)
n (x)

]′
− µ1h

(1)
n (x) [mxjn(mx)]

′
,

bn =
µ1m2 jn(mx) [xjn(x)]

′ − µjn(x) [mxjn(mx)]
′

µ1m2 jn(mx)
[

xh
(1)
n (x)

]′
− µh

(1)
n (x) [mxjn(mx)]

′
, (4.10)

where, the size parameter is given by x = ka, a is the radius of the sphere and k = 2π/λ

is the wave number, λ is the wavelength in the ambient medium, m is the refractive

index with respect to the ambient (surrounding) medium. The functions jn(z) and

h
(1)
n = jn(z) + iyn(z) are spherical Bessel functions of order n and of the given argu-

ments, z = x or mx, respectively.

Now, using the Mie formulation for single particle scattering and assuming that all the

particles in the sparse medium are identical, the effective attenuation constant given

by Eq. 4.3, can be rewritten as:

ℑ (Keff) =
3V

4πa3

∞

∑
n=1

(2n + 1)Re(an + bn), (4.11)

where, V and a are the fractional volume and radius of the particles in the sparse

medium, respectively.

4.2.2 Effective field approximation

In 1945, Foldy introduced the concept of configurational averaging, which used joint

probability distribution for the occurrence of a given position configuration of isotropic
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scatterers to produce an average of the resulting wave over all configurations (Foldy

1945). Later, his procedure was generalized by Lax (1951) to include point scatter-

ers with quite general scattering properties. Twersky (1978), used the same proce-

dure studying scattering of sound waves by a rough surface. The concept behind the

method was an assumption that we can replace the effect due to individual scatterers

in region with a homogeneous effective field caused by the interaction between the indi-

vidual scatterers. The multiple scattering solution can then be obtained by calculating

the effect of a single scatterer on the effective field. In the framework of the Twersky

approximation, the propagation of the coherent field through a distribution of particles

is described by the Foldy-Twersky equation:

〈ψa〉 = φa
I +

∫

ua
s 〈ψs〉 ρ(rs)drs, (4.12)

where ρ(rs) is the number density of the particles, 〈ψa〉 is the coherent field at position

ra, φa
I is the primary incident field, 〈ψs〉 is the coherent field impinging on the particle

at rs, and ua
s is an operator that, when acting on 〈ψs〉, gives the field at ra.

Now, according to Twersky’s approximation (Giusto et al. 2003), the above equation

accounts for all the multiple scattering process such that the path of the light does not

go through the same particle any more than once. Consider a plane wave propagating

in the z direction incident on a medium with identical particles present in each others’

wave zone or where ua
s can be approximated by:

ua
s 〈ψa〉 = f (k̂s, k̂i)

exp(in0k |ra − rs|)
|ra − rs|

〈ψs〉 , (4.13)

where k̂s and k̂i represent the direction of observation and incidence, respectively; f is

the scattering amplitude of the particles; and n0 represents the refractive index of the

host medium. Then, the solution to the Eq. 4.12 is found to be a plane wave given by:

〈ψ(z)〉 = exp(iKeffz), (4.14)

where Keff, representing the effective wave number of the medium, is given by:

Keff =
√

k2 + 4πη f (0), (4.15)

where, η represents the number of particles per unit volume given by η = 3V/4πa3,

k is the wave number of the surrounding medium, and f (0) is the forward scattering

amplitude of a single particle which can be calculated using the Mie formalism of sin-

gle scattering. The Eq. 4.15 is often referred to as the Foldy′s effective field approximation
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or EFA. While independent scattering approximation 4.2.1 is valid only for very low

concentration (<1%), Foldy’s EFA is found to produce resonable approximations upto

10.1% volume concentration (Kuga et al. 1996, Giusto et al. 2003).

4.2.3 Comparison of weak scattering theories with THz-TDS

In order to quantitatively verify the approximations of the above mentioned weak scat-

tering thoeries, we carry out transmission mode THz-TDS for a granular polyethylene

(PE) sample.

Experiment setup and sample preparation

A polyethylene sample (grain size: 300-400 µm diameter, refractive index = 1.46) was

prepared from spectrometric grade PE powder (supplier: Inducos). In order to confirm

the particle size, we took several scanning electron microscope (SEM) images of the PE

powder and found the average particle diameter to be ≈ 360 µm. One of the SEM

images is shown in Fig. 4.1. Common packaging tape (refractive index = 1.5) with

thickness ≈ 500 µm was used as the sample holder. For the sample measurements, a

few particles of the PE powder were carefully and evenly spread over the packaging

tape and a single tape with no sample material on it was used as the reference mea-

surement. Using the average diameter of the PE particles, number of particles, and

the measured sample dimensions we estimated the PE particle volume fraction to be

≈ 8%. The measurement of the particle diameter was used as the sample thickness.

The sample and reference measurement arrangement is depicted in Fig. 4.2. It must be

noted that in this analysis we have assumed the particles to be spherical in shape. Also

note that the particle sizes considered here are of the order of the incident wavelength,

however the independent scattering approximation and Foldy’s EFA represent these

wavelength sized particles as point scatterers. Strictly speaking for such finite sized

particles phase retardation inside the particles cannot be neglected. However, as the

particles considered in our experiments have relatively low refractive index (relative

to the host medium) phase retardation inside the particle has been neglected and finite

sized particles are thus assumed to be point scatterers (Bandyopadhyay et al. 2007).

Parameter extraction

The measurement was carried out using apparatus shown in Fig. 2.6. By analyzing the

propagation geometry as shown in Fig. 4.2, the sample and reference spectrum can be
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Figure 4.1. Scanning electron microscope image of PE powder. One of the SEM images of

the PE powder particles. The average particle diameter was found from measurements

of a large number of particles from several SEM images.

represented by:

Esam(ω) = τasτswτwaFPaswFPswa exp

[

−jn̂s
ωds

c

]

exp

[

−jnw
ωdw

c

]

E0(ω), (4.16)

Eref(ω) = τawτwaFPawa exp

[

−jnw
ωdw

c

]

E0(ω), (4.17)

where the subscripts a, s and w are for air, sample, and window, respectively, and

ds is the thickness of the sample (≈ 360 µm) and dw is the thickness of the window

(≈ 500 µm). Therefore, τaw propagation from air to window, τsw propagation from

sample to window and so on. n̂s is the complex refractive index of the sample and nw

is the refractive index of the window. Note that, FPasw is the Fabry-Pérot term for the

reflections in the sample, with air on one side and window on the other side. Similarly,

FPawa is the Fabry-Pérot term for the reflections in the window, with air on both the

sides.
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PE particles

Sticky tape

(a)   PE powder 

       sprinkled on tape

(b)   Sample 

       measurement

(c)   Reference 

       measurement

ds

dw

Assumed 

sample 

boundary

AirAir Air Air Air

Figure 4.2. Reference and sample measurement arangement. (a) PE powder sprinkled on tape,

(b) sample measurement arrangement, and (c) reference measurement arrangement.

Fig. 4.3 shows the temporal profile and the Fourier transform of the reference and

sample THz signal. The transfer function for the measurement can now be given by:

T(ω) =
Esam

Eref
,

=
τasτswFPaswFPswa

τawFPawa
exp

[

−jn̂s
ωds

c

]

, (4.18)

and thus, the extinction spectrum can be expressed as:

αsam(ω) =
2

ds

[

log (|T|)− log

(

τasτswFPaswFPswa

τawFPawa

)]

. (4.19)

Comparison between independent scattering approximation and Foldy’s approxima-

tion

Following the material parameter extraction procedure described in Section 4.2.3, the

frequency dependent extinction coefficient for the PE sample was extracted and com-

pared with the extinction curves calculated using the independent scattering approxi-

mation and Foldy’s approximation, respectively. This is shown in Fig. 4.4.

As expected, the independent scattering approximation strongly disagrees with the

measurements, as it is only valid for very low concentrations (< 1%). On the other

hand, Foldy’s aprroximation which takes into account the first order multiple scatter-

ing process, shows a good agreement with the measurements. A similar study was

carried out by Bandyopadhyay et al. (2007). They used the Mie theory based inde-

pendent scattering approximation to compare the theoretical approximations with the
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Figure 4.3. Reference and sample measurements. THz fields for PE sample (360 µm grain

size) and reference measurement and (b) THz amplitudes of the same. The reference

measurement was almost (96%) transparent and completely featureless between 0.2 and

1.4 THz.

expermentally obtained extinction spectrum of ammonium nitrate, salt, and flour sam-

ples. However, there were some potential discrepancies in their study. Firstly, they did

not measure or estimate the volume concentration of the samples, which is critical for

validating the applicability of the independent scattering approximation. Secondly,

they also used a sticky tape as sample holder, but unlike our samples, they used sticky

tape on both sides of the sample powder, which can cause introduction air bubbles

in the sample, especially around the sample material particles, potentially increasing

the scatterer dimensions. They did not mention any method to account for the effects

of the air bubbles in the parameter extraction process. Thus, in this study, we have

shown that Foldy’s effective field approximation (EFA) successfully explains the ob-

served scattering from a PE powder sample with grain diameter ≈ 360 µm, volume

concentration ≈ 8 % with air (refractive index ≈ 1) on one side and a sticky tape (re-

fractive index ≈ 1.5) on the other side, while, Mie theory based independent scattering

approximation over estimates the measurements. It must be noted that with the par-

ticle sizes, and concentration of the samples considered in this experiment, near-field

effects among the particles may become important - in other words higher order of

multiple scattering become dominant and must be considered. However, as the refrac-

tive index mismatch between the particles and the host medium (assuming a average

refractive index of ≈ (1.5 + 1)/2 = 1.25) is very small, higher order multiple scattering
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Figure 4.4. Comparison of theory with measurements. Comparison of the experimentally ob-

tained extinction spectrum (black curve) of PE powder (8% volume concentration)

with the approximations obtained from the independent scattering approximation (blue

curve) and Foldy’s approximation (magenta curve).

effects are negligible. In fact the results of the analysis presented in this section prove

that as the measurement results match nicely with the predictions of the Foldy’s EFA.

4.3 Dense medium scattering

Understanding wave propagation in medium with discrete, particulate scatterers is of

fundamental importance for a wide variety of THz-TDS applications. Very often in

optics, one is faced with a situation where the dimensions of the scatterers are compa-

rable in size to the radiation wavelength, and occupies more than a few percent of the

volume. Under these conditions, cyclic paths within the medium cannot be neglected

and higher-order multiple scattering between the particles becomes significant. Thus,

higher-order approximation of the Foldy-Twersky equation (Ishimaru 1999) is required

to calculate the effective propagation constant of the medium.

4.3.1 Quasi-Crystalline Approximation (QCA)

The Quasi-Crystalline Approximation (QCA) is a higher-order approximation than the

effective field approximation. Truncation is made at the second stage of the hierarchy
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of equations. The quasi-crystalline approximation using Mie scattering coefficients and

the Percus-Yevick approximation for the pair distribution function has been used for

dense media, with densities up to 45% (Leung Tsang 2002). The following is a brief

review of the QCA, further details can be found in Leung Tsang (2002).

Consider a system of N identical dielectric spheres at positions, with relative permit-

tivity ǫs, embedded in a background medium of relative permittivity ǫa, at locations

r̄p, p = 1, 2, 3, ...N. An electric field Einc(r̄) with frequency ω is incident on this system,

it can be expressed in terms of the regular vector spherical wave functions M̄1
mn and

N̄1
mn, where the superscript denotes the choice of wave functions that are regular at the

origin (Zurk et al. 2007):

Einc(r̄) = ∑
m,n

[

a
(M)
mn M̄1

mn(kr, θ, φ) + a
(N)
mn N̄1

mn(kr, θ, φ)
]

, (4.20)

where k is the background wave number, given by k =
√

ǫa(ω/c) with c representing

the speed of light in vacuum, and a
(M)
mn and a

(N)
mn represent the coefficients of the spheri-

cal wave functions. The total field incident on the pth particle is the sum of the incident

field and the field scattered from the other particles in the medium and can be given

by:

Ep(r̄) = ∑
m,n

[

w
(M)
mn M̄1

mn(kr, θ, φ) + w
(N)
mn N̄1

mn(kr, θ, φ)
]

, (4.21)

where w
(M)
mn and w

(M)
mn are the unknown coefficients that describe the scatterers re-

sponse to the incident field. Using the T-Matrix formulation, these coefficients (w
(M)
mn

and w
(M)
mn ) can be expressed as:

w̄p =
N

∑
j=1 , j 6=p

¯̄σ(kr̄pj)
¯̄Tw̄j + eik̄i·r̄p āinc, (4.22)

where, w̄p is a vector of coefficients w
(M)
mn and w

(M)
mn grouped together, with a length of

2Lmax=2nmax(nmax + 2) (where nmax is the order of the multipole expansion), ¯̄σ(kr̄pj)

is a matrix accounting for the coordinate transformation such that r̄pj denotes a vector

pointing from the center of the pth scatterer to the center of the jth scatterer, ¯̄T is the

T-Matrix for the scatterers, and āinc represents the vector of incident field coefficients

(a
(M)
mn and a

(N)
mn ).

The scattered field coefficients āS
p, for a particle at the pth position can be now be ex-

pressed as:

āS
p = ¯̄Tw̄p. (4.23)
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In the above formulation, it must be noted that the solution for Eq. 4.20 and Eq. 4.21

needs precise information for the particle positions, shape, orientation etc. For most

practical applications, it is impossible to determine these parameters. Often, numerical

(such as Monte-Carlo simulation) or analytical approaches (configurational averaging)

are used to approximate the solution. In the analytical approach, statistical configura-

tion averaging is performed using a conditional probability function for the random

particle positions P(r̄1, r̄2, ...r̄
′
p, ...r̄N |r̄p), where ′ represents the missing term. Using the

conditional averaging, the unknown coefficients w̄p for the particle at the pth position

can be estimated as:

E(w̄p) =
∫

P(r̄1, r̄2, ...r̄
′
p, ...r̄N|r̄p)w̄pdr̄1dr̄2...dr̄

′
l...dr̄N,

= w̄(r̄p). (4.24)

The conditional probability can be expanded using Bayes’ rule, to generate a hierarchy

of equations. However, the QCA truncates the equations to a second-order level. For a

homogeneous medium with identical particles, Eq. 4.24 can be rewritten as:

w̄(r̄p) = n0

∫

dr̄jg(
∣

∣r̄j − r̄p

∣

∣) ¯̄σ(kr̄pj)
¯̄Tw̄(r̄j) + eik̄i·r̄p āinc, (4.25)

where n0 is the particle number density (number of particles per unit volume), and g(r)

is the pair distribution function for two particles separated by a distance r. To solve

the above equation, the following approximate solution is assumed for an incident

field given by Ēinc(r̄) = ŷeikz in terms of the spherical wave expansion of Eq. 4.20:

w̄(r̄j) = eiK̄eff·r̄p āinc, (4.26)

where Keff is the effective wave number of the homogeneous medium. The approxi-

mate solution given in Eq. 4.26 is then inserted in the Eq. 4.25. This results in two kinds

of dependencies characterized by the respective phase terms. Some terms depend on

the wave propagating with the wavenumber of the incident waves, and the others de-

pend on the waves propagating with the wavenumber of the effective medium (Keff).

According to the Ewald-Oseen extinction theorem, terms propagating with wavenum-

ber of the incident field should balance each other, thus, generating a wave that extin-

guishes the original incident wave (Leung Tsang 2002). The terms with the effective

wavenumber Keff are balanced to satisfy a generalized law. This process results in the

following solution for Keff:

Keff = k − iπn0

k2 ∑
n

(T
(M)
n XM

n + T
(N)
n XN

n )(2n + 1), (4.27)
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where T
(M)
n and T

(N)
n are the scattering coefficients of the T-matrix, X

(M)
n and X

(N)
n are

unknown amplitudes that satisfy a system of simultaneous equations resulting from

the law (Leung Tsang 2002).

A closed form solution for the Keff can be obtained in the low frequency Rayleigh limit,

by considering only the first-order electric dipole terms T
(M)
1 in the solution of the

LorentzLorenz law. Further, the Percus-Yevick pair-distribution function can be used

to describe the two particle pair-distribution g(r) (Leung Tsang 2002). The closed form

solution for Keff can now be given by:

Keff =

√

k2 +
3Vk2y

1 − Vy

[

1 + i
2

3
k3a3y

(1 − V)4

(1 − Vy)(1 + 2V)2

]

, (4.28)

where V represents the volume fraction of the particles, a is the particle radius, and

y = (ǫs − ǫa)/(ǫs + 2ǫa). For the higher frequencies, the solution can be determined

numerically. Leung Tsang (2002) have described a solution approach by searching for

the determinant roots in the complex Keff plane by using Muller’s method. The ini-

tial guesses can be obtained from either the Foldy’s approximation described in the

Section 4.2.2 or the low-frequency solution given by Eq. 4.28.

4.3.2 Effective medium theories

Optical properties of heterogeneous materials can be described in terms of the effective

dielectric constant. Numerous effective medium expressions, with varying degree of

details and complexities, have been developed. However, two effective medium the-

ories, the Maxwell Garnett (1904) theory and the Bruggeman (1935) theory are very

popular and widely used. Both theories are quasi-static theories, i.e. the effective di-

electric constant for both theories does not explicitly depend on particle or inclusion

size of the medium, thus, restricting their applicability to media with grain or inclusion

sizes much smaller than the incident wavelength. Various extensions of the Maxwell

Garnett and Bruggeman theories have been reported in the literature (Rawashdeh et al.

1998, Chýlek and Srivastava 1983, Doyle 1989, Foss et al. 1994, Lakhtakia 1992, Shanker

and Lakhtakia 1993, Stroud and Pan 1978). The main purpose of these extensions was

to remove the quasi-static restriction by yielding the dependence of the effective dielec-

tric constant on the size of the grains or inclusions in the medium. Most of these exten-

sions (Rawashdeh et al. 1998, Doyle 1989, Foss et al. 1994, Lakhtakia 1992, Shanker and

Lakhtakia 1993) still considered the size of the grains or inclusions inside the medium
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to be electrically small (2πa/λ ≪ 1), where a is the radius of the particles and λ is

the wavelength of the incident electromagnetic radiation, assuming the particles to be

radiating like dipoles in presence of external electric field.

In 1978, Stroud and Pan (1978), proposed a new theory, Dynamic Effective Medium Ap-

proximation or DEMA, by considering a full multipole expansion to treat scattering

from particles of sizes comparable to the wavelength of the incident radiation. This

theory is not restricted to particles small compared to the wavelength of radiation in

the composite, but is valid even for larger particles (or higher frequencies), as long as

the attenuation length (ℑKeff
−1) is large compared to characteristic particle or inclu-

sion dimensions. Consider an electromagnetic wave propagating through a composite

medium. As a result of multiple scattering and absorption in the medium, the wave

gets attenuated as it propagates through the medium. Stroud and Pan (1978) argued

that, the propagation of the wave in the medium can be described by an effective prop-

agation constant Keff, such that the summation of the forward scattering amplitude of

the scattered waves, over all the scatterers in the composite medium is zero. This con-

dition is defined as the self-consistency condition for determining the effective propa-

gation constant Keff in the DEMA. An alternative interpretation of this conditions can

be described as: consider the electric field at a point x̄ in the medium, which can be

described as the sum of incident electric field (Einc) and the sum of the scattered field

(Escat) from the various scattering centers (grains or inclusions) of the medium. This

can be expressed as:

E(x̄, t) = Einc(x̄, t) + ∑
i

E
(i)
scat(x̄, t), (4.29)

where E
(i)
scat represents the scattered field from the ith scatterer. If the ith scatterer is

sufficiently far away from the point x̄, then according to the self-consistency condition,

the sum of all the scattered fields from all the scatters in the medium must become

zero, in some average sense:

∑
i

E
(i)
scat(x̄, t) = 0. (4.30)

Following Stroud and Pan (1978), Chýlek and Srivastava (1983) proposed a general-

ization of the self-consistency DEMA, by considering a continuous size distribution of

grains or inclusions and an arbitrary number of components in the composite material.

In the following section, we provide a brief review of the Generalized DEMA approach.
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Generalized DEMA

The Chýlek-Srivastava model considers a medium made of random mixture of small

particles with a bulk dielectric constant of ǫj. Such a mixture can be considered as

space filled with random mixture of two or more constituents, and we can term this

as an aggregated structure. This aggregated structure can be modelled as a random

mixture of homogeneous spheres of individual materials. Considering a mixture of j

components each having a size distribution of grains ρj(r), we can express the forward

scattering amplitude S(0) in the following form (Chýlek and Srivastava 1983):

S(0) =
1

2 ∑
j

∑
n

(2n + 1)
∫

ρj(r)[an(r, ǫj) + bn(r, ǫj)]dr, (4.31)

where r stands for the radius of the grain, the sum j runs over all the components of the

mixture, while the sum n runs over all the contributing partial waves and an and bn are

the partial wave scattering amplitudes of the Mie scattering functions. First, consider

the case where particles of the random mixture are smaller than the wavelength λ of

the incident radiation. This is the case where only the first partial wave contributes to

the forward scattering amplitude, as the contribution of higher order partial wave is

very small and can be neglected, an expression of which can be derived by expanding

a1and b1 in a power series of the spherical particle radius r, and only retaining the

leading terms of the expansion as follows:

(a1)j =
2

3
ix3

j

ǫj − 1

ǫj + 2
, (4.32)

(b1)j =
i

45
ix5

j (ǫj − 1), (4.33)

where x = 2πr/λ, is the size parameter for a spherical particle of radius r. Substituting

Eq. (4.32) and Eq. (4.33) in Eq. (4.31), and assuming all particles have uniform radius,

we obtain:

S(0) = i

[

2π

λ

]3

∑
j

∫

r3ρj(r)

[

ǫj − 1

ǫj + 2
+

1

30

[

2π

λ

]2

r2(ǫj − 1)

]

dr. (4.34)

Now, using the condition that when scatterers are placed in an effective medium of

effective dielectric constant ǫeff, the forward scattering amplitude becomes zero, we

obtain the following expression in terms of effective dielectric constant ǫ:

∑
j

Vj

ǫj − ǫeff

ǫj + 2ǫeff
+

2π

45

ω

c

2
(ǫj − ǫeff)

∫

r5ρj(r)dr = 0, (4.35)
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where ω is the circular frequency, c is the speed of light and Vj is the volume fraction

of the jth component of the composite material.

Now, considering the case where some of the particles in the composite are larger and

have size comparable to the incident wavelength λ, under these circumstances the

contribution from higher partial wave to the forward scattering amplitude becomes

significant and is required to be considered in the formulation of the effective dielectric

constant ǫ. The new equation to obtain the effective dielectric constant ǫeff is given as:

i
[ω

c

]3
ǫ

3
2
eff ∑

j

[

3

4π
Vj

ǫj − ǫeff

ǫj + 2ǫeff
+

1

30

[ω

c

]2
(ǫj − ǫeff)

∫

r5ρj(r)dr

]

+
1

2 ∑
k

∑
n

(2n + 1)
∫

ρj(r)[an(r,
ǫk

ǫeff
) + bn(r,

ǫk

ǫeff
)]dr = 0, (4.36)

where the sum j runs over all the components contributing to the scattering amplitude

only through the first partial wave, the sum k runs over the components contributing

other higher partial waves and the sum n runs over all the contributing partial waves.

Chýlek and Srivastava (1983) also gave a simple iterative scheme for calculating effec-

tive dielectric constant ǫ for the case of a composite made up of two components with

bulk dielectric constant ǫ1 and ǫ2 as follows:

ǫeff = ǫ1
A(1 − V) + B(ǫeff)

A(1 − V)− 2B(ǫeff)
, (4.37)

where

A(ǫeff) = i
12π2ǫ3/2

eff

λ3
, (4.38)

B(ǫeff) =
∫

∑
n

(2n + 1)

[

an(r,
ǫ2

ǫeff
) + bn(r,

ǫ2

ǫeff
)

]

ρ(r)dr, (4.39)

and V is the volume fraction for the component with bulk dielectric constant ǫ2. The

volume fraction for the component with bulk dielectric constant ǫ1 is given as (1 − V).

Eq. (4.37) can be solved recursively for ǫeff using Eq. (4.38) and Eq. (4.39) until the

solution converges.

4.3.3 Comparison of generalized DEMA with THz-TDS

In this section, we apply the generalized DEMA described in Section 4.3.2 to estimate

the frequency dependent scattering loss from three different granularities of polyethy-

lene and air samples and compare the theoretical results with the transmission THz-

TDS measurements of these samples.
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Table 4.1. Sample parameter extraction from the 3D model. The porosity and average air void

diameter obtained from the 3D model of the samples.

Sample Porosity (in %) Avg. Air Void Radius

PE (60 µm) 24 25 µm

PE (72 µm) 25 28 µm

PE (360 µm) 44 90 µm

Figure 4.5. Scanning electron microscope images of PE powders. Three granularities are

shown, with particle diameters of (a) 60 µm, (b) 72 µm and (c) 360 µm.

Three different granularities of spectroscopic grade PE powder from two different

manufacturers (Sigma-Aldrich and Inducos), were used for our experiments. Two of

the PE powders, one from each manufacturer, had relatively small PE grain sizes, with

approximately 60 µm (Inducos) and 72 µm (Sigma-Aldrich) diameters, while the third

one, again from Inducos, had a larger grain size of approximately 360 µm in diameter.

These dimensions were well within the range indicated by the manufacturer, but we

used scanning electron microscope (SEM) images to confirm these dimensions. These

images are shown in Fig. 4.5.

In order to determine the volume fraction of PE particles and air voids for each sample,

we carry out 3D X-ray tomography on each sample at every 0.68 degree rotation for

a full 360 degree view. The images thus obtained are then used to construct a 3D

model of the sample using software tool CTAN. From this 3D model of the samples,

their respective porosity (volume fraction of air) and the average air void radius are

obtained. The results are summarised in Table 4.1.

The 3D model for each sample can be seen in Fig. 4.6. In the case of our experiment we

carry out transmission spectroscopy of granular PE and air samples, the background is
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Figure 4.6. Three dimensional model of the PE powder samples. Here, the 3D models are

constructed using software tool CTAN and Paraview, from the sample scans obtained

via X-ray tomography. From the 3D models, the sample porosity (volume fraction of

air) and the average air void diameter are obtained. Three granularities are shown, with

particle diameters of (a) 60 µm, (b) 72 µm and (c) 360 µm.

modeled as pure PE with a relative permittivity of 2.13 and air voids occupy 25%, 27%

and 44% by volume, and have a average radius of approximately 28, 30 and 86–90 µm,

for 60, 72 and 360 µm (PE particle diameter) samples, respectively. Note that in the

terahertz region, these spherical scatterers are in the Mie regime, which means that low

frequency Rayleigh scattering does not apply, which in turn leads to the requirement

for multipole expansions, even in the case of spherical scatterers. As the software used

only determines the average air void radius for each sample, we assume all air voids

to be of the same dimensions and therefore the size distribution function ρ(r) in Eq.

4.39 takes the form of a δ function:

ρ(r) = Nδ(r), (4.40)

where N is the number of air voids per unit volume. Hence, Eq. 4.39 becomes:

B(ǫeff) = N ∑
n

(2n + 1)

[

an(r,
ǫ2

ǫeff
) + bn(r,

ǫ2

ǫeff
)

]

, (4.41)

where N is given by:

N =
3V

4πr3
. (4.42)

Using the setup described by Fig. 2.6, we carry out transmission measurements of the

three samples comprising PE particles and air voids, prepared by sandwiching the

granular PE powder between the two plates of a sample holder made of Cyclic Olefin

Copolymer (COC), also known as Topas,refractive index 1.6, of dimensions 5 mm inner
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thickness and 1 cm diameter. The effective dielectric constant, ǫeff, is computed using

the effective medium theory as described above. We make use of the relation keff =
√

ǫeffω/c to obtain the effective wave number, of the medium. Neglecting any intrinsic

attenuation or absorption within the media, we can assume that the total attenuation

here is entirely due to the scattering of the incident radiation, and can be obtained

from:

αeff = ℑ(keff), (4.43)

where ℑ(·) indicates the imaginary part. In this analysis, we assume a plane wavefront

for the terahertz radiation, in the far field. Fig. 2.9 illustrates the propagation of THz

radiation propagates through a sample cell during measurements of the sample and

reference data. By analyzing the propagation geometry, and assuming that the reflec-

tions are removed from the sample and reference data, the transfer function is given

by:

H(ω) =
τwsτsw

τwaτaw
exp(−j(n̂s − n0)

ωl

c
), (4.44)

where the subscripts a, s and w are for air, sample, and window, respectively, l is the

thickness of the sample, and τ represents the Fresnel transmission coefficients. There-

fore, τaw represents the propagation from air to window, τws represents the propaga-

tion from window to sample, and so on. Here n0 is the refractive index of free air and n̂s

is the complex refractive index of the sample given by the formula n̂s = ns + jks with

ns and ks representing the measured real part of refractive index and the extinction

coefficient of the sample respectively.

Thus using the above equation and the relation αs(ω) = 2ks(ω)ω
c , the optical attenua-

tion αs(ω) can be found from:

αs(ω) =
2

l

{

ln

[

τwsτsw

τwaτaw

]

− ln |H(ω)|
}

. (4.45)

For each sample, we compare the measured attenuation loss, calculated using Eq. 4.45

with the attenuation loss given by Eq. 4.43. Fig. 4.7 show this comparison. From the

visual analysis of Fig. 4.7, it can be inferred that while small details of the transmitted

field and attenuation are not captured by the simulation, the overall frequency depen-

dent trends for the three media, as calculated by the model of Chýlek et al. (1988), were

in good agreement with the experimental measurements.

In conclusion, we examine the use of the Chýlek et al. (1988) effective medium model,

for estimating frequency dependent scattering loss of terahertz by two component
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Figure 4.7. Comparision of generalised DEMA with measurements. Comparison of measured

(solid) and theory estimated (dots) frequency dependent total attenuation (extinction)

loss for the three different PE grain size samples, 60 µm (blue), 72 µm (green) and

360 µm (brown), with air void diameters 48 µm, 56 µm and 180 µm, respectively.

composite granular materials. From the comparison of simulated and experimental

results, it is found that the model of Chýlek et al. (1988) reasonably estimates the opti-

cal properties of the samples made of granular PE particles of dimensions comparable

to the incident wavelength. For estimating the effective dielectric properties of a com-

posite medium with more than two components, the general formula given by Eq. (12)

of Chýlek et al. (1988) must be used.

4.4 An iterative effective field approximation for high

density composites

As discussed in Section 4.2, when the volume fraction of scattering particles in a com-

posite medium is low, i.e., when the average inter-particle distance is greater than the

incident wavelength, multiple-scattering processes are unlikely to occur. The field that

impinges on each particle can be identified with the primary incident wave (Newton

2002, Mishchenko et al. 2002). For such cases, the macroscopic optical constants of the

medium can be described in terms of the response of single particles to the incident
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field. In Section 4.2, we discussed two approaches for calculating the effective propa-

gation constant in a low density medium, namely the independent scattering approx-

imation (ISA) and the effective field approximation (EFA). The independent scattering

approximation is found to be valid only for very low concentrations (<1%), while,

Foldy’s effective field aproximation, which takes into account the first order multiple

scattering process, is found to produce resonable results for volume densities up to ≈
10% (Kuga et al. 1996, Giusto et al. 2003). However, when the density of the scatterers

in the medium increases (>10%), the field incident on each particle is a superposition

of the incident primary wave and of the field that has previously been scattered by the

other particles in the medium. In other words, multiple scattering processes become

dominant and independent scattering assumptions are no longer valid.

Giusto et al. (2003) gave a general description of the optical behavior for Intralipid

solutions in terms of the characteristics of propagation of the coherent field through a

random dispersion of particles, under the assumption of the Foldy-Twersky equation

implying that, in general, the coherent field can be taken to satisfy the equation:

(

∇2 + K2
)

〈ψ〉 = 0, (4.46)

where K is the effective propagation of the medium, as calculated from the Eq. 4.15, and

〈ψ〉 is the so-called coherent intensity. Giusto et al. (2003) argued that on consideration

that Eq. 4.15 may be solved by iteration, the effective propagation constant K, of a

medium with high scatterer density, can be calculated by a simple iteration of Eq. 4.15:

1. The first step is to start with the Foldy-Twersky equation for calculating the effective

propagation constant of the medium with particles embedded in a homogeneous, non-

absorbing host with propagation constant k:

K =
√

k2 + 4πη f (0), (4.47)

2. In the second step, we again solve Eq. 4.47 by considering the same dispersion of

the particles, however, the host medium is now represented by the complex propaga-

tion constant K obtained in the first step. The scattering properties of the particles can

now be calculated as if they were independent particles embedded into an effective

medium with propagation constant K. Giusto et al. (2003) argued that the assumption

of such a fictitious host medium should account for the multiple-scattering processes

(up to second order) that occur among the particles. When calculating f (0), the for-

ward scattering amplitude, for the original dispersion, i.e., particles in a homogeneous,
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non-absorbing host, the scattering cross-sections were calculated using results of Mie

theory. For the second step of the iteration, when the particles are considered within

the medium with the complex refractive index K, Giusto et al. (2003) followed the pro-

cedure of Sudiarta and Chylek (2001). They applied their iterative scheme (referred to

as iterative EFA now onwards) to various densities of solutions of stock intralipid-10%

and found their procedure to be highly effective up to 15% volume density and show

limited disagreement at densities up to 22% for mesurement of scattering coeffcient

carried out at a single wavelength (λ = 632.8 nm). However, it must be noted that

the Foldy’s EFA, given by Eq. 4.15, assumes the particles to be point scatterers and

that the medium is sparse enough, such that the scatterers positions do not influence

one another. As a result, it is valid only for the cases where the backscattering from

the particles can be neglected and only forward scattering is considered. This may

explain the overestimation of the measurements by the theoretical results obtained by

Giusto et al. (2003) at 22% volume density. Secondly, Giusto et al. (2003) did not provide

any convergence criteria for their algorithm, which is essentially a two step process.

On the other hand, Waterman and Truell (1961) provided an expression for the effec-

tive propagation constant, for a medium in a concatenated slab formulation with an

ensemble of finite sized scatterers, that considered the backscattering from individ-

ual particles and included terms up to the second order in η. As a result, this theory

is found to produce reasonable estimates of the effective scattering attenuation for a

medium with finite size particles (size parameter a(ω/c) up to 2, where a is the aver-

age particle radius) and volume densities up to 30% (Chaix et al. 2006). Waterman and

Truell (1961) gave the following expression for the effective propagation constant:

K =

√

k2

[

1 +
2πN f (0)

k2

]2

−
[

2πN f (π)

k2

]2

, (4.48)

where N is the number of scatterers per unit volume, f (0) and f (π) are the forward

scattering and backward scattering amplitudes of a single particle, respectively. Now,

because of the fact that like Eq. 4.15, Eq. 4.48 can also be solved iteratively and that

the Waterman and Truell (1961) theory considers multiple scattering process for finite

sized scatterers up to the second order of the scatterer density, we believe, it will be a

better model for the iterative scheme suggested by Giusto et al. (2003).

Here, we employ the iterative scheme similar to the one suggested by Giusto et al.

(2003), however, instead of using Foldy’s EFA approximation, given by Eq. 4.15, we
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have used the approximation of Waterman and Truell (1961) given by Eq. 4.48 and

we also provide a convergence condition for the algorithm to determine the optimum

number of iterations required. The resulting iterative scheme is illustrated in Fig. 4.8

and will be referred to as iterative WT-EFA from now onwards.

Initialize
N - number of particle / unit voulme

V - volume fraction of particles

r  - radius of a particle

k - propagation constant of the homogeneous

     host medium

nh - refractive index of host medium

np - refractive index of particle  

Calculate f(0) and f(  )

K => k

use Sudiarta's

Mie formulism in 

absorbing medium 

  

Calculate K

S
te

p
 1

Convergence condition

Use the self consistency condition proposed 

by Chylek and Srivastava, for both f(0) and f(  ) 

using Mie 

  theory

where j represents the components of the 

medium

,  (1)

Repeat until (1) is minimised
S

te
p 

2

Figure 4.8. The Waterman-Truell approximation. Flow-chart illustrating the iterative algorithm

based on Waterman-Truell approximation.

As can be seen for the Fig. 4.8, in the first step, we calculate the forward ( f (0)) and

backward ( f (π)) scattering amplitudes using the Mie formalism of scattering by a sin-

gle particle. Then we use the Eq. 4.48 to obtain the first estimate of the effective prop-

agation constant of the medium. In the second step, we again calculate the ( f (0)) and

backward ( f (π)) scattering amplitudes, however, this time we use the formalism of

Sudiarta and Chylek (2001) for scattering by a particle in an absorbing medium, this

is followed by the second evaluation of K using Eq. 4.48. Up to this point, our algo-

rithm is the same as that of Giusto et al. (2003), with only exception that we have used

the Eq. 4.48 for calculating K. After the second step, we evaluate the self consistency
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condition for an effective medium given by Chýlek and Srivastava (1983), which states

that the forward scattering amplitude f (0) vanishes if the components of the original

system are placed back in the effective medium described by the effective propagation

constant K. However, in our algorithm we also have the contribution from the back-

ward scattering amplitude f (π), accordingly the self consistency condition is modified

such that when the components of the original system are placed back in the effective

medium, both, f (0) and f (π) must be vanished. Indeed, it is impossible to conceive

a real physical situation in which the forward scattering amplitude of a single object

disappears while the backward scattering amplitude still exists. Thus after the second

step we calculate

∑
j

∣

∣ f j(0)
∣

∣+ ∑
j

∣

∣ f j(π)
∣

∣ , (4.49)

where j represents the components of the original medium, and repeat the algorithm

as shown in Fig. 4.8, until Eq. 4.49 is minimized.

4.4.1 Comparison of the iterative EFA with THz-TDS

In this section, we apply the iterative WT-EFA algorithm, described in the previous

Section 4.4, to estimate the frequency dependent scattering loss from three different

granularities of polyethylene and air samples and compare the theoretical results with

the transmission THz-TDS measurements of these samples.

Three different granularities of spectroscopic grade PE powder from two different

manufacturers (Sigma-Aldrich and Inducos), were used for our experiments. The de-

tails of sample preparation and internal structure dimensions are the same as described

in the Section 4.3.3. Using the setup described by Fig. 2.6, we carry out transmission

measurements of the three samples. The background is modeled as pure PE with a rel-

ative permittivity of 2.13 and the air voids are considered as the scattering inclusions.

The effective propagation constant, K, is computed using the iterative EFA algorithm

illustrated in Fig. 4.8. Neglecting any intrinsic attenuation or absorption within the

media, we can assume that the total attenuation here is entirely due to the scattering of

the incident radiation, and can be obtained from:

αeff = ℑ(K), (4.50)

where ℑ(·) indicates the imaginary part. In this analysis, we assume a plane wave-

front for the terahertz radiation, in the far field. Fig. 2.9 illustrates the propagation
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of THz radiation propagates through a sample cell during measurements of the sam-

ple and reference data. Using the Eq. 4.44 and Eq. 4.45 the optical attenuation can be

determined.

Figure 4.9. Comparison of iterative WT-EFA with measurements. (a) Comparison of measured

(solid) and theory estimated (cross) frequency dependent total attenuation (extinction)

loss for PE sample with average grain size of 360 µm, (b) Comparison of measured

(solid) and theory estimated (cross) frequency dependent total attenuation (extinction)

loss for PE samples with average grain size of 60 µm and 72 µm (with a vertical offset

of 3 cm−1 for clarity).

For each sample, we compare the measured attenuation loss, calculated using Eq. 4.45,

with the attenuation loss given by Eq. 4.50, obtained by applying the iterative EFA

algorithm. For the purpose of comparison, we also applied the iterative scheme sug-

gested by Giusto et al. (2003) to obtain the estimated scattering attenuation loss for the

three samples. Fig. 4.9 show this comparison. From the visual analysis of Fig. 4.9,

it can be inferred that while small details of the attenuation are not captured by the

simulation, the overall frequency dependent trends for the three media, as calculated

by both the model algorithm, were in good agreement with the experimental mea-

surement of the PE sample with average particle diameter 60 µm and PE sample with

average particle diameter 72 µm. However, for the sample with bigger PE particles,

the estimations of the iterative algorithm show much better accuracy than the itera-

tive EFA algorithm proposed by Giusto et al. (2003). These results clearly indicate that

when the scatterers are comparable to the incident wavelength, they can no longer be
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assumed to be point sources. As this is one of the central assumptions of Foldy’s ap-

proximation, the two step algorithm proposed by Giusto et al. (2003) fails to accurately

estimate the scattering attenuation for the PE sample with the biggest scatterer dimen-

sion (≈ 90 µm in radius). While, our iterative WT-EFA algorithm using the theory of

Waterman and Truell (1961), accurately estimates the scattering attenuation for all the

three PE samples.

In conclusion, we propose an iterative EFA algorithm using the multiple scattering

theory of Waterman and Truell (1961) and the self consistency condition of Chýlek and

Srivastava (1983), for calculating the effective propagation constant. From the com-

parison of simulated and experimental results, it is found that the iterative WT-EFA

algorithm reasonably estimated the optical properties of high density (>10%) samples

made of non-absorbing granular PE particles of dimensions comparable to the incident

wavelength.

4.5 A numerical approach to scattering reduction

In this section, we present a numerical approach based on the modified Rayleigh-

Gans-Debye approximation to reduce the scattering contribution in transmission mode

THz-TDS measurements of two phased media with absorbing constituents. The re-

sulting expression relates the scattering attenuation in terms of the refractive indices

of the sample constituents. The proposed technique not only eliminates the increased

baseline, but also corrects the extinction spectrum for asymmetrically distorted ab-

sorption bands, often observed as consequence of multiple scattering in the sample

(Fischer et al. 2002, Walther et al. 2003). The method is tested on experimentally ob-

tained extinction spectrum of a sample made of α-monohydrate lactose and PE pow-

der.

The basic theory of light scattering by a single particle embedded in a non absorb-

ing medium has been thoroughly investigated and described by various researchers

(Mie 1908, Ishimaru 1999, Hulst 1957). Consider a particle with refractive index np

embedded in a homogeneous non-absorbing medium of refractive index nm. If the

relative refractive index of the embedded particle is close to unity, and its size satisfies

the condition kd |m − 1| < 1, where m = np/nm, d is the particle diameter and k is the

propagation constant of the incident radiation, then the Rayleigh-Gans-Debye (RGD)

approximation for light scattering by single particle should be valid (Elimelech et al.
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1998). Such particles are often termed as optically soft scatterers. However, several

researcher have reported the applicability of the RGD approximations for values of

kd |m − 1| upto 3 with only limited disagreement (≈ 10%) (Farias et al. 1996, Wang and

Sorensen 2002, Sorensen 2001). Shimizu (1983) proposed a modification to the RGD ap-

proximation and compared the resulting scattering pattern with that calulated using

exact Mie theory. Their results showed a good agreement, in the small-angle region,

with the Mie theory, even for conditions beyond the validity of ordinary RGD approx-

imation kd |m − 1| ≫ 1 (2.65 and 5.5 for their experiments). Here, we present a nu-

merical approached based on the modified RGD approximation proposed by Shimizu

(1983), to eliminate the scattering contribution in transmission mode THz-TDS mea-

surements.

For a two phased medium composed of the homogeneous background (nm) and N

identical particles with refractive index np, the transmitted intensity can be given by:

It = I0 exp(−αl), (4.51)

where α represents the attenuation suffered by the radiation, and l is length of the

medium. Assuming the medium to be sparse, the total scattering attenuation can be

obtained by multiplying the total number of scatterers (N) with the scattered intensity

distribution (I(θ)) of a single scatterer integrated over a sphere of radius r and divide

by I0. This can be expressed by:

α = 2πr2N
∫

I(θ)

I0
sin θdθ. (4.52)

The according to the RGD approximation, the transmitted intensity of a single sphere

is given by:

I(θ) =
(1 + cos2 θ)k4p2P2(θ)

2r2
I0, (4.53)

where θ is the angle of observation, p is the polarizability of the sphere, k is the wavenum-

ber in the surrounding medium (k = 2πnm
λ ), P(θ) =

[

3(sin u−u cos u)
u3

]2
, u = 2kam sin( θ

2),

and a is the radius of the scatterer (Shimizu 1983). The term P(θ) is known as the form

factor, and represents a correction to the Rayleigh expression which accounts for the

size and the shape of the scattering particle. As the scattered intensity drops rapidly as

θ increases, for transmission measurements with very small detector angle of view, the

term (1 + cos2 θ) ≈ 2 (Dunlap and Howe 1991, Elimelech et al. 1998). Using Eq. 4.53,

and the expression for P(θ) and u, the integral in Eq. 4.52 can be solved by changing

the variable of integration to u with the lower limit of integration given by 0 and the
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upper limit set to u′ = 2kam sin(θ′/2) where θ′ is the detector’s angle of view cutoff:

α =
4πNk2p2

d2m2

×9

2

[−1

u′2 +
sin 2u′

u′3 +
cos 2u′

2u′4 − 1

2u′4

]

,

(4.54)

where d is the diameter of the particle. For a spectrometer with a detector aperture

size of 10 mm, the maximum value of u′ for a particle of diameter 100 µm and for

frequencies upto 6 THz is found to be ≈ 1. For values of u′ upto 1, the last term

F(u′) =
[

−1
u′2 +

sin 2u′
u′3 + cos 2u′

2u′4 − 1
2u′4

]

of Eq. 4.54 can be approximated as a quadratic

given by 1 − 0.025u′ − 0.18u′2. This can be seen in Fig. 4.10.

Figure 4.10. Fitting the function F(u′) with a quadratic. Fitting a quadratic to the function

F(u′) for values of u′ upto 1.

The polarizability p for a sphere of radius a and refractive index np in a background

medium nm is given by the Clausius-Mossotti relation:

p = 4πa3

[

m2 − 1

m2 + 2

]

, (4.55)

and given the condition that |m − 1| ≪ 1, the above equation can be approximated as:

p =
8

3
πa3(m − 1). (4.56)

Substituting the above equation for p and m = np/nm in Eq. 4.54 we get:

α = 12π2k2dV
(np − nm)2

n2
p

×
[

1 − 0.025u′ − 0.18u′2
]

, (4.57)
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where V represents the volume fraction of the scattering particles in the medium.

The above equation provides a detailed description of the scattering attenuation char-

acteristics of a two phased composite medium. It can be seen that the scattering at-

tenuation is directly proportional to the propagation length l and the volume frac-

tion of the scatterers. Similarly, an increment in the refractive index mismatch be-

tween the components of the medium, will also cause the attenuation to increase. The

size of the scatterer is related to the total scattering attenuation via the term F(u′) =
[

1 − 0.025u′ − 0.18u′2] which in turn depends on u′ or the measuring system’s detec-

tor’s angle of view. In our measurement setup and generally in all THz Photocon-

ductive Antenna (PCA) detector based setups, a hyper-hemispherical silicon lens is

mounted on the aperture to further focus the incoming THz beam to almost a single

point on the detector. Such transmission spectrometers have a very small detector an-

gle of view and therefore the value of u′ is very small and F(u′) ≈ 1, the scattering

attenuation is found to be linearly dependent on the scatterer size d:

α = 12π2k2dV
(np − nm)2

n2
p

. (4.58)

One of the conditions of the RGD approximation is that the scatterers of the medium

are well separated and act as independent Rayleigh scatterers. The condition of be-

ing well separated corresponds to cases where the inter-particle distances are much

greater than the particle dimensions, hence the sparse volume concentration. When

the volume density increases, the inter-particle effects become stronger and they can

not be neglected for the calculation of the transmitted intensity. Many authors have

addressed the problem of accounting the inter-particle interferences by incorporat-

ing an additional structure factor (S) to the expression of the total scattering atten-

uation given by Eq. 4.52 (Belanger et al. 1990, Dunlap and Howe 1991, Hayter and

Penfold 1981, Holoubek 1999). Dunlap and Howe (1991) reported that a structure fac-

tor accounting for the inter-particle interferences must be a function of the volume

fraction, scatterer shape, and size distribution. Under the assumption of spherical par-

ticles with uniform particle size distribution, the structure factor S(V, d, ...) reduces

to an additional constant factor S to the expression of the total attenuation. Under

such conditions, the total scattering attenuation for transmission through a dense two

phased medium can be given by:

α = 12Sπ2
[ω

c

]2
dV

(

nm

np

)2

(np − nm)2, (4.59)
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where k is substituted with (2πnm/λ), ω is the angular frequency and c is the speed

of incident radiation. While Dunlap and Howe (1991) applied a similar approach to

study the temperature dependence of the refractive index and the effect of fillers on the

thermal expansion properties of the polymer composites using ordinary RGD approx-

imation, unlike the proposed method, their results are valid for composite materials

with constituents satisfying the condition kd(m − 1) ≪ 1 and therefore are applicable

to a limited number of materials.

For our measurements, two sample pellets were prepared by thoroughly mixing α-

monohydrate lactose (Sigma-Aldrich) with two PE powders (with different granularity

both supplied by Inducos) with a mass ratio of about 1:2. The grain size of the samples

were determined using scanning electron images (SEM) of the powders. From these

images, a spherical shape was assumed for all the particles and an average particle

diameter of 60 µm and 360 µm respectively for PE powders and 73 µm, for the α-

monohydrate lactose powder was measured. These dimensions were found to be well

within the ranges provided by the supplier. Using a standard setup, we performed

transmission mode THz-TDS of the above described sample. The optical parameters

of the sample can be determined from Fourier transforms of the measurement of the

sample transmitted electric field Et and the reference electric field measured in absence

of the sample Eref as:

Et(ω)

Eref(ω)
=

4ns(ω)

(ns(ω) + 1)2
exp

[

i(ns − 1)
ω

c
ls
]

exp

[

−αs
ls
2

]

, (4.60)

where ns represents the refractive index of the sample, αs represents the total atten-

uation or extinction coefficient of the sample, and ls represents the thickness of the

sample. The extinction coefficient contains contributions from both absorption and

scattering (Shen et al. 2008). Using Eq. 4.59 to represent the total scattering attenuation

α, the extinction coefficient can be expressed as:

αs = αabs + 12Sπ2
[ω

c

]2
dV

(

nm

np

)2

(np − nm)2, (4.61)

where αabs represents the absorption coefficient of the sample, np represents the re-

fractive index of α-monohydrate lactose and nm represents the refractive index of PE.

To calculate the refractive index of pure lactose, we use the method suggested by

Franz et al. (2008), np = (ns − nmVm)/Vp, where Vm and Vp represent the volume

fractions of the host medium (PE) and the embedded particles (lactose), respectively. It

must be noted that Vm +Vp = 1. The volume fraction of the host medium (PE), Vm, can
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Figure 4.11. α-monohydrate lactose parameter extraction. Extinction spectrum of the α-

monohydrate lactose and PE sample (blue), scattering estimate (dotted red), and

scattering corrected extinction spectrum (dashed black).

be calculated from the ratio of the mass of PE (in grams) and the density of PE (0.926–

0.940 g/cm3 as specified by the supplier—Inducose). Hence, with the knowledge of

the measured sample refractive index and the host medium, the unknown refractive

index np can be calculated. The extracted parameters for both the samples are plotted

in Fig. 4.11. It must be noted that the condition required for the validity of the modified

RGD approximation proposed Shimizu (1983) is met, even for the maximum value of

np (≈ 1.7 at 0.53 THz) as |np/nm − 1| = |1.7/1.46 − 1| = 0.165 ≪ 1.

According to Eq. 4.61, the true absorption spectra of the given samples can be obtained

by simple subtracting total scattering attenuation α from the measured extinction αs.

The unknown parameters S, V, and d are adjusted to best fit (least square) the mea-

surements. The results are plotted in Fig. 4.12.

In conclusion, we present a method to numerically mitigate the scattering contribution

in THz-TDS measurements for a two phased composite media. The final expression

of the scattering attenuation given by Eq. 4.59, look very similar to the one derived

by Franz et al. (2008), who argued the applicability of Raman’s theoretical model for

describing the Christiansen effect (Raman 1949). Similar to the technique proposed by

Franz et al. (2008), the proposed method not only eliminates the scattering baseline but
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Figure 4.12. Scattering correction—RGD based method (lactose). Extinction coefficient and

refractive index of the α-monohydrate lactose and PE sample.

also corrects for the asymmetrical band distortions by using the knowledge of the re-

fractive index, which is directly measured in THz-TDS. However, it must be noted that

unlike the model of Franz et al. (2008) the proposed model does not assume a layered

structure for modeling an inhomogeneous sample with a random structure, instead

it relies on widely accepted RGD approximation of the Mie’s theoretical description

of single particle scattering (Mie 1908). The technique was tested on two samples of

α-monohydrate lactose and PE powder (with different granularities). As can be seen

in Fig. 4.12, the method reasonably eliminates the scattering contribution for the mea-

sured extinction, using the THz-TDS measurements of sample’s refractive index, to

reveal the scattering mitigated absorption spectra for a given sample.

4.6 Chapter summary

In this chapter, we reviewed various theoretical models for estimating and approxi-

mating the scattering cross-section for THz transmission through a dielectric medium.

We first discussed the case of media with sparse particle distribution where we applied

the widely used independent scattering approximation and Foldy’s approximation to

calculate the scattering cross-section for a sample made of PE particles with a volume

concentration of approximately 8%. It was found that the results of independent scat-

tering approximation strongly disagree with the measurements, as it is only valid for
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very low concentrations (< 1%). On the other hand, Foldy’s approximation which

takes into account the first order multiple scattering process, showed a good agree-

ment with the measurements.

Further to this we considered the case of THz transmission through dense media where

higher orders of multiple scattering are dominant. We first provide a brief review of

the Quasi-Crystalline Approximation (QCA) which accounts for the multiple scatter-

ing between densely packed dielectric particles. The QCA solution not only requires

knowledge of parameters such as particle size, bulk dielectric constant, and volume

fraction of constituents but also relies on assumptions such as a spherical shape for

particles, dense packing, and known positions within the sample, more precisely, a

probabilistic Percus-Yevick (PY) pair distribution of particle locations. Following this,

we applied the effective medium theory proposed by Chýlek and Srivastava (1983) to

estimate the frequency dependent scattering loss from three different granularities of

polyethylene and air samples and compare the theoretical analysis with the transmis-

sion THz-TDS measurements of these samples. The technique was found to reasonably

estimate the measurements and unlike the QCA solution, this method does not rely on

assumptions regarding position of particles within the sample. Thereafter, we pro-

posed an iterative algorithm based on the effective field approximation proposed by

Waterman and Truell (1961) to estimate the frequency dependent scattering loss from

the previously described three polyethylene and air samples and compare the theoret-

ical analysis with the transmission THz-TDS measurements of these samples. The re-

sults were found to be in very good agreement with the measurements. The proposed

technique offers a rather simple and computationally efficient method for estimating

the multiple scattering response of a dense medium.

Finally, we conclude this chapter by presenting a numerical approach based on the

modified Rayleigh-Gans-Debye approximation to reduce the scattering contribution

in transmission mode THz-TDS measurements of two phased media with absorbing

constituents. The resulting expression relates the scattering attenuation in terms of

the refractive indices of the sample constituents. The proposed technique not only

eliminates the increased baseline, but also corrects the extinction spectrum for asym-

metrically distorted absorption bands, often observed as consequence of multiple scat-

tering in the sample (Fischer et al. 2002, Walther et al. 2003, Kaushik et al. 2012b). The

method was tested on experimentally obtained extinction spectrum of a sample made

of α-monohydrate lactose and PE powder and was found to reasonably eliminate the
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scattering contribution for the measured extinction, using only the THz-TDS measure-

ments of samples refractive index, to reveal the true absorption spectra for a given

sample.

Due to the limited dynamic range of the THz measurement device only a few sub-

stances were studied in this chapter. However, the collective set of samples used in

this chapter was carefully selected for their specific properties. The transparent (no

absorption feature in THz range considered) nature of PE made it a suitable candidate

for analysing various scattering theories. The sharp absorption features present in α-

monohydrate lactose made it an ideal candidate for the numerical scattering mitigation

method.
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Chapter 5

Scattering estimation and
mitigation—signal

processing techniques

I
N the previous chapter we reviewed various theoretical models de-

veloped for calculating the frequency dependent attenuation due

to the scattering of THz radiation by granular sample material and

compared them with THz-TDS measurements. For samples exhibiting spe-

cific absorption features in the THz spectral range, the theoretical scattering

estimate can be used for separating the scattering effects from the absorp-

tion spectrum of the sample. However, these theoretical models require

precise knowledge of parameters such as particle or inclusion size, volume

fraction, bulk refractive index. In real-world applications such levels of

a priori information of the sample are not always known, limiting the ap-

plicability of these models to laboratory testing and analysis.

Here, we present signal processing based approaches for estimating and

mitigating scattering effects in THz-TDS measurements for samples that

exhibit sharp and sparse absorption features, without requiring a priori in-

formation of their granularity, refractive index, and density. We selected

two materials for this study: α-monohydrate lactose and α-D-glucose. Both

materials are commonly found in many pharmaceutical tablets and food

products and show distinctive and sharp absorption features in the THz

spectral range, at room temperature, making them suitable for this study.
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5.1 Introduction

When electromagnetic radiation with frequency propagates through a material with

a complex dielectric constant, it suffers from frequency dependent attenuation mainly

due to the absorption and scattering of the signal from the material. Many researchers

have modeled scattering as a low order polynomial (generally linear or quadratic,

depending on the medium) over the measurement frequency range (Narayana and

Ophir 1983, Bao et al. 2000, Martens and Stark 1991). On the other hand, absorption

loss is a consequence of molecular rotations or vibrations in the media (Gorenflo 2006).

For materials that exhibit sharp absorption features, such as -monohydrate lactose,

the absorption features are confined to distinct frequency bins specific to the con-

stituents of the media, and are often modeled as higher order polynomials over the

frequency range such as Gaussian, Lorentzian (Lorentz 1905), Weisskopf (Van Vleck

and Weisskopf 1945), and Gross (Gross 1955) profiles (Withayachumnankul 2009).

In this chapter, we exploit the difference in frequency dependence of scattering and

absorption loss, in order to propose several signal processing based techniques for es-

timating and mitigating or reducing the scattering effects in THz-TDS measurements

for samples that exhibit sharp and sparse absorption features. Note that the main idea

of the techniques proposed in this chapter is to separate these sharp resonant features

from the scattering background to enable direct comparison with spectra of pure sam-

ples in a spectral data base for automated recognition. Generally at terahertz frequen-

cies, absorption, phonon modes or collective molecular motion resonances are often

present as narrow and sharp features in the measured extinction spectrum allowing the

possibility of spectral fingerprint for material identification and classification (Leahy-

Hoppa et al. 2010, Wheatcroft 2012). If, for a given material, these features are weak and

very slowly varying with respect to the incident frequencies, the proposed algorithms

will disregard them by treating them as the scattering background. However, it must

be noted that such weak features do not form the basis for robust spectral fingerprint

and hence are often not useful for material identification and characterisation.

5.2 Scattering mitigation using temporal and spectral

moments

In the proposed approach, we consider a set of plane waves with angular frequency

variable ω propagating through a sample of material with complex dielectric constant
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Table 5.1. Goodness of fit parameters. Goodness of fit parameters—Mean Squared Error (MSE)

and Correlation Coefficient (CC) for the fit between the measured THz reference spec-

trum and the Rayleigh distribution probability density function.

Parameter Rayleigh distribution

MSE 3%

CC 90%

n + ik, with thickness d. The Fourier transform of the transmitted signal is given by:

Y(ω) = X(ω) exp

[

in(ω)ω
d

c

]

exp

{

−k(ω)
d

c

}

(5.1)

where X(ω) is the Fourier transform of the signal before propagating through the sam-

ple, n(ω) represents the frequency dependent refractive index and k(ω) represents the

frequency dependent extinction coefficient of the sample, which contains contributions

from both absorption and scattering (Shen et al. 2008). The total frequency dependent

attenuation α(ω) suffered by the signal during transmission through the sample is

given by:

α(ω) = 2k(ω)
ω

c
. (5.2)

As mentioned earlier, α(ω), the total frequency dependent attenuation can be consid-

ered to consist of two contributing terms: the frequency dependent absorption loss

αa(ω) and the frequency dependent scattering αs(ω). This relationship can be ex-

pressed as:

α(ω) = αa(ω) + αs(ω). (5.3)

Here, we explore the relation between the change in spectral moments and time do-

main features of a THz pulse when it passes through a sample material and the fre-

quency dependent scattering αs(ω) that occurs as a result of the interaction of the THz

radiation with the internal structure of the sample material. In order to do this, we

have to assume a standard representation of the measured THz spectrum that has a

closed form solution for the calculation of spectral moments. We initially tried fitting

various well known distributions to the measured spectrum and found Rayleigh dis-

tribution to be a very good match. The result of the fit can be seen in Fig. 5.1, and

the goodness of fit parameters—mean square error (MSE) and Correlation Coefficient

(CC)—are tabulated in Table 5.1.
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Figure 5.1. Rayleigh distribution fit. Various well known distributions were fitted to the measured

spectrum and the Rayleigh distribution was found to be a very good match. This figure

shows the fitted Rayleigh distribution (red) overlaying the measured THz reference

spectrum (blue).

Thus, |X(ω)|, the amplitude spectrum of the reference signal can be modeled as fol-

lows:

Xr(ω) = A
ω

σ2
r

exp

(

ω2

2σ2
r

)

, (5.4)

where where, A represents the maximum amplitude of the T-ray field, ω represents the

angular frequency and σr is the characteristic distribution parameter. Once we have

established a standard representation for the measured spectrum, we can calculate the

moments using the following general formula:

mn =

∫ ∞

0
ωnS(ω)dω

∫ ∞

0
S(ω)dω

, (5.5)

where n is the order of the moment. Therefore, the first order moment for the measured

reference spectrum given by Eq. 5.4 is given by:

µr = σr

√

π

2
,

= 1.253σr. (5.6)
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When we introduce the sample to this system, the THz signal is attenuated due to

the scattering and absorption of the signal by the sample. If the frequency dependent

absorption features of the sample are sharp and sparse, they do not greatly influence

the center frequency of the sample spectrum and the center frequency mostly depends

on the frequency dependent scattering from the sample. Modeling the scattering as a

linear function of propagation length d and a quadratic over the given range of angular

frequency ω, the expression for the scattering response of the sample, Ys(ω), can be

expressed as:

Ys(ω) = A
ω

σ2
r

exp

(

ω2

2σ2
r

)

exp
(

−αsdω2
)

,

= A′ ω

σ2
s

exp

(

ω2

2σ2
s

)

, (5.7)

where

A′ =
A

1 + 2αsdσ2
r

,

σ2
s =

σ2
r

1 + 2αsdσ2
r

. (5.8)

Now, using Eq. 5.5, the first order moment of Ys(ω) is given by:

µs = σs

√

π

2
,

= 1.253σs. (5.9)

Thus it can be seen that the spectral shape of the attenuated pulse remains unchanged.

However, the attenuation for the sample has changed the mean µr of the reference

spectrum to µs, for the sample spectrum. Once the mean of the two measured spectra,

reference and sample transmitted THz signal, are obtained from the Eq. 5.6 and 5.9, the

unknown scattering attenuation coefficient αs can be calculated by rearranging Eq. 5.8:

αs =
σ2

r − σ2
s

2σ2
r σ2

s d
, (5.10)

and the frequency dependent scattering attenuation can be given by αsω2. Similar ob-

servations were made by Dines and Kak (1979), where they estimated attenuation of

soft biological tissues using ultrasound waves. They treated the attenuation as lin-

early dependent on the frequency and assumed a Gaussian distribution for modeling

the signal spectrum; furthermore they assumed scattering to be minimal in their ex-

periments. Flax et al. (1983) used a very similar formulation to Dines and Kak (1979),
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but they also considered the power density spectrum to be modulated by white noise

and estimated the attenuation constant from the statistics of the transmitted and the

detected signal spectrum.

Thus using the first spectral moments of the measured signals, a complete scattering

loss profile can be estimated for any given media under this model. Using a standard

THz transmission spectroscopy setup, we carry out transmission measurements for

two samples comprised of α-monohydrate lactose powder and PE powder mixed in

a 1:1 ratio and pressed to form a pellet. The PE powder used for each sample had

different grain sizes. The first sample is comprised of PE powder with average grain

diameter of 60 µm, while the average grain diameter for the PE powder of the second

sample was 360 µm.

Assuming that the reflections are removed from the sample and reference data, the

frequency dependent refractive index ns(ω) of the sample and total attenuation α(ω)

is given by:

ns(ω) = n0 −
c

ωd
∠H(ω), (5.11)

α(ω) =
2

d

{

ln

[

4ns(ω)n0

(ns(ω) + n0)2

]

− ln |H(ω)|
}

, (5.12)

where n0 is the refractive index of free air and H(ω) is the transfer function of the

sample, given by:

H(ω) =
Esam

Eref
, (5.13)

where Eref and Esam are the experimentally measured reference and sample spectrum

respectively.

The samples clearly show characteristic absorption features of lactose at 0.53 THz,

1.19 THz and 1.39 THz. It should be noted that along with the distinct absorption fea-

tures both the samples show a baseline slope owing to scattering due to the granular

nature of the samples. As expected, the sample with larger PE particles shows a greater

baseline slope as compared to the sample with smaller PE particles. The technique de-

scribed in here estimates the baseline slope owing to the scattering of the THz signal.

Thus for each sample, the reduced scattering extinction spectrum is obtained by sub-

tracting the estimated scattering (Eq. 5.12) from the measured attenuation (Eq. 5.10).

The results are shown in Fig. 5.2.
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Figure 5.2. Scattering correction using spectral moments. Extinction loss spectra of (a) sample

pellet made of α-monohydrate lactose mixed with PE powder with avg. dia. 60 µm and

(b) sample pellet made of α-monohydrate lactose mixed with PE powder with average

diameter 360 µm, with their respective estimated scattering loss profiles and scattering

mitigated spectrum.

It is evident from the visual analysis of Fig. 5.2, that, while the estimated scattering

captures the overall frequency trend of the extinction spectrum, it overestimates the

measurements between 0.7 THz – 1.1 THz. This causes some data points in the scat-

tering reduced spectrum to go negative, which is a physically impossible artifact. To

avoid these errors and improve the reliability of the scattering reduced spectrum, in-

stead of fitting probability distribution functions, an alternative technique is to use

detailed analytical expressions to describe the THz signals.

The exact temporal waveform of the THz pulse and hence its spectral shape depends

mainly on the generation and detection mechanism, which varies from one T-ray spec-

trometer to another. In our experiments the THz-TDS system uses photoconductive

antennas (PCAs) for both the emitter and detector. One popular analytical model for

the terahertz signal generated and detected using photoconductive antennas was given

by Duvillaret et al. (2001). Their expression for the amplitude spectrum of the terahertz

signal mostly depends on the carrier lifetime in the antenna’s semiconductor material

and on the laser pulse duration. They expressed the Fourier transform of the measured
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photocurrent (jrec) as:

jrec( f ) =
PemPrecEDCτemτrecτ̃emτ̃rec f exp

(

−2(π f τ̃las)
2
)

memmrec(1 − 2πi f τem)(1 − 2πi f τrec)(1 − 2πi f τ̃em)
, (5.14)

where Pem is the average incident laser power, Prec is the average laser power at the re-

ceiver, EDC is the bias DC field, τem is the free-carrier recombination time in the emitter,

τem is the free-carrier recombination time in the detector, τlas is the laser pulse dura-

tion and is assumed to be same at both emitter and detector, 1/τ̃em = 1/τem + 1/δτem ,

δτem is the carrier collision time in the emitter, τ̃las = τlas/(2
√

ln 2), f represents the

frequency, mem and mrec are the carrier effective masses in the emitter and the receiver

respectively.

However, for the analytical model given by Duvillaret et al. (2001), Eq. 5.5 does not

have a closed form solution for calculating the spectral moments. Thus, this analytical

model cannot be used for our purpose. Another, analytical expression for modeling

the THz spectrum was given by Xu et al. (2003). This expression is entirely dependent

on only one parameter, τr, the FWHM (Full Width at Half Maximum) pulse duration

of the THz time domain signal, and is given by:

X(ω) = A
ωτr√

2
exp(−ω2τ2

r /4), (5.15)

where A represents the maximum amplitude of the T-ray field, and ω represents the

angular frequency.

In contrast to the previous model, this analytical expression is much simpler and has

a definite solution for the calculation of moments using Eq. 5.5. In order to compare

the accuracy of this model with the model proposed by Duvillaret et al. (2001), we cal-

culate the center frequency from the first spectral moment of experimentally observed

amplitude spectrum of a reference measurement and compare it with the amplitude

spectrum obtained from both the analytical expressions, one given by Duvillaret et al.

(2001) and the other as described by Eq. 5.15. We also compare the Mean Squared Er-

ror (MSE) and correlation coefficient (CC) for each analytical model with the measured

spectrum. The results are tabulated in Table 5.2 and Table 5.3.

The above results show that both models explain the experimental observations to

a similar level of accuracy, with the model given by Duvillaret et al. (2001) showing

slightly better MSE and CC parameters than the model used by Xu et al. (2003). There-

fore, we assume the expression given in Eq. 5.15 is a reasonable approximate represen-

tation of the reference THz signal (i.e. without sample). Now using Eq. 5.15, the first

moment for X(ω) is given by µr =
√

π/τr.
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Table 5.2. Comparison between the two analytical model. Comparison of center frequency of

analytical models and experiment observations.

Model 1 (Duvillaret et al. 2001) Model 2 (Xu et al. 2003) Experiment

0.437 THz 0.426 THz 0.431 THz

Table 5.3. Goodness of fit parameters. Mean Squared Error (MSE) and Correlation Coefficient

(CC) for fit between the analytical models and the measured THz reference spectrum.

Parameter Model 1 (Duvillaret et al. 2001) Model 2 (Xu et al. 2003)

MSE 0.3% 0.4%

CC 92.5% 90.5%

When we introduce the sample to this system, the THz signal is attenuated due to

the scattering and absorption of the signal by the sample. If the frequency dependent

absorption features of the sample are sharp and sparse, they do not greatly influence

the center frequency of the sample spectrum and the center frequency mostly depends

on the frequency dependent scattering from the sample. Modeling the scattering as a

linear function of propagation length d and a quadratic over the given range of angular

frequency ω, the expression for the scattering response of the sample, Ys(ω), can be

given by:

|Ys(ω)| = A exp(−αsdω2)
ωτr√

2
exp(−ω2τ2

r /4). (5.16)

This further reduces to

|Ys(ω)| = A
ωτr√

2
exp(−ω2τ2

s /4), (5.17)

where τ2
s = τ2

r + 4αsd, and the first moment of Ys(ω) is given by µs =
√

π/τs. Thus it

can be seen that the spectral shape of the attenuated pulse remains unchanged. How-

ever, the scattering from the sample has changed the distribution characteristic param-

eter τr to τs or it can be said that the FWHM duration of the time domain pulse has

increased from τr, for the reference THz signal to τs, for the sample THz signal. In

terms of the frequency domain, we can say that, the mean (center frequency) of the

reference spectrum µr has changed to µs for the sample spectrum. Once the means

of the reference signal and the transmitted sample signal are obtained from the above

equations, the unknown scattering attenuation profile, αs(ω), can be calculated from

the first order spectral moments of the measurements:

αs(ω) =
π

4d

µ2
s − µ2

r

µ2
r µ2

s
ω2, (5.18)
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or from the FWHM pulse durations of the measurements:

αs(ω) =
1

4d
(τ2

s − τ2
r )ω

2. (5.19)
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Figure 5.3. Scattering correction using analytical model of Xu et al. (2003). Extinction loss

spectra of (a) sample pellet made of α-monohydrate lactose mixed with PE powder with

avg. dia. 60 µm and (b) sample pellet made of α-monohydrate lactose mixed with PE

powder with average diameter 360 µm, with their respective estimated scattering loss

profiles and scattering mitigated spectrum.

For each sample, the reduced scattering spectrum is calculated by subtracting the es-

timated scattering (Eq. 5.18 or 5.19) from the measured extinction spectrum (Eq. 5.12).

The results are plotted in Fig. 5.3. It can be clearly seen that the technique reasonably

estimates scattering loss profile for both the cases without using a priori information

of the physical characteristics or the internal structure of the sample or the material,

which makes it very useful for mitigating scattering effects in real-world applications

such as stand-off measurements. It must be noted that the scattering estimate provided

by this technique assumes that the material under study has sharp and sparse absorp-

tion features, which is usually the condition required for a THz spectral fingerprint.

In conclusion, we report an extension of the centroid shift technique, initially proposed

by Dines and Kak (1979), for estimating the frequency dependent scattering attenua-

tion of THz from samples exhibiting sharp and sparse absorption features and im-

proves on the previous technique by not over-estimating the scattering coefficient.
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5.3 Robust scattering mitigation

The technique described in Section 5.2, provided reasonable scattering mitigation with-

out using a priori information of the physical characteristics or the internal structure of

the sample or the material. However, it relies on two major assumptions: (i) a quadratic

frequency dependence of the scattering attenuation, and (ii) an analytical expression,

valid only for PCA based systems, to represent measured THz spectrum. In this Sec-

tion, we describe another signal processing technique that does not rely on any such

assumptions and produces features that are robust against various scattering condi-

tions, without requiring any a priori information of the sample.

We start with the Eq. 5.1 for representing the Fourier transform of the signal transmit-

ted through a sample with complex refractive index n + ik. The amplitude spectrum

of this signal can be given by:

|Y(ω)| = |X(ω)| exp

{

−α(ω)
d

2

}

, (5.20)

or

log(|Y(ω)|) = log(|X(ω)|)− α(ω)
d

2
. (5.21)

As mentioned earlier, α(ω), the total frequency dependent attenuation consists of two

contributing terms namely the frequency dependent absorption loss αa(ω) and the

frequency dependent scattering αs(ω). This relationship is given by Eq. 5.3. Note that

Eq. 5.21 can now be expressed as:

(|Y(ω)|) = (|X(ω)|)− αa(ω)
d

2
− αs(ω)

d

2
. (5.22)

We model the scattering as a function of the angular frequency ω as

αs(ω) = α0

[

ω

ω0

]A

, (5.23)

where ω0 is the angular frequency at which αs = α0, where α0 and A are unknown

parameters that depend on the sample granularity. A similar model was proposed by

Shen et al. (2008) for modeling the observed extinction spectra obtained from THz-TDS

of various samples made of non-absorbing granular PE particles.

Thus the expression for the magnitude response of the sample can now be expressed

as:

(|Y(ω)|) = (|X(ω)|)− αa(ω)
d

2
− α0

[

ω

ω0

]A d

2
, (5.24)
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5.3 Robust scattering mitigation

or

Z(ω) =
[ω0

ω

]A
(|Y(ω)|)

=
[ω0

ω

]A
(|X(ω)|)−

[ω0

ω

]A
αa(ω)

d

2
− α0

d

2
,

(5.25)

where Eq. 5.25 shows that the spectral shape of Z(ω) does not change with the scat-

tering coefficient α0, but is merely shifted in overall level by α0
d
2 . In order to eliminate

this scattering dependent level shift, we initialize the value of A with 0 and increment

it in steps of 0.01 (step size chosen arbitrarily, the smaller the step size the better is the

estimation accuracy) to iteratively solve the following equation:

Z0(ω) = Z(ω)− Z(ω), (5.26)

till, for some defined frequency region ωs in which |Y(ω)| shows no sharp absorp-

tion resonances and the attenuation is mainly due to scattering, the value of Z0(ωs)−
(ω0

ω )A(|X(ωs)|) is minimized, where Z(ω) represents the mean of Z(ω).

Accordingly, the spectral function Z0(ω) does not depend on scattering, and depends

only on the reference signal and absorption from the sample. One could obtain spectral

features for scattering invariant material classification from Z0(ω). Our focus here is

on the absorption features, which can be obtained from Z0(ω) by:

αa(ω) = −2

d

(ω/ω0)
AZ0(ω)

(|X(ω)|) . (5.27)

In the above procedure an important step is to find the frequency region ωs in which

the measured spectrum shows no sharp resonant absorption features. We know that

for materials such as α-monohydrate lactose, absorption features are sharp and present

in distinct frequency bins. Thus, we used a threshold based peak detection algorithm

for identifying the location of the absorption features. Once the location of the absorp-

tion features are determined, the region between two consecutive absorption peaks can

be identified as ωs, in which the measured spectrum shows no sharp absorption fea-

tures and attenuation is mainly due to scattering (other weak background effects due

to collective molecular motion such as phonon modes may be present for other mate-

rials). In our measurement setup the frequency resolution is approximately 0.1 THz,

thus when determining the region ωs, based on the detected absorption peak location,

we exclude the regions in the vicinity of the absorption peaks that falls within the fre-

quency resolution limits. This is shown in Fig. 5.3.
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Figure 5.4. Extracting baseline region. Application of a peak detection algorithm to the experi-

ment measurements to identify the absorption peak locations (marked as eclipses), the

green lines (dotted and solid) represent the measurement setup frequency resolution

limits, and the region ωs, where attenuation is mainly due to scattering(marked with

crosses). The unknown parameter A is estimated over the frequency range ωs.

We apply this techniques to obtain scattering robust/invariant spectrum αa(ω), from

the THz measurement of the two α-monohydrate lactose and PE sample, described

in the previous section. Fig. 5.3 shows the comparison of the scattering removed ab-

sorption features with the measured extinction spectra. For the visual inspection of

Fig. 5.3 (a) and Fig. 5.3 (b), it can be seen that the generalized scattering mitigation tech-

nique reasonably eliminates the samples scattering contribution from the measured

extinction spectrum to reveal true absorption features of the sample, without making

any prior assumptions regarding the frequency dependence of the scattering attenu-

ation or requiring any special sample preparation technique, measurement setup and

a priori information of the samples internal structure or physical characteristics.

5.4 Wavelet based scattering estimation and correction

In Section 5.3, we discussed a signal processing approach generalized scattering miti-

gation for mitigating scattering effects in the THz-TDS measurements, which did not

require any a priori information of the sample material or structure, and the frequency
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Figure 5.5. Scattering correction using GSM technique. (a) Measured extinction loss spectrum

of sample pellet made of α-monohydrate lactose mixed with PE powder with average

diameter 60 µm vs the scattering removed absorption spectrum obtained using Eq. 5.27,

(b) Measured Extinction loss spectrum of sample pellet made of α-monohydrate lac-

tose mixed with PE powder with average diameter 360 µm vs the scattering removed

absorption spectrum obtained using Eq. 5.27.

dependence of the scattering attenuation. However, the technique heavily relies on

availability of spectral regions were the measured spectrum shows no absorption fea-

tures and all the attenuation is due to scattering. While many materials show sharp

and sparse absorption features in the THz spectral range, some materials (such as α-

D-glucose) have absorption features quite close to each other. This makes extraction

of the such regions, where all the attenuation is due to scattering only, very difficult.

In this Section, we describe an iterative wavelet based technique, that does not require

the sample spectrum to have sparse absorption features or a priori information of the

sample’s internal structure.

Usually in the case of the solids, the material of interest is quite dense and causes mul-

tiple scattering of THz radiation within the sample. The response of a dense medium,

as a consequence of multiple scattering, can be classified into three regimes: ballistic,

quasi-ballistic, and diffusive transport (Pearce and Mittleman 2002). While the THz
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time domain spectroscopy (TDS) technique is sensitive to both quasi-ballistic and dif-

fusive scattering, the criteria to determine which scattering regime is dominant, de-

pends on the scattering (λsc) and transport mean free path lengths (λtr) in the medium,

given by:

λsc = c/2niω,

λtr = λsc/(1 − 〈cos(θ)〉 , (5.28)

where ni is imaginary part of the complex refractive index of the medium, and 〈cos(θ)〉
is the average of cosine of the scattering angle (Kanno and Hamada 1975, Pearce and

Mittleman 2001). The diffusive component is only significant and needs consideration

when the medium thickness l is greater than 7 to 10 times the transport mean free

path length, λtr (Pearce and Mittleman 2001, Das et al. 1997, Yoo and Alfano 1990).

Generally in transmission mode measurements, the setup collects signal only in the

forward narrow cone. The contribution of the diffusively scattered signal to the mea-

sured signal depends on the grain size, concentration, and thickness of the sample

(Nam et al. 2012) and can be determined using the equation ρ = ρB + (dΩ/4π)pD,

where ρ represents the total power captured by the detector, ρB represents the sum of

contributions from the ballistic and the quasi-ballistic transport and ρD represents the

diffusive component of the transmitted signal. In our measurements, the setup collects

signal only in forward narrow cone (dΩ ≈ 6◦ off the normal axis). For such narrow

angles the transport mean free path lengths, given by Eq. 5.28, are several orders of

magnitude larger than the scattering mean free path. Under such conditions, given

that the medium thickness, l is smaller than 7 to 10 times the transport mean free path

length, λtr, only the information carrying ballistic and quasiballistic photons are col-

lected by the detector and the diffuse photons that are the source of noise are mostly

rejected (Mujumdar et al. 2005). It must be noted that, in principle, the sample thick-

ness l can be extended in which the quasi-ballistic light can be measured by reducing

the angle dΩ (Chen et al. 2008).

As the detected radiation suffers from both absorption and scattering, it becomes es-

sential to separate scattering from the detected response in order to reveal the true

spectral fingerprint of the material under study. Recently, Arbab et al. (2010) showed

the implementation of a wavelet based technique to retrieve the true THz spectro-

scopic signature in presence of surface scattering using a reflection mode THz-TDS

setup. They carried out a multiresolution analysis using the maximum overlap discrete

wavelet transform (MODWT) of the measured extinction spectrum of lactose samples.
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Based on visual inspection of the results, they argued that the resonant feature of the

lactose sample (at 0.54 THz) can be extracted from the details subband at certain lev-

els of the decomposition. The selection was performed manually by researchers based

on a visual rather a physical basis. They did not propose any reconstruction tech-

nique following their decomposition, and directly relied on the details subband for the

scattering invariant material identification. This makes their technique unsuitable for

automated material identification and classification in real-world applications.

We show that a simple reconstruction based only on the details subband can lead to

loss or misinterpretation of significant spectral features in the extinction spectrum.

Thereafter, we propose an iterative reconstruction technique using only the details sub-

band to estimate the scattering baseline. This can be then subtracted from the original

extinction spectrum to obtain a scattering reduced extinction spectrum, and avoid is-

sues involved in the previous approach. The proposed method assists in enabling

direct comparison with spectra of pure samples in a spectral database for automated

recognition. It must be noted that our proposed technique and the technique proposed

by Arbab et al. (2010) are only applicable for materials that exhibit sharp and narrow

absorption features (such as α-monohydrate lactose, α-D-glucose, sucrose) and not to

those that exhibit slowly varying and very broad absorption features (such as mor-

phine). However, we argue that our proposed technique is useful as there is a broad

range of materials that exhibit sharp and narrow absorption features in the THz range.

Figure 5.6. Wavelet decomposition tree. Signal X is decomposed into several sets of approximate

and details coefficients, cA and cD respectively. The process is repeated by decomposing

the approximate coefficients cA at each level, up to a desired level j. Each arrow feeding

to a approximate coefficients cA is a low-pass filter followed by a downsampler and each

arrow feed to a details coefficients cD is a high-pass filter followed by a downsampler.
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We selected two materials namely, α-monohydrate lactose and granular α-D-glucose,

for this study. Two sample pellets were made by mixing α-monohydrate lactose and

granular α-D-glucose with PE powder in a ratio of 1:1 (material:PE) and pressing them

using a hydraulic press at 10 tons/cm2. Note that α-monohydrate lactose has charac-

teristic absorption fingerprint frequencies at 0.54, 1.2 and 1.39 THz, while α-D-glucose

has its characteristic absorption fingerprint frequencies at 1.25, 1.89, 2.39 and 2.57 THz.

The extinction spectra of such materials are always represented as a discrete data se-

ries in the Fourier domain. We carry out a multilevel discrete wavelet decomposition

(DWT) of this data series (the extinction spectrum) in order to represent it in a set of

localized contributions (details and approximations). At each level the contributions

are identified by a scale and position parameter and represent the information of the

different frequency contents in the original data series. A given spectrum X( f ) can

be represented by a set of approximation cj,k and details dj,k coefficients, which corre-

spond to a wavelet series expansion of X( f ):

X( f ) =
J

∑
j=0

Nj

∑
k=0

dj,kψj,k( f ) +
NJ

∑
k=0

cJ,kφJ,k( f ), (5.29)

where φ( f ) and ψ( f ) are the chosen pair of scaling and wavelet functions, respectively.

For discrete cases, the conventional technique it to consider X(k) as the finest level ap-

proximation subband and the subsequent decomposition into coarser approximation

and detail coefficients is known as the Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT).

In our implementation, Mallat’s multiresolution analysis (Mallat 1988) is used to de-

compose the discretized measured extinction spectrum X(k) into several sets of ap-

proximations and details, cA and cD, respectively. This process is depicted in Fig. 5.6.

First, the signal is decomposed into cD1 and cA1. The sequence cD1 is associated with

the high frequency component of the signal, while, cA1 is associated with the low fre-

quency components. Subsequently, cA1 becomes the input for the next level and the

process is repeated until the desired level j is reached. At each level, the signal is down

sampled by 2. For materials exhibiting sharp and sparse absorption features, the ex-

tinction spectrum consists of a smooth slowly varying part (scattering contribution),

some sharp, high order polynomials (absorption peaks) and other background contri-

butions such as systematic errors due to laser drift and other non ideal behaviors.

Generally, scattering attenuation can be expressed as a linear or quadratic function

over the given frequency range, depending on the medium of propagation (Narayana
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Hz

Figure 5.7. Spectrum reconstruction using approximate and detail vectors. Extinction spec-

trum of α-D-glucose-PE sample (blue) with reconstructions based on approximation

only (red) and details only (brown).

and Ophir 1983, Bao et al. 2000, Martens and Stark 1991, Ophir et al. 1984). Using the

DWT decomposition we want to estimate and thereafter separate the smooth, slowly

varying component (scattering contribution) from the original data series (extinction

spectrum). To do so, we have selected the ‘db4’ wavelet of the Daubechies family as the

mother wavelet for our decomposition process. Here, ‘db4’ is an orthogonal wavelet

and has 8 taps and 4 vanishing moments, which guarantees removal of most of the

scattering contributions, as the scaling functions, or just the approximation coefficients

alone, can perfectly represent all polynomials up to order 3.

Fig. 5.7 illustrates a wavelet based decomposition example. Here, we consider the

extinction spectrum of a α-D-glucose and PE pellet obtained using a standard trans-

mission mode THz-TDS setup. After the multilevel DWT based decomposition, the

data series is reconstructed first from the details only and then from approximations

only. It can be clearly seen in Fig. 5.7 that the reconstruction carried out from the de-

tails subband has negative values at various frequencies, which clearly is a physically

impossible artifact and can cause loss or misinterpretation of the data when used for

automated classification and identification. The same effect can be seen in the approxi-

mations only reconstruction, as it overdetermined the spectrum background at various

frequencies, especially around the absorption peaks. In order to eliminate these errors
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(Hz)

Figure 5.8. Wavelet based method—iteration Scheme. Original data series, extinction spec-

trum, of α-D-glucose (blue) with reconstructions based on “details” only D (brown) and

modified “details” only (dotted cyan) and input data series for next iteration.

and to obtain the true absorption fingerprints of the material under study, we propose

the following iterative reconstruction scheme:

1. Decompose and selective reconstruction: Using DWT, first decompose the orig-

inal data series E (experimentally obtained extinction spectrum) into details and ap-

proximations and then reconstruct the data series from details only (D).

2. Modify, subtract and iterate:

D′
i(n) = max {Di(n), 0} ∀n,

E′
1(n) = E(n)− D′

1(n),

E′
i(n) = E′

i−1(n)− D′
i(n) ∀i > 1, (5.30)

where i represents the iteration number. This process is illustrated in Fig. 5.8.

3. Convergence condition: As we want to avoid any data in the details only recon-

structed data series D from going negative, we propose the following convergence

criteria:

Let Ni(m) represent all the negative data values in Di(n), then

Vi = ∑ |Ni(m)|2 ∀m, (5.31)
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s

s

Figure 5.9. Wavelet based method—algorithm convergence. (a) Value of v for the first five

iterations, (b) Input data series for the first four iterations, (c) Convergence condition

and (d) Scattering corrected spectrum after optimum number of iterations.

represents the error energy and convergence is met when the error energy becomes less

than 0.01% (arbitarily chosen, the smaller the better is the accuracy) of the overall ex-

tinction spectrum energy. This can be expressed as:

Vi < 0.0001 × ∑ |E(n)|2 ∀n. (5.32)

This process is illustrated in Fig. 5.9. It can be seen from the Fig. 5.9(d) that at the

optimum number of iterations, the input data series E′, obtained by subtracting the

D′ from E′, of the previous iteration, closely matches the slowly varying spectrum

background and hence serves as a reasonable estimate of the frequency dependent

scattering contribution in the measured spectrum.

In order to test our algorithm, we carry out THz-TDS measurements of four samples:

(i) granular α-D-glucose + PE pellet (thickness l = 0.18 cm), (ii) coarsely ground α-D-

glucose + PE pellet (thickness l = 0.12 cm), (iii) α-monohydrate lactose + PE (particle
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 5.10. Wavelet based method—scattering correction (glucose sample). (a) Extinction

spectrum of granular α-D-glucose and PE sample (blue) with estimated scattering

(red), (b) Extinction spectrum of coarsely ground α-D-glucose and PE sample (green)

with estimated scattering (magenta), (c) scattering corrected spectrum for granular

α-D-glucose and PE sample (brown), (d) scattering corrected spectrum for coarsely

ground α-D-glucose and PE sample (black), and (e) a scattering free/limited extinction

spectrum of α-D-glucose (scaled to 1/45).

diameter 200–400 µm) pellet (thickness l = 0.45 cm), and (iv) α-monohydrate lactose

+ PE (particle diameter 60-80 µm) pellet (thickness l = 0.45 cm). Using the measured

complex refractive index and assuming a forward narrow cone of 6◦, we calculated

the transport mean free path lengths for all the four samples according to the Eq. 5.28

and found them to be several orders higher than the sample thickness. Thus con-

firming that the measurements contain no or negligible amount of contribution from

the diffusive scattered radiation. We apply the above described algorithm to the ex-

tinction spectra of these four samples to obtain an estimate of frequency dependent

scattering baseline for each sample. Thereafter, to reduce the effects of scattering from

the measurements, we simply subtract the estimated scattering data series from the

measurements. The results are shown in Fig. 5.10 and 5.11. In order to validate our

results, we compare the scattering eliminated spectrum with a scattering free/limited

measurement for each sample. A completely scattering free extinction can be obtained

by THz-TDS of a single crystal of the given material. However, due to the very small

size of a crystal, this measurement is not possible for a number of materials. One may
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(a)

(b)

(c)
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Figure 5.11. Wavelet based method—scattering correction (lactose sample). (a) Extinction

spectrum of granular α-monohydrate lactose and PE (diameter 200-400 µm) sample

(blue) with estimated scattering (red), (b) Extinction spectrum of α-monohydrate

lactose and PE (diameter 60-80 µm)(green) with estimated scattering (magenta),

(c) scattering corrected spectrum for α-monohydrate lactose and PE (diameter 200-

400 µm) sample (brown), (d) scattering corrected spectrum for α-monohydrate lactose

and PE (diameter 60-80 µm) (black), and (e) a scattering free/limited extinction

spectrum of α-D-glucose (scaled to 1/3).

attempt to grow a bigger crystal from many small crystals by dissolving in an appro-

priate solvent, but this process can take days and still there is a risk of introducing im-

purities to the crystal. Thus in the absence of a true scattering free measurement, one

can resort to a measurement of a sample prepared by milling the material into a very

fine powder and then pressing it into a pellet of very high density (volume fraction ≥
90%). This sample preparation technique ensures very small scatterer (generally the

air-voids) size and volume fraction, thus limiting the contribution of scattering in the

measured extinction spectrum. Walther et al. (2003) carried out such a measurement for

α-D-glucose, and here we have used their measurement as the scattering free/limited

reference for comparision with our results. For the scattering free/limted measure-

ment of the lactose sample, we carry out THz-TDS of a sample prepared by pressing

(pressure ≈ 10 ton/cm2) a mixture (1:1) of very fine α-monohydrate lactose (particle

size ≈ 35 µm) and very fine PE powder (particle size ≈ 30-40 µm), to form a dense (vol-

ume fraction > 90%) pellet. Note that the measurement obtained from such samples is

not completely scattering free.
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It must be noted that the proposed iterative reconstruction technique provides with

separate scattering and absorption spectra for the sample under study as opposed to

the method proposed by Arbab et al. (2010). For the four samples considered here,

convergence was achieved after 12 iterations for the granular α-D-glucose-PE sample,

11 iterations for the coarsely ground α-D-glucose-PE sample, with 4-level DWT, and

15 iterations for the α-monohydrate lactose-PE (diameter 60-80 µm) sample, and 20

iterations for the α-monohydrate lactose-PE (diameter 200-400 µm) sample with 5-level

DWT.

In conclusion, we present an iterative multilevel DWT based technique for estimating

frequency dependent scattering baseline for transmission mode THZ-TDS measure-

ments. The method is tested on four sample pellets, two comprising α-monohydrate

lactose and PE (with different granularity), while the other two comprising α-D-glucose

(with different granularity) and PE. From the comparison of the scattering corrected

spectrum with the scattering free/limited spectrum obtained from well prepared sam-

ples, shown in Fig. 5.10 and 5.11, it is clear that the technique reasonably estimates most

of the general scattering attenuation profile. The proposed method helps in cleaning

the measurements for scattering and other background contributions such as system-

atic errors due to laser drift to enable direct comparison with spectra of pure samples in

a spectral data base for automated recognition. It must be noted that the technique re-

quires the material under study to exhibit sharp absorption features and uses no other

a priori information of the physical characteristics of the sample or the material, which

makes it potentially useful for material analysis in real-world applications such as in

stand-off measurements and quality control.

5.5 Generalized Hodrick-Prescott filtering with adaptive

weights

In the previous Section 5.4, we presented an iterative multilevel DWT technique for es-

timating frequency dependent scattering loss of terahertz by composite granular mate-

rials with absorbing constituents. We tested the algorithm for three sample pellets: α-

monohydrate lactose-PE and two α-D-glucose-PE. The technique reasonable estimated

of the overall frequency dependent scattering attenuation along with the enhanced

scattering near the dispersion artifacts causing the broadening of the absorption peak.

However, the accuracy and success of the technique relies on the relation between the
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choice of mother wavelet and the order of the polynomial to be estimated. In this

Section, we present a general approach for mitigating scattering in THz-TDS mea-

surements. The algorithm is essentially an iterative implementation of the Hodrick-

Prescott filtering technique (Hodrick and Prescott 1997). Before going in the details

of the iterative scheme, we present a summary of the Hodrick-Prescott filtering tech-

nique.

The Hodrick and Prescott (1997) filter is a popular tool in the field of macroeconomics

for decomposition of real business cycles. It enables the separation of the cyclical com-

ponent of a time series from raw data, by obtaining a smoothed-curve representation

of the time series, which is more sensitive to long-term than to short-term fluctuations.

The action of Hodrick-Prescott filter can be explained as follows.

Consider a data series y of length n, sampled at regular interval. Let x, represent an-

other data series that is smooth and follows the long term trends of y. These two

objectives can be represented by the minimization of the following regularized least

squares equation.

F =
n

∑
i=1

(yi − xi)
2 + λ

n−1

∑
t=2

(xt−1 − 2xt + xt+1)
2, (5.33)

where λ ≥ 0 is the regularization parameter used for controlling the trade-off between

smoothness of x and the size of the residuals y − x. The first term in Eq. 5.33 measures

the size of the residuals, the second term, which is the second order difference of the

estimated data series at sample t, measures the smoothness of x, and λ a smoothing

parameter that controls the level of smoothness of the estimated data series. As the

smoothing factor grows, the Hodrick-Prescott filter converges to a linear time trend.

For estimating higher order polynomials, one can vary the smoothness parameter λ.

However, sometimes a data series can have several sharp variations in its long term

trend and in order to estimate such trends, a generalization of the Hodrick-Prescott

filter, proposed by Araujo et al. (2003), can be used. The minimization equation for the

generalized Hodrick-Prescott filter can be given by:

F =
n

∑
i=1

(yi − xi)
t=2 + λ

n− r
2

∑
r
2+1

(∆rxi)
2, (5.34)

where ∆r is the rth order difference matrix. As λ → ∞, the resulting output sequence

converges to a polynomial of r − 1 degree. Thus, it can be seen that Hodrick-Prescott
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Figure 5.12. Hodrick-Prescott filter—estimates with varying λ. Extinction spectrum of gran-

ular α-D-glucose-PE sample (magenta) with estimates for different values of λ. Red

arrows indicating sharp features in the given data series. λ can be varied in order to

estimate sharper features of a data series.

filter given by Eq. 5.33 is a special case of the Eq. 5.34 for r = 2. The solution to Eq.

5.34 can be obtained by equating the partial derivative of F to zero (δF/δt = 0). This

leads to the following system of equation:

x = (I + λDrTDr)−1y, (5.35)

where, I is an n × n identity matrix, T is the transpose operator, and D is the second

order difference matrix. The solution is generally a large system with n equation, each

of length n. However, as only the main diagonal and two sub-diagonals above and

below it are non-zero, the system is very sparse. While small values of the smoothing

parameter λ results in relatively light smoothing, which may be usefully for noise re-

moval, large values for λ causes stronger smoothing, which gives the slowly varying

trend of the signal. Fig. 5.12 shows, for the extinction spectrum of a granular glucose

sample, the solution of Eq. 5.35 for different values of λ. It is clear for the Fig. 5.12

that as the value of lambda increases, the estimated data series x, increasing represents

the slow varying trend of the measured extinction. The concept here is same as that of

the wavelet based technique discussed in the Section 5.4, to estimate scattering by sep-

arating the high frequency components of the measurement from the low frequency

or slowly varying components. However, it can be seen from the Fig. 5.12, that the

estimates overestimate the measurements at several data points (shown with red ar-

rows) and therefore cannot be used an estimate of the scattering contribution in the
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measurement. Thus, in order to reliably estimate the scattering contribution, we mod-

ify the generalized Hodrick-Prescott filter equation to include a weight vector w when

computing the residuals term of Eq. 5.34. The modified generalized Hodrick-Prescott

filter can now be expressed as:

Figure 5.13. Hodrick-Prescott filter—algorithm convergence. Extinction spectrum of granular

α-D-glucose sample (magenta) with estimates after first five iterations.

F =
n

∑
1

wi(yi − xi)
2 + λ

n− r
2

∑
r
2+1

(∆rxi)
2, (5.36)

and the solution can be given by:

x = (W + λDrTDr)−1W · y. (5.37)

This solution does not over-estimate the measurements at any point. Thus, we must

select the weight vector w such that the residuals y-x are forced to become positive.

This can be done by giving much more weight to the negative residuals as compare to

the positive residuals. This can be done using the following iterative algorithm:

1. Initialize λ and w:

λ = 10,

wi = 1 ∀i. (5.38)
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Figure 5.14. Hodrick Prescott filter—scattering correction (glucose samples). (a) Extinction

spectrum of granular α-D-glucose and PE sample (blue) with estimated scattering

(red), (b) Extinction spectrum of coarsely ground α-D-glucose and PE sample (green)

with estimated scattering (magenta), (c) scattering corrected spectrum for granular

α-D-glucose and PE sample (brown), (d) scattering corrected spectrum for coarsely

ground α-D-glucose and PE sample (black), and (e) a scattering free/limited extinction

spectrum of α-D-glucose (grey) (scaled to 1/45).

2. Solve Eq. 5.37 and calculate the residuals vector r:

x = (W + λDrTDr)−1W · y.

ri = yi − xi ∀i. (5.39)

3. Modify w:

wi = max(xi − yi, δ) ∀i (5.40)

It must be noted that ideally wi should be set to zero 0 for all positive residuals, but

that can make the system unstable, therefore a very small arbitrary value δ = 0.001 is

selected.

4. Calculate Nm such that it represents all the negative data values in ri, then:
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V = ∑ |Nm|2 ∀m. (5.41)

5. Repeat step 2 to 4 until:

V < 0.0001 ∑ |yi|2 ∀i. (5.42)

In order to test our algorithm, we used the same four samples described in Section. 5.4.

The results are shown in Fig. 5.14 and Fig. 5.15.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Figure 5.15. Hodrick Prescott filter—scattering correction (lactose samples). (a) Extinction

spectrum of granular α-monohydrate lactose and PE (diameter 200-400 µm) sample

(blue) with estimated scattering (red), (b) Extinction spectrum of α-monohydrate

lactose and PE (diameter 60–80 µm)(green) with estimated scattering (magenta),

(c) scattering corrected spectrum for α-monohydrate lactose and PE (diameter 200–

400 µm) sample (brown), (d) scattering corrected spectrum for α-monohydrate lactose

and PE (diameter 60-80 µm) (black), and (e) a scattering free/limited extinction

spectrum of α-D-glucose (scaled to 1/3).

Note that, we are using the same convergence condition as that of the wavelet based

method described in Section 5.4. This enables us to compare the performance of the
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two methods. Another suitable convergence condition can be stated as: repeat the step

2 to step 4 of the above algorithm until V is minimized and stops changing value. The

algorithm is applied to the measured extinction spectrum of α-D-glucose-PE sample.

The results of the iteration scheme are shown in Fig. 5.13. It can be seen that, as a

result of strong penalization of the negative residuals at each iteration, the estimated

data series x, obtained after the optimum number of iterations, closely matches the

slowly varying spectrum background and hence serves as a reasonable estimate of

the frequency dependent scattering contribution in the measured spectrum. It must

be noted that the term “optimum number of iterations” is defined as the number of

iterations after which the convergence condition given by Eq. 5.42 is met.

For the four samples, considered here, convergence was achieved after 4 iterations for

the granular α-D-glucose-PE sample, 3 iterations for the coarsely ground α-D-glucose-

PE sample, with λ = 10 for a third order (r = 3 in Eq. 5.36) Hodrick-Prescott fil-

ter, and 3 iterations for the α-monohydrate lactose-PE (diameter 60-80 µm) sample,

with λ = 10 for a second order Hodrick-Prescott filter, and 5 iterations for the α-

monohydrate lactose-PE (diameter 200-400 µm) sample with, with λ = 15 for a second

order Hodrick-Prescott filter.

In conclusion, we present an iterative generalized Hodrick-Prescott filtering technique

for estimating frequency dependent scattering loss of terahertz by composite granu-

lar materials with absorbing constituents. Similar algorithms have been proposed for

providing baseline correction to chromatograms and Raman vibrational spectra using

the Whittaker (1922) smoother (Zhang et al. 2010). However, these algorithms differ

from the proposed algorithm as they use, (i) Whittaker smoother which is a first order

derivative based smoother, (ii) different adaptive weights with some weights assigned

a value of zero (which may cause stability issues), and (iii) a different convergence

condition.

The proposed method is tested on four sample pellets, two comprised of α-monohydrate

lactose and PE (with different granularity), while the other two comprised of α-D-

glucose (with different granularity) and PE. From the comparison of the scattering

corrected spectrum with the scattering free/limited spectrum obtained from well pre-

pared samples, shown in Fig. 5.14 and 5.15, it is clear that the technique not only rea-

sonably estimates general scattering attenuation profile but it also reduces the broad-

ening of the absorption peak caused by the phenomenon of resonance light scattering
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(Collings et al. 1999). For all the four cases, the algorithm converges much faster in com-

parison to the wavelet based method discussed in Section 5.4. It must also be noted

that for the α-monohydrate lactose + PE (diameter 200-400 µm) sample, this algorithm

achieves much better reduction in the broadening of the absorption feature at 1.37 THz

in comparison to the wavelet based method discussed in Section 5.4. The technique re-

quires the material under study to exhibit sharp absorption features and uses no other

a priori information of the physical characteristics of the sample or the material, which

makes it potentially useful for material analysis in real-world applications such as in

stand-off measurements and quality control.

5.6 Chapter summary

In this chapter we present signal processing based approaches for estimating and miti-

gating scattering effects in THz-TDS measurements for samples that exhibit sharp and

sparse absorption features, without requiring any a priori information of its granu-

larity, refractive index, and density. Two materials, α-monohydrate lactose and α-D-

glucose, were considered for this study. Both materials are commonly found in many

pharmaceutical tablets and food products and show distinctive and sharp absorption

features in the THz spectral range, making them suitable for this study.

The first technique explores the relation between the change in spectral moments and

time domain features of a THz pulse when it scatters during transmission through a

inhomogeneous dielectric material sample. Using the Rayleigh distribution probability

density function to represent the measured THz reference spectrum and modeling the

scattering as a quadratic over the measurement frequency range, an expression for the

unknown scattering coefficient is derived. The technique was applied to transmission

measurements for two samples comprised of α-monohydrate lactose powder and PE

powder (different granularities for each sample) mixed in a 1:1 ratio and pressed to

form a pellet. While the estimated scattering profile captured the overall frequency

trend of the extinction spectrum, it overestimated the measurements between 0.7–1.1

THz introducing undesirable artifacts in the scattering reduced spectrum.

In order to avoid these errors and improve the reliability of the scattering reduced

spectrum, instead of fitting probability distribution functions, an alternative technique

of using detailed analytical expressions to describe the THz signals was used. An ana-

lytical model proposed by Xu et al. (2003) to represent the THz signal was used for this
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study. Following the same procedure as described above the scattering baseline slope

was calculated and subtracted for the measured spectrum for the two, α-monohydrate

lactose and PE, samples. The technique was found to reasonably estimates scattering

loss profile for both the cases without using a priori information of the physical charac-

teristics or the internal structure of the sample or the material. Following this, using the

relation between the log magnitude spectrum of the reference and the sample measure-

ments and an arbitrary frequency dependence of the scattering attenuation, a system

of equations is formed that can be iteratively solved to result in a spectral function

that is independent of the scattering attenuation and depends only on the absorption

from the sample. This technique eliminates the need of relying on assumptions such

as a quadratic frequency dependence of the scattering attenuation and an analytical

expression to represent the THz spectrum. The technique was found to reasonably

eliminate the samples scattering contribution from the transmission measurements for

the α-monohydrate lactose and PE samples described earlier.

The generalized scattering mitigation technique heavily relied on the availability of spec-

tral regions where the measured spectrum shows no sharp absorption resonances.

However, for materials exhibiting sharp resonances close to each other in the THz

spectrum, extraction of baseline region can be difficult. In the next Section we present

an iterative wavelet based technique, that does not require the sample spectrum to

have sparse absorption features. The proposed technique is an iterative reconstruc-

tion technique using only the details sub-band to estimate the scattering baseline. The

method was tested on four sample pellets, two comprising α-monohydrate lactose and

PE (with different granularity), while the other two comprising a-D-glucose (with dif-

ferent granularity) and PE. From the comparison of the scattering reduced spectrum

with the scattering free/limited spectrum obtained from well prepared samples, it was

found that the technique reasonably estimated most of the general scattering attenua-

tion profile.

While the iterative wavelet reconstruction technique was successful in mitigating the

scattering and other background effects in the THz measurements of the samples un-

der study, its accuracy and success relies on the relation between the choice of mother

wavelet and the order of the polynomial to be estimated. In the next section we pre-

sented a general approach using an iterative implementation of the Hodrick-Prescott

filtering technique (Hodrick and Prescott 1997). The proposed method is essentially a

minimization technique using regularized least square regression. The same samples
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and convergence condition, as used in the iterative wavelet reconstruction technique,

was used for this technique to enable comparison between the performance and ef-

ficiency of the two techniques. The Hodrick-Prescott filtering technique was able to

achieve results with similar level of accuracy as that of the iterative wavelet recon-

struction technique, however, the Hodrick-Prescott filtering technique was found to

converge much faster in comparison to the iterative wavelet reconstruction technique.

In conclusion, in this chapter we have proposed several new signal processing algo-

rithms that can mitigate the scattering contribution in the THz measurement of inho-

mogeneous dielectric media with absorbing constituents. Each technique has a certain

advantage over the other and can be employed as per the needs and requirements of

the measurement analysis.

In the next chapter, we review various experimental techniques developed for mit-

igating or reducing the effects of scattering and present some preliminary work on

analysing multiple Fresnel echoes for estimating and mitigating scattering effects in

THz-TDS measurements.
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Experimental techniques
for mitigating scattering

effects

I
N the previous chapters, we have discussed various theoretical

models and signal processing techniques to estimate and mitigate

scattering contribution in the THz-TDS measurements. This chap-

ter reviews some common experimental techniques such as milling the ma-

terial of interest in to fine powder and time domain averaging spatially dis-

joint or multiple sample measurements, in order to reduce the presence of

scattering features and effects in the THz-TDS measurements. Recogniz-

ing the invasive access and/or specialized measurement apparatus require-

ment for these techniques, we present an initial exploration into study-

ing etalon echoes, produced during the transmission of a terahertz pulse

through a dielectric sample, for estimating scattering contribution in the

THz-TDS measurements of a sample material that exhibits sharp and strong

absorption resonances. The analysis shows some interesting results and

produces some open questions that are discussed at the end of this chapter.
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6.1 Milling

The amplitude of scattered light depends on several factors such as angle of observa-

tion (the scattering pattern), wavelength of the incident radiation, concentration and

particle size of the scatterers, and also on the ratio of the refractive indices of the scat-

terer to the medium in which it is embedded. Symbolically this can be represented as:

Isc = Iin(θ, λ, d, m), (6.1)

where Isc represents the scattered intensity, Iin is the incident intensity, θ represents the

angle of observation, λ is wavelength of the incident radiation, d is the particle/scat-

terer diameter, and m is the ratio of refractive index of the scatterer and the surrounding

medium.

In 1906, Mie (1908) developed a complete mathematical-physical theory of the scatter-

ing of electromagnetic radiation by an isotropic spherical particles . The Mie theory

predicts scattering intensity as a function of the angle at which light is scattered by a

spherical object. Mie theory can be sub-divided into several approximations by plac-

ing constraints over the ratio of wavelength λ to object size d (defined by a parameter

x such that x = 2πnm/λ, where nm represents the refractive index of the medium) and

index of refraction of sphere to that of the medium m:

(i) Rayleigh scattering (x ≪ 1 and x|m − 1| ≪ 1) : Scattering cross-section directly

proportional to sixth power of the object’s radius and inversely proportional to fourth

power of wavelength.

(ii) Rayleigh-Gans-Debye approximation (|m − 1| ≪ 1 and x|m − 1| ≪ 1) : Defined

for “optically soft” scatterers. Because the scatterer is “soft” (|m − 1| ≪ 1) there is

very little reflection of the incident field. Also since (x|m − 1|) ≪ 1 there is very lit-

tle phase shift inside the object. As a result of these two constraints, the internal field

is approximately the same as the incident field in the absence of the object. Scattering

cross-section is directly proportional to the sixth power of object’s radius and inversely

proportional to wavelength.

(iii) Anomalous Diffraction (x ≫ 1 and x|m − 1| ≪ 1) : At very low refractive index,

the particle transmits light almost without deflection, which then interferes with the

diffracted light, producing anomalous diffraction. Scattering cross-section is directly

proportional to the fourth power of object’s radius and inversely proportional to wave-

length (power between 1 to 2).

(iv) Fraunhofer diffraction (x ≫ 1 and |m − 1| ≫ 1) : This well-known approximation
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is valid for large obstacles and unpolarized light and scattering close to the forward di-

rection. Scattering cross-section is directly proportional to the fourth power of object’s

radius and inversely proportional to the square of the wavelength.

(v) Geometrical optics (x ≫ 1 and x|m − 1| ≫ 1) : Usually treated as a combination of

Fraunhofer diffraction in the forward direction with reflection and refraction at larger

angles.

This is also illustrated in Fig. 6.1. Thus, it can be seen that, for all Mie theory sub-

divisions, the value of the scattering cross-section and therefore the amplitude reduc-

tion in the intensity of the transmitted light is directly proportional to the diameter

of the scattering particle. As described in the Section 4.2, for sparse (low concentra-

tion) media the total scattering cross-section can be obtained by scaling the scattering

cross-section of a single particle by the total number of scatterers in the media. For

dense media, multiple scattering effects becomes significant and inter-particle corre-

lation must be considered. Many authors have addressed the problem of accounting

for the inter-particle interferences by appending an additional structure factor (S) to the

expression of the total scattering cross-section of a sparse medium (Holoubek 1999, Be-

langer et al. 1990, Hayter and Penfold 1981, Dunlap and Howe 1991)As the structure

factor is a function of volume fraction, scatterer shape, and size distribution, its inclu-

sion may effect the proportionality relation between the total scattering cross-section

and the individual scatterer diameter. There is no simple relationship between the scat-

tering cross-section of a dense multiply scattering medium and the physical size of the

individual particles. However, many researchers have reported observations which

show a reduction in the total scattering cross-section for a dense medium as a result

of reduction in the individual scatterer size (Shen et al. 2008, Fischer 2005, Franz et al.

2008).

In this section, we demonstrate the results of a commonly used laboratory practice of

milling granular material into fine powder to mitigate or reduce the effects of scatter-

ing. We test this technique for following samples:

(1) D-α-Glucose + PE samples: Two different granularities of D-α-Glucose are consid-

ered.

(2) α-monohydrate lactose and PE samples: Two different granularities for PE consid-

ered (as the lactose powder was already very fine).

(3) D-tartaric acid + PE samples: Two different granularities of D-tartaric acid consid-

ered.
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Figure 6.1. The Mie theory sub-divisions. Constrained subdivisions of Mie theory for which

simplified mathematical expressions were derived by various researchers.

6.1.1 Sample preparation

The following describes the sample preparation methods:

(1) D-α-Glucose + PE samples: Granular polycrystalline glucose was purchased from

Sigma-Aldrich. One of the samples was directly mixed with fine polyethylene powder

and pressed to a coplanar pellet, while for the other sample, the granular glucose was

grounded into a fine powder and then mixed with fine polyethylene powder.

(2) α-monohydrate lactose and PE samples: Granular PE powder was purchased from

Inducos. One of the samples was formed by directly mixing the PE powder with fine

α-monohydrate lactose powder and pressed to a coplanar pellet, while for the other

sample, the granular PE powder was milled into fine powder, then mixed with fine

α-monohydrate lactose powder and pressed to form a pellet.

(3) D-tartaric acid + PE samples: Granular D-tartaric acid was purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich. One of the samples was directly mixed with fine polyethylene powder and

pressed to a coplanar pellet, while for the other sample, the granular D-tartaric acid

powder was grounded into a fine powder and then mixed with fine polyethylene pow-

der.
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Figure 6.2. Scattering reduction using the technique of milling. (a) Extinction spectrum for

ground and granular D-α-glucose and PE sample, (b) Extinction spectrum for ground

and granular PE and α-monohydrate lactose sample, (c) Extinction spectrum for ground

and granular D-tartaric acid and PE sample.

The mixing ratio (mass of material:mass of PE) was kept the same for each pair of fine

powdered sample and granular sample.

Using the apparatus described in Fig. 2.6, we carried out transmission mode THz time

domain spectroscopy of the, above mentioned, six samples. Using the procedure de-

scribed in Section 2.3.3, the extinction coefficient was obtained for each samples. The

results are plotted in Fig. 6.2.

It is clear from Fig. 6.2 that, for the D-α-Glucose samples, the granular sample exhibits

an increased baseline and significant broadening of the absorption peaks in the low

frequency range. Milling the glucose into a finer powder not only reduces the baseline

slope but also reduces the broadening of the absorption bands. Similar results can be

seen for the D-tartaric and PE samples. For the α-monohydrate lactose samples, while
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the absorption band shapes were not significantly altered in presence of granular PE, a

significant rise in the baseline slope can be observed. Again, for the milled PE sample,

the baseline slope owing to the scattering has significantly reduced. In conclusion, it

is confirmed that milling or grinding the materials significantly reduces the effects of

scattering in the extinction spectrum.

One drawback of this approach is that it requires invasive access to the material. Unfor-

tunately, in real-world applications like stand-off measurements it is often not possible

to access the material, let alone the possibility of milling or grinding it.

6.2 Time domain averaging

6.2.1 Spatially disjoint measurements

One basic approach to reduce spectral artifact in the THz-TDS measurement, caused

as a consequence of multiple scattering within the sample, was proposed by Shen et al.

(2008). They used raw granulated sucrose with the coarse grain size up to 800 µm. As

the average particle size for the sample is greater than the incident wavelength and the

inter-particle distances, multiple scattering is dominant within the sample. In order to

reduce spectral artifacts due to noise and scattering, they averaged multiple measure-

ments taken over a large sample area at different disjoint locations instead of carrying

out a single point measurement. For this they used a TPI imaga 1000 (Teraview, Ltd,

UK), to map the sample over an area of 10×10 mm2. They argued that by averaging

over a large area, reliable terahertz spectrum can be obtained as the averaging process

cancels out the contribution of random scattering events that are not in phase and vary

across sample positions, while the sample contribution will be enhanced by the aver-

aging process. As can be seen in Fig. 6.3, their results clearly showed improvement in

noise and spectral artifact due to scattering for the parameters extracted from the time

domain averaging of disjoint measurements over a larger area.

6.2.2 Multiple sample measurements

Motivated by the work of Shen et al. (2008), we have implemented the concept of time

domain averaging for reducing the noise and spectral artifacts in THz-TDS measure-

ments carried out using the setup illustrated by Fig. 2.6. However, instead of making
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Figure 6.3. Spatially disjoint measurements. Extinction spectrum of THz-TDS measurements

of raw sucrose powder carried out by Shen et al. (2008). The spectra are vertically

offset for clarity. The number above each curve represents the number of pixels used

for averaging. It is evident that with large number of measurements in the averaging

process, better noise and spectral artifact removal is obtained. After Shen et al. (2008).

a big sample so that multiple spatially disjoint measurements can be carried out (THz

beam-width (focused) in our setup is approximately 1 cm), we averaged the measure-

ments taken from multiple samples (powdered form in a sample cell of diameter ≈
12 mm) created from the same substance (or mixture of substances) using identical

preparation procedure. As in each sample, the location (position) distribution, and ori-

entation of the scattering centers will be random and different the contribution of the

scattering events from each sample will also be random and out of phase. Thus, time

domain averaging for measurements taken from multiple samples should also reduce

or diminish the spectral artifacts arising due to THz scattering and noise.

In order to test this technique, we prepared 7 samples of thickness 5.3 mm from a

mixture of α-monohydrate lactose and PE powder (mixed in a ratio of 1:1) and carried

out THz-TDS using the setup described by Fig. 2.6. Using the parameter extraction

technique described in Section 2.3.4, the absorption coefficients obtained for the three

samples and the time domain averaged signal is shown in Fig. 6.4. It can be seen that,

while the time domain averaging has certainly reduced spurious spectral artifacts and

the shape of the absorption feature at 0.53 THz, it does not have any effect on the

scattering baseline slope.
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Figure 6.4. Time domain averaging. Extinction spectrum of 7 samples of α-monohydrate lactose

and PE powder made from the same mixture (colored plots) and the extinction spectrum

obtained from the time domain averaged signal (black). The plots are vertically offset

as given by the number on extreme left. The number on the extreme right denote

the sample number. NOTE: Due to the dynamic range limitations of the measurement

apparatus, measurements are valid only up to approximately 1 THz.

6.3 Harvesting Fresnel echoes for estimating and miti-

gating scattering

Here, we present THz time domain transmission measurements of α-monohydrate lac-

tose mixed with granular PE to study the etalon echoes produced at the sample in-

terfaces for estimating and separating the scattering contribution from the sharp and

strong absorption features in the samples extinction spectrum.

6.3.1 Background

As described in Section 3.2, when a plane wave of frequency ω propagating across the

interface of a medium a into medium b with different refractive indices. A fraction of

the wave energy is refracted into the second medium while some of it is reflected back

in the first medium. If the second medium is a slab, the traversing refractive wave will

encounter the other interface where again reflection and refraction will take place. This

causes generation of Fresnel echoes and this process is known as the Fabry-Pérot effect.

Fabry-Pérot effect effect can be represented mathematically as (Withayachumnankul
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2009):

FP(ω) = 1 + ρ2 exp [−jn̂b(ω)

ω2d`

c

]

+ ρ4 exp

[

−jn̂b(ω)
ω4d`

c

]

+ ....

(6.3)

For thick samples the temporal curves of the detected electric field exhibit well sepa-

rated echoes (see Fig. 3.4). As a result of this temporal windowing, it becomes possible

to separate the directly transmitted pulse and the Fresnel echoes (Duvillaret et al. 1996).

The basic idea of this analysis is to study the spectral properties of the Fresnel echoes

in order to explore the possibility of estimating and subsequently mitigating the ef-

fects of scattering form the THz-TDS spectra of material exhibiting strong and sharp

absorption features.

Experiment Details

Using a standard setup, we carry out the transmission mode THz-TDS of samples

made of a mixture of α-monohydrate lactose and spectrometric grade granular PE

powder, mixed in a ratio of 1:1 by weight, for our experiments. The powdered mixture

was pressed at (≈10 tons/cm2) to form a pellet of thickness 4.5 mm, using a hydraulic

press. The pellet was then sandwiched between two very thin intrinsic FZ silicon

wafers (thickness ≈ 50 µm) to form a sample cell structure. For reference measure-

ments, an identical empty sample cell structure was used. This can be seen in Fig. 2.9

as described in Section 2.3.4.

Method

The basic idea of the method consists of time windowing at least two echoes of the

terahertz pulse that are caused by multiple reflections in the sample and to carry out

the extraction process for each of these echoes. However, materials with low refrac-

tive index such as polyethylene (PE), α-monohydrate lactose, do not generate strong

reflections at the sample boundaries. Thus, very feeble echoes are generated in the

spectroscopy process. In order to generate strong echoes we modified our setup to in-

clude a sample holder made up of very thin (thickness ≈ 50 µm) Float Zone (FZ) silicon
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wafers. Note that FZ silicon wafers have a much higher refractive index, and therefore

produce stronger echoes that can be easily observed and extracted. At the same time

these wafers have much low absorption and therefore do not contribute to the absorp-

tion characteristics of the sample. Fig. 2.9 illustrates the propagation of T-rays through

the silicon sample cell during the measurements of the sample and reference data.

By analyzing the propagation geometry, the transfer function for this system can be

expressed as (Withayachumnankul et al. 2006):

H(ω) = Esam(ω)/Eref(ω)

=
τwsτswFP2

aws(ω)FPwsw(ω)

τwaτawFP2
awa(ω)FPwaw(ω)

exp

[

−j(n̂s − n0)
ωds

c

]

, (6.4)

where the subscripts a, s and w are for air, sample, and window, respectively, and ds

is the thickness of the sample. Here, n̂s is the complex refractive index of the sample

and n0 is the refractive index of free air. Here, FPaws is the Fabry-Pérot term for the

reflections in the window, with air on one side and sample on the other side. Similarly,

FPawa is the Fabry-Pérot term for the reflections in the window, with air on both the

sides, while FPwsw and FPwaw represents the Fabry-Pérot term for reflections in sample

and air, with window on both sides, respectively.

As the sample in our experiments has a low refractive index, the values of the Fresnel

reflection coefficients ρws and ρwa are very similar and therefore, the terms FP2
aws/FP2

awa,

in Eq. 6.4, can be approximated to 1. This can be seen in Fig. 6.5. Thus the transfer func-

tion of the sample simplifies to:

H(ω) = Esam(ω)/Eref(ω)

=
τwsτswFPwsw(ω)

τwaτawFPwaw(ω)
exp

[

−j(n̂s − n0)
ωds

c

]

. (6.5)

Typically, only the terahertz pulse transmitted directly through the sample is taken into

account when determining the complex refractive index. However, any of the other

transmitted terahertz pulses that have been subject to multiple reflections in the sample

can be taken instead (Duvillaret et al. 1999). Using Equation 6.5, let us consider the

extraction of the complex refractive index and hence the attenuation coefficient using

the directly transmitted pulse (all reflections removed), the first transmitted echo (all

other reflections and directly transmitted pulse removed), and the second transmitted

echo (all other reflections and directly transmitted pulse removed). The procedure is

tabulated in Table II.
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Figure 6.5. Approximating the term FP2
aws/FP2

awa. Frequency dependent value of the term

FP2
aws/FP2

awa for a sample pellet made of PE and α-monohydrate lactose in the Float-

Zone (FZ) silicon sample holder. The values for FPaws and FPawa were calculated using

the measured refractive index of the lactose powder and assuming a refractive index of

3.15 for the FZ silicon wafer (from the datasheet).

As described earlier, the measured total attenuation suffered by the signal while propa-

gating through the medium is the sum of absorption and scattering contributions from

the sample (Shen et al. 2008). For resonant materials like α-monohydrate lactose, ab-

sorption features are present as sharp spikes at distinct frequency bins specific to the

material of the medium (Fischer et al. 2002). While, scattering loss gradually increases

with the frequency and often contribute as the slowly varying background in the mea-

sured extinction spectrum and are often modeled as linear or quadratic functions over

the given frequency range (Narayana and Ophir 1983, Bao et al. 2000, Martens and

Stark 1991, Ophir et al. 1984).

The THz spectrum of α-monohydrate lactose has been extensively studied, and sev-

eral researches have identified its absorption fingerprints at 0.53, 1.2 and 1.37 THz

(Zeitler et al. 2007b, Shen et al. 2005a, Brown et al. 2007, Walther et al. 2005). Due to

bandwidth limitations of our measurement setup, we are only able to extract the ex-

tinction spectrum up to ≈ 0.6 THz, for the three signals. The results are plotted in

Fig. 6.6. It can be clearly seen that, for each subsequent echo, the largest detectable sig-

nal (αmax) reduces according to the following equation as given by Jepsen and Fischer
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Table 6.1. Extracting optical parameters from echoes. Extracting complex R.I. attenuation

coefficient.

Directly Transmitted Pulse First Echo Second Echo

Transfer

Function

Hsam,rr(ω) = τswτws
τawτwa

Hsam,e1(ω) = τswτwsρswρws

τawτwaρawρwa
Hsam,e2(ω) = τswτwsρ2

swρ2
ws

τawτwaρ2
awρ2

wa

exp(−jn̂s
ωds

c ) exp(−jn̂s
ω3ds

c ) exp(−jn̂s
ω5ds

c )

Refractive

Index

jn̂s =
c

ωds
log( τswτws

τawτwa
) jn̂s =

c
ω3ds

log( τswτwsρswρws

τawτwaρawρwa
) jn̂s =

c
ω5ds

log( τswτwsρ2
swρ2

ws

τawτwaρ2
awρ2

wa
)

− log(Hsam,rr(ω)) − log(Hsam,e1(ω)) − log(Hsam,e2(ω))

Atten. Co-

eff.

αs(ω) = c
ωds

log( τswτws
τawτwa

) αs(ω) = c
ω3ds

log( τswτwsρswρws

τawτwaρawρwa
) αs(ω) = c

ω5ds
log( τswτwsρ2

swρ2
ws

τawτwaρ2
awρ2

wa
)

− log(|Hsam,rr(ω)|) − log(|Hsam,e1(ω)|) − log(|Hsam,e2(ω)|)

Figure 6.6. Extinction spectrum—main pulse and echoes. Extinction spectrum plot calculated

for the directly transmitted pulse (Black), the first transmitted Fresnel echo (Red), and

the second transmitted Fresnel echo (Blue): While scattering loss are similar for all

the three cases (in frequency range 0 - 0.5 THz), the absorption peak at 0.53 THz is

significantly different.
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(2005):

αmax(ω) =
2

d
ln

{

ηDR
4n(ω)

(n(ω) + 1)2

}

, (6.6)

where ηDR represents the dynamic range of the setup. As a results, there is an apparent

reduction in the amplitude of the absorption feature in the extinction spectrum of the

first and second echo. Particularly in the extinction spectrum of second echo, the con-

tribution of the absorption peak is negligible. On the other hand, for the given sample,

the scattering loss profile over the frequency range of the measurement (up to 0.6 THz)

is well within the limit of the largest detectable signal (αmax), and therefore remains un-

affected. In other words, we can say that detectable signal in the extinction spectrum

of the second echo is mostly due to scattering with negligible absorption features and

therefore can be used as an estimate of the scattering response of the sample medium.

Limitations and open questions

• It must be noted that with the reducing maximum detectable signal the measure-

ment bandwidth also reduces and thus the method is only able to provide scat-

tering estimation in the low frequency range. The method is highly dependent on

the dynamic range of the measurement setup. The number of echoes required be-

fore a successful scattering estimate extraction will vary with the sample material

and the dynamic range of the measurement setup. To add to the high dynamic

range requirements of this method, the sample under study needs to be optically

thick in order to produce Fresnel echoes that can be resolved and separated in

time.

• The method also requires the sample to exhibit strong and sharp absorption fea-

tures. Consider a sample that has first a sharp and strong absorption feature

immediately followed by a much weaker absorption feature, while, the strong

feature would get attenuated much faster with every echo, the weaker one will

still remain. Clearly in this scenario the method fails to separate scattering from

the absorption features. However, for applications such as material identification

and characterization only strong and sharp features form the basis for robust

spectral fingerprint and hence this limitation is rather forgiving.

• One advantage of this technique is that no additional signal processing other than

the usual parameter extraction process is required. One can simply calculate the

extinction spectra of a later echo and can use it as an estimate of the scattering
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baseline and this can be easily automated for implementation in commercial sys-

tems. Thus, while in it current form the method is not very useful but it definitely

has produced some interesting results and demands to be looked in to for further

analysis and improvement.

6.4 Chapter summary

In sync with the main theme of this thesis, this chapter discusses various experimental

techniques to characterize and/or mitigate scattering effects in the THz-TDS measure-

ments. First the common technique of milling the material of interest into fine powder

to reduce the scattering contribution is discussed. In order to better understand the

relation between scattering cross-section, the particle size and refractive index of the

constituents of a sample, a brief review of the sub-divisions of the Mie theory proposed

by Mie (1908) is presented. To demonstrate the technique, THz-TDS measurements of

six samples, first made up of granular D-α-Glucose and fine PE powder, second made

of fine D-α-Glucose and fine PE powder, third made of fine α-lactose and fine PE pow-

der, fourth made of fine α-lactose and granular PE powder, fifth made of granular

D-tartaric acid and fine PE powder, and the sixth sample made of fine D-tartaric acid

and fine PE powder, were taken. The results confirmed that milling/grinding the ma-

terial of interest in to a fine powder significantly reduces the scattering effects such

as increased baseline slope and absorption peak broadening in the THz-TDS measure-

ments. However, as this technique requires invasive access to the sample material it

fails to be of much use for real-world applications such as stand-off measurements and

security screening.

The second technique discussed here is averaging multiple spatially disjoint measure-

ments proposed by Shen et al. (2008). They argued that by averaging over a large area,

reliable terahertz spectrum can be obtained as the averaging process cancels out the

contribution of random scattering events that are not in phase and vary across sample

positions, while the sample contribution will be enhanced by the averaging process.

Their results clearly showed improvement in noise and spectral artifact due to scatter-

ing for the parameters extracted from the time domain averaging of disjoint measure-

ments over a larger area. However, their results showed no improvements or reduction

in the scattering baseline slope of the measured spectrum. Motivated by the work of

Shen et al. (2008), we carried out time domain averaging of THz-TDS measurements
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of multiple samples of the same material instead of averaging measurements taken at

multiple spatially disjoint locations on the same sample which requires special appa-

ratus for changing the focus point of the THz beam. As in each sample, the location

(position) distribution, and orientation of the scattering centers will be random and

different the contribution of the scattering events from each sample will also be ran-

dom and out of phase. Thus, time domain averaging for measurements taken from

multiple samples should also reduce or diminish the spectral artifacts arising due to

THz scattering and noise. The technique was applied to seven samples made from

the same mixture of α-monohydrate lactose (mixed in a ratio of 1:1). Upon averaging

the transmitted time domain signal of the seven samples it was found that, while the

time domain averaging certainly reduced spurious spectral artifacts and the shape of

the absorption feature at 0.53 THz, it did not have any effect on the scattering baseline

slope.

Finally, we present an initial exploration in to analysing multiple echoes, that are usu-

ally produced in a transmission mode setup, to provide scattering estimation and cor-

rections in the THz-TDS measurements of optically thick samples that exhibit sharp

and strong absorption features. The method shows some promising results but is not

very useful in its current form and requires further analysis.
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Chapter 7

Thesis Summary and
Future Work

T
His chapter concludes the thesis. The first three chapters of the

thesis provide an introduction to T-rays and their applications fol-

lowed by a detailed review of the underlying mechanisms behind

the generation and detection of T-rays, basic principles, operation and vari-

ants of THz-TDS, data acquisition, material characterization theory, com-

mon signal processing techniques used in THz-TDS and the basic concepts

and theories of terahertz interaction with materials and propagation in di-

electric materials. Chapters 4 to 6 contain the original contributions, di-

vided into three main sections under the common theme of scattering esti-

mation and mitigation, (i) theoretical modeling, (ii) signal processing tech-

niques, and (iii) experimental techniques. This chapter provides a brief

summary of all the main sections and the original contributions of this the-

sis.
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7.1 Section I—theoretical modeling

7.1.1 Scattering estimation—theoretical modeling

• Background: This chapter reviews various theoretical models developed for esti-

mating and approximating the scattering cross-section, when an electromagnetic

wave interacts with a random medium with characteristic particle dimensions

comparable to the wavelength of the incident radiation. We compare the dis-

cussed theories with transmission mode THz-TDS measurements of various ma-

terial samples to validate their applicability.

• Methodology and results: First the case of scattering through a sparse or low

particle density media is considered. Here, a comparison between the widely

used independent scattering approximation and Foldys approximation to calcu-

late the scattering cross-section is carried out. Foldys approximation, was found

to be in good agreement with the measurements while the independent scatter-

ing approximation failed to explain the measurements. Then we consider the

case of THz scattering from dense media. Several existing theories for estimating

scattering response of a dense media are discussed. First, we propose a param-

eterized model based on the effective medium theory given by Chýlek and Sri-

vastava (1983), which estimates the empirical measurements to good accuracy.

Thereafter, we propose an iterative algorithm that builds on the effective field

theory proposed by Waterman and Truell (1961) and offers a rather simple and

computationally efficient method for accurately explaining the multiple scatter-

ing response of a medium. Finally, we present a numerical approach to allay the

scattering contribution in THz-TDS measurements, provided the samples refrac-

tive index is known, and reveal the true absorption spectra for a given sample.

• Original contributions: - For the first time, a parameterized model using the ef-

fective medium theory proposed by Chýlek et al. (1988) is applied to estimate the

frequency dependent scattering loss for transmission mode THz-TDS measure-

ments (Kaushik et al. 2012a).

- A new iterative algorithmusing themultiple scattering theory of Waterman and

Truell (1961) and the self consistency condition of Chýlek and Srivastava (1983)

for estimating scattering response of dense media is proposed and investigated

(Kaushik et al. 2012d).
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- A novel numerical approach based on the modified Rayleigh-Gans-Debye ap-

proximation to reduce the scattering contribution in transmission mode THz-TDS

measurements of two phased media with absorbing constituents (Kaushik et al.

2012e).

7.2 Section II—signal processing techniques

7.2.1 Scattering estimation and mitigation—signal processing tech-

niques

• Background: Here we present signal processing based approaches for estimat-

ing and mitigating scattering effects in THz-TDS measurements for samples that

exhibit sharp and sparse absorption features, without requiring a priori informa-

tion of their granularity, refractive index, and density. We selected two materials

for this study: α-monohydrate lactose and α-D-glucose. Both materials are com-

monly found in many pharmaceutical tablets and food products and show dis-

tinctive and sharp absorption features in the THz spectral range, making them

suitable for this study.

• Methodology and results: The first technique explores the relation between the

change in spectral moments and time domain features of a THz pulse as it prop-

agates through a dielectric material sample. Assuming a standard representation

for the reference spectrum and modeling the scattering as a quadratic function

over the measured frequency range, an expression for the unknown scattering

coefficient is derived. Thereafter, we describe a technique that uses the relation

between the log magnitude spectrum of the reference and the sample measure-

ments, to form a system of equations that can be iteratively solved to result in a

spectral function that is independent of the scattering attenuation and depends

only on absorption from the sample. Following this, we present an iterative

wavelet based technique, that does not rely on assumptions used on the earlier

techniques and helps in cleaning the measurements for scattering contribution

as well as other background contributions such as systematic errors due to laser

drift to enable direct comparison with spectra of pure samples in a spectral data

base for automated recognition. Finally, we present a general approach using

an iterative implementation of the Hodrick-Prescott filtering technique (Hodrick
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and Prescott 1997) to achieve results with similar level of accuracy, however, con-

verging much faster than the iterative wavelet reconstruction technique.

• Original contributions: - For the first time, a technique utilizing the analytical

description of the THz signal proposed by Xu et al. (2003) is developed, to es-

timate the scattering contribution in THz-TDS measurements by exploring the

relation between the change in spectral and temporal moments of a THz pulse as

it propagates in a random media is introduced (Kaushik et al. 2012b).

- A new technique that forms a system of equations that result in a spectral func-

tion that is independent of scattering and only depends on the absorption coeffi-

cient is proposed (Kaushik et al. 2011).

- A new iterative multilevel discrete wavelet transform based algorithm for esti-

mating frequency dependent scattering baseline for transmission mode THz-TDS

measurements is also presented in the section (Kaushik et al. 2012c).

7.3 Section III—experimental techniques

7.3.1 Experimental techniques for mitigating scattering effects

• Background: This section reviews some common experimental techniques such

as milling the material of interest into fine powder and time domain averaging

spatially disjoint or multiple sample measurements, in order to reduce the pres-

ence of scattering features and effects in the THz-TDS measurements. We also

present an initial exploration in analysing Fresnel echoes for estimating scatter-

ing contribution in THz-TDS measurements. The technique shows interesting

results and demands further exploration.

• Methodology and results: First the common technique of milling the material

of interest into fine powder to reduce the scattering contribution is discussed.

To provide context to this technique a brief review of the sub-divisions of the

Mie theory proposed by Mie (1908) is presented. Milling was found to signif-

icantly reduces the scattering effects. However, being invasive in nature access

the technique fails to be of much use for real-world applications such as stand-off

measurements and security screening. Motivated by the technique of averaging

multiple spatially disjoint measurements proposed by Shen et al. (2008), we in-

vestigated averaging of THz-TDS measurements of multiple samples of the same
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material to provide scattering mitigation. While, the technique was helpful in re-

ducing spurious spectral artifacts in the measured spectrum, it did not have any

effect on the scattering baseline slope. Finally, we present an initial exploration

in to analysing multiple Fresnel echoes for estimating scattering contribution in

THz-TDS measurements. The observations look promising and suggest further

investigation.

7.4 Future work and extensions

Here, we present our recommendations for extensions and future directions for the

work presented in this thesis. The recommendations are classified in terms of materials

to be studied, extensions to existing algorithms and new techniques, and new scenarios

to be explored.

• Materials to be studied: In this thesis, all the materials that we have considered

are mostly ingredients of common pharmaceutical tablets. While the crystalline

nature and the overall dielectric properties of these materials make them suitable

candidates for studying THz scattering, they all have low refractive indices in the

range of 1.4 - 2 and hence provide with samples that posses low refractive index

mismatch between the host and the embedded medium. As the refractive index

mismatch between the host and the embedded medium increases, assuming that

the sample density remains constant, higher orders of multiple scattering must

be observed when a THz pulse passes through it. Hence in order to study and

analyze higher orders of THz multiple scattering using the algorithms discussed

in this thesis we would like to investigate materials such as crystalline quartz,

sapphire, silicon ...etc that exhibit high refractive index.

• Extensions to existing algorithms and new techniques:

Extensions:

- The numerical approach is based on the modified Rayleigh-Debye-Gans (RGD)

approximation proposed by Shimizu (1983), as discussed in Section 4.5. Ordinary

RGD approximation is only valid if the relative refractive index of the embedded

particle is close to unity, and its size satisfies the condition kd |m − 1| < 1, where

m = np/nm, d is the particle diameter and k is the propagation constant of the

incident radiation (Elimelech et al. 1998). Modifications proposed by Shimizu
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(1983) pushed the validity of the RGD approximation up to kd |m − 1| ≫ 1 (2.65

and 5.5 for their experiments) thus making their approximation applicable to a

wide variety of materials. In order to develop a general model that relates the

scattering attenuation of random two phased media with the refractive indices

of its constituents, one can investigate Mie’s theoretical description of light scat-

tering to develop an expression for scattering attenuation through a distribution

of particles with varying sizes using the approximation of scattering efficiency

given by Fournier and Forand (1994).

New techniques:

- When THz radiation passes through a random media multiply scattered (dif-

fused) photons acquire a complicated distribution of phases due to the various

different path lengths traveled from source to detector. As the detector integrates

over this distribution (assuming an integrating sphere detector system), inter-

ference affects average to a much lower value than would be obtained if all the

photons were minimally scattered. The most useful characteristic of the majority

of the distribution of photons (their coherence) is effectively negated. The com-

plexity of the light scattering process poses a potential problem at this point. The

number of degrees of freedom of the interaction between a scattering medium

and a large number of incident photons prevents an analytical solution for the re-

quired compensating phase. The internal structure of the examined material is by

definition not a priori known. A small fraction of the incident photons are trans-

mitted with well defined coherence and are detectable. The phase of the input

pulse can be adjusted using a pulse shaper or a spatial light modulator in order

to improve some characteristic of the detected signal. The subsequent iteration

of the applied phase toward a profile that optimally shapes the incident pulses

can be computer controlled. With increasing researchers reporting on new spatial

light modulators for terahertz radiation (Chan et al. 2009, Chen et al. 2011b), this

new idea may potentially be very useful for scattering mitigation in real world

applications such as standoff detection, food, and chemical quality control.

• New scenarios to be explored:

Biomedical analysis:

Understanding scattering is crucial in many THz biomedical sensing applica-

tions such as in vivo skin cancer detection, and tissue analysis. Recently, Png
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(2010) reported preliminary work on detection of Alzheimer’s disease by sens-

ing the protein plaques in brain tissue using THz. One of the major challenges

in Alzheimer’s disease detection using THz is understanding how terahertz ra-

diation interacts and gets scattered by the granular media around the protein

plaques in the brain tissue. Png (2010) also reported some analytical models and

a full-wave electromagnetic (EM) field numerical solver to address the issue of

THZ scattering. However, Png (2010) achieved only limited success in explain-

ing the THz measurements with the analytical models considered. Also the full-

wave EM field solver required full a priori information about the sample medium

and hence is not suitable for real world application.

A spectrum of algorithms that enable scattering estimation and mitigation are

reported in this thesis and hence may be useful in investigating the problem de-

scribed above.

Security/defence applications:

As THz radiation is non-ionizing and can penetrate most everyday dry non-

metallic materials, it has found increasing attention in security and defence ap-

plications such as illicit drugs, explosives, and weapons detection (Appleby and

Wallace 2007, Wang et al. 2002a, Zandonella 2003, Morita et al. 2005, Jördens and

Koch 2008). As generally such materials of interest are hidden under layers of

other common everyday materials, scattering plays an important role when in-

vestigating such scenarios. A further area of exploration is to use the algorithms

described in this thesis and develop new methods/algorithms to investigate ap-

plication of THz for security/defence applications.
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Appendix A

Matlab source code

T
HIS Appendix provides a summary of the Matlab source code

used to implement the algorithms and generate results in Chap-

ters 4-6 of this thesis. The names of the source code files, their

functions, and the related chapters are listed. The full source code is avail-

able in enclosed CD-ROM. For most of the original contributions, extracts

of the full source code are presented here to highlight the main steps.
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A.1 Initial data processing of the measured datasets

In this thesis all the measured datasets were processed by a common set of data pro-

cessing algorithms before any meaningful interpretation or further analysis can be car-

ried out. The following flow chart describes the common data processing algorithm:

lear all variables; clear screen;

close all plots

Define all the constants 

(e.g. speed of light, sample thickness, no. of data points)

Open the required reference data set

(in .txt, .dat, .bef format)

Truncate the reference data set

to a user defined sample number

Open the required sample data set

(in .txt, .dat, .bef format)

Truncate the sample data set

to a user defined sample number

Extract the time vector from the data

set and truncate it to a user defined 

sample number

Calculate the frequency vector 

Normalise the reference and sample 

time domain data. 

Calculate the Fast Fourier Transform

(FFT) of the reference and the 

sample data

Calculate the transmission coefficient 

by dividing the FFT of the sample data by 

the FFT of the reference data

Calculate the magnitude and phase

 of transmission coefficient

Unwrap the phase and extrapolate it

Calculate the complex refractive index 

and the absorption coefficient 

C

Figure A.1. Flow chart of common data processing techniques. First the raw data is fetched

from the THz measurement files that are recorded in .txt or .dat or .dat format. Then

we use the built-in Matlab function for calculating Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to

transform the data from time domain to the frequency domain. Then the optical

parameters are extracted as shown above.

A.2 List of source code files and related chapters

Table A.1 lists the names of the Matlab codes along with their functions and the related

chapter/section, used in this thesis.

A.3 Source code

This section consists of the Matlab codes as listed in Table A.1. Full source code along

with the data sets is also available in the enclosed CD-ROM.
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Table A.1. List of source code files. A list of Matlab files used for implementing the algorithms

and generating the results described in this thesis along with the related chapters.

Name of Matlab File Function Related Chapters

weakscatteringlimit.m Sparse medium limit analysis using Chapter-4 Section-4.2

independent scattering and Foldy’s EFA algorithm

effectivemedium.m Dense medium scattering analysis Chapter-4 Section-4.3.2

using the model of Chýlek and Srivastava (1983)

densemediamodel.m Dense medium model scattering analysis Chapter-4 Section-4.4

based on the model of Waterman and Truell (1961)

modifiedRGDmodel.m Numerical algorithm using the modified Chapter-4 Section-4.5

RGD model for scattering reduction

specmomentsmethod1.m Scattering mitigation from spectral and Chapter-5 Section-5.2

temporal moments (Rayleigh distribution model)

specmomentsmethod2.m Scattering mitigation from spectral and Chapter-5 Section-5.2

temporal moments (analytical signal model)

robustscatter.m Iterative scattering mitigation using Chapter-5 Section-5.3

log spectral magnitude

waveletbasedmethod.m Wavelet based method for scattering estimation Chapter-5 Section-5.4

and correction

HPfilter.m Generalized Hodrick Prescott filtering for Chapter-5 Section-5.5

scattering estimation and mitigation

A.3.1 weakscatteringlimit.m

% weakscatteringlimit.m

%

% This program carries out the sparse medium limit analysis u sing

% independent scattering model, Foldy s EFA algorithm and St roud and Pan s

% self consistent effective medium theory.

%

% Author: Mayank Kaushik, 2011

% weakscatteringlimit.m

%

% This program carries out the sparse medium limit analysis u sing
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% independent scattering model, Foldy s EFA algorithm and St roud and Pan s

% self consistent effective medium theory.

%

% Author: Mayank kaushik

clear all; clc;

%close all;

% value from experiments

c = 299792458; % Speed of light

N = 1024; % Number of data points

% in one scan

d = 360e−6; % Sample thickness in m

Nfft = 1024; % Number of point to

% calculate FFT

scans = 8; % Number of scans

% carried out

Particle Radius = 180e −6; % Particle radius in m

%%%%%%%%% Reading data from experiment into a Matlab variab le %%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Reference %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

for ii= 1 :scans

fn = sprintf( ref pe 200 400 powder sparse tape%01d.dat ,ii);

fid = fopen(fn, r );

ln1 = fgetl(fid); % skip first comment

% line

ln2 = fgetl(fid); % skip second comment

% line

jj = 1;

while feof(fid) == 0

ln = fgetl(fid);

C = textscan(ln, %f %f ,1);

t(jj) = C {1};

r(ii,jj) = C {2};

jj = jj+1;

end ;

r(ii,:) = r(ii,:) −mean(r(ii,:)); % remove DC

fclose(fid);
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end ;

r = mean(r(1:scans,:));

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Sample %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

for ii= 1 :scans

fn = sprintf( pe 200 400 powder sparse tape%01d.dat ,ii);

fid = fopen(fn, r );

ln1 = fgetl(fid); % skip first comment

% line

ln2 = fgetl(fid); % skip second comment

% line

jj = 1;

while feof(fid) == 0

ln = fgetl(fid);

C = textscan(ln, %f %f ,1);

t(jj) = C {1};

ss(ii,jj) = C {2};

jj = jj+1;

end ;

ss(ii,:) = ss(ii,:) −mean(ss(ii,:)); % remove DC

fclose(fid);

end ;

ss = mean(ss(1:scans,:));

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

r = (r(1:N)); % discard redundent

% data points from the

% reference data

ss = (ss(1:N)); % discard redundent

% data points from the

% sample data

t = t(1:N); % discard redundent

% data points from the

% time vector
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t1 = t ∗1e−12; % scaling the time

% vector

Ts = mean(diff(t1));

fs = 1/Ts;

ff = (0:Nfft −1)/Nfft ∗fs; % frequency vector

f = fs/2 ∗linspace(0,1,Nfft/2+1);

dw = 1/N/Ts ∗2∗pi;

w = (−1∗N/2:1:N/2 −1). ∗dw; % angular frequency

% vector

r max = max(max(r)); % normalise the

% reference and the

% sample signal

r = r./r max;

ss = ss./r max;

As = fft(ss,Nfft,2);

Ar = fft(r,Nfft,2);

T = (As)./(Ar); % complex transmission

% function/vector

A = abs(T); % amplitude of the

% transmission function

phi unwrap = unwrapsp2(angle(T),20,120,ff); % phase of the

% tranmission fuction

for i=1:size(phi unwrap,1)

n(i,:) = (1 −c/d/2/pi ∗(phi unwrap(i,:)./ff));

end

n mean = mean(n,1); % refractive index

% estimate

n samp = 1.46; % bulk refractive

% index of PE

tau as = 2/(1+1.46); % transmission

% coefficients

tau sw = (2 ∗1.46)/(1.46+1.5);

tau aw = 2/(1+1.5);
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rho aw wa = (1−1.5/1+1.5) ∗ (1.5 −1/1.5+1);

%((1 −nwindow)./(1+nwindow)) ∗((nwindow −1)./(nwindow+1));

rho sw wa = ((1.46 −1.5)./(1.46+1.5)). ∗((1.5 −1)./(1.5+1));

%((n mean−nwindow)./(n mean+nwindow)). ∗((nwindow −n mean)./(nwindow+n mean));

rho as sw = ((1 −1.46)./(1+1.46)). ∗((1.46 −1.5)./(1.5+1.46));

FPasw = [1 + rho as sw. ∗exp( −2∗i ∗1.5 ∗2∗pi ∗ff ∗(500e −6)/c)].ˆ −1;

FPswa = [1 + rho sw wa. ∗exp( −2∗i ∗1.5 ∗2∗pi ∗ff ∗(500e −6)/c)].ˆ −1;

FPawa = [1 + rho aw wa. ∗exp( −2∗i ∗1.5 ∗2∗pi ∗ff ∗(500e −6)/c)].ˆ −1;

alpha samp = −(2/d). ∗(log(A) + ...

..log((tau as. ∗tau sw. ∗FPasw. ∗FPswa)./(FPawa. ∗ tau aw)));

% extinction coefficient estimate

ff(1) = ff(2); % replace the first point

% of the frequency vector

% with the second

% to avoid divide by zero

% when calculating lambda

lambda = c./ff; % wavelength vector − lambda

for i = 1:length(lambda)

x(i) = 2 ∗pi ∗Particle Radius./lambda(i);

qextm(i) = ((x(i).ˆ2)/2) ∗ mie(1.46,x(i));

S1(i) = mie S12(1.46, x(i), 1);

end ;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Independent scattering model %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

alp ind = (1) ∗(0.08) ∗(3./(4 ∗pi ∗(Particle Radius)ˆ3)) ...

.. . ∗qextm ∗ pi ∗ Particle Radiusˆ2 . ∗ (2./(x.ˆ2)) ;

alp bando = (0.08) ∗(3./(4 ∗pi ∗(Particle Radius)ˆ3)) ...

.. . ∗ ((cˆ2)./(2 ∗pi. ∗(ff).ˆ2)) . ∗qextm;

k = 2 ∗pi./lambda;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Foldy s EFA model %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

Fsa = S1. ∗(1i./k); %formula from ishamaru book single scattering page 34

K = sqrt( k.ˆ(2) + (4 ∗pi) ∗ (0.08) ∗ ...

.. (3./(4 ∗pi ∗(Particle Radius)ˆ3)) . ∗ Fsa );

alp foldy = imag(K);
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Stroud and Pan EMA model %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

e eff = 1 + ((4 ∗pi ∗1i ∗ (0.08) ∗ (3./(4 ∗pi ∗(Particle Radius)ˆ3))) ...

.. ./((2 ∗pi. ∗ff/c).ˆ3)). ∗S1;

K eff = sqrt(e eff). ∗2∗pi. ∗ff/c;

alp stroud = imag(K eff);

%%% Comment: we noted that alp ind = alp bando, alp foldy efa = alp stroud %%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Plot the results %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

figure(1);

plot(ff(1: end ) ∗1e−12,alpha samp/100 , b , linewidth , 2);hold on;

plot(ff ∗1e−12,alp foldy/100, m , linewidth , 2);

plot(ff ∗1e−12,alp bando/100, r , linewidth , 2);

plot(ff ∗1e−12,alp stroud/100, g , linewidth , 2);

grid on;A11=gca;A12=gca; hold on;

xlabel( Frequency (THz) );ylabel( Extinction Loss (cmˆ {−1}) )

set([A11 A12], XLim ,[0.2 1.2], YLim ,[ −5 20]);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

A.3.2 effectivemedium.m

% effectivemedium.m

%

% This program carries out the Dense medium model scattering analysis based

% on the model of Chylek and Shrivastava (1983).

%

% Author: Mayank Kaushik, 2011

clear all; clc;

close all;

% values from experiments

c = 299792458; % Speed of light

N = 1022; % Number of data points

% in one scan
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d = 0.5; % Sample thickness in cm

Nfft = 1022; % Number of point to

% calculate FFT

scans = 8; % Number of scans carried out

Particle Radius = 25e −6; % Scatterer radius

% (air voids in this case)

%%%%%%%%%%%% Reading data from experiment into a Matlab var iable %%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Reference %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

for ii= 1 :scans

fn = sprintf( ref pe 0 80 nitro 0%01d.dat ,ii);

fid = fopen(fn, r );

ln1 = fgetl(fid); % skip first comment line

ln2 = fgetl(fid); % skip second comment line

jj = 1;

while feof(fid) == 0

ln = fgetl(fid);

C = textscan(ln, %f %f ,1);

t(jj) = C {1};

r(ii,jj) = C {2};

jj = jj+1;

end ;

r(ii,:) = r(ii,:) −mean(r(ii,:)); % remove DC

fclose(fid);

end ;

r = mean(r(1:scans,:));

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Sample %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

for ii= 1 :scans

fn = sprintf( pe 0 80 nitro 0%01d.dat ,ii);

fid = fopen(fn, r );

ln1 = fgetl(fid); % skip first comment line

ln2 = fgetl(fid); % skip second comment line

jj = 1;

while feof(fid) == 0
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ln = fgetl(fid);

C = textscan(ln, %f %f ,1);

t(jj) = C {1};

ss(ii,jj) = C {2};

jj = jj+1;

end ;

ss(ii,:) = ss(ii,:) −mean(ss(ii,:)); % remove DC

fclose(fid);

end ;

ss = mean(ss(1:scans,:));

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

r = (r(1:N)); % discard redundent

% data points from

% the reference data

ss = (ss(1:N)); % discard redundent

% data points from the

% sample data

t = t(1:N); % discard redundent

% data points from

% the time vector

t1 = t ∗1e−12; % scaling the time vector

Ts = mean(diff(t1));

fs = 1/Ts;

ff = (0:Nfft −1)/Nfft ∗fs; % frequency vector

f = fs/2 ∗linspace(0,1,Nfft/2+1);

dw = 1/N/Ts ∗2∗pi;

w = (−1∗N/2:1:N/2 −1). ∗dw; % angular frequency vector

r max = max(max(r)); % normalise the reference

% and the sample signal

r = r./r max;

ss = ss./r max;

As = fft(ss,Nfft,2);

Ar = fft(r,Nfft,2);
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T = (As)./(Ar); % complex transmission

% function

A = abs(T); % amplitude of the

% transmission function

tau sw = (2 ∗1.46)/(1.46+1.6); % Fresnel transmission

% coefficients PE − 1.46

% and Teflon window − 1.6

tau ws = (2 ∗1.6)/(1.46+1.6);

tau aw = 2/(1+1.6);

tau wa = (2 ∗1.6)/(1+1.6);

alpha mean = (2/d). ∗(log((tau sw∗ tau ws)/(tau aw∗ tau wa)) − log(A));

% extinction coefficient estimate

ff = [ff(2) ff(2: end )]; % replace the first point

% of the frequency

% vector with the

% second to avoid divide

% by zero when

% calculating lambda

lambda = c./ff; % wavelength vector

e1 = 1; % permittivity of the

% air void (scatterer)

e2 = (1.46).ˆ2; % permittivity of the

% PE particles

% (surrounding medium)

m2 = sqrt(e2); % refractive index of

% the PE particles

% (surrounding medium)

vol frac = 0.76; % volume fraction of

% the PE particles

% (surrounding medium)

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%Simple Bruggeman Model%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

g = 1/3;

cc = (g − 0.24) ∗e1 + (g − vol frac). ∗e2;

[xx] = solve( (0.24) ∗((1ˆ2 − xxˆ2)/(1ˆ2 + 2 ∗xxˆ2)) +...

...(0.76) ∗((1.46ˆ2 − xxˆ2)/(1.46ˆ2 + 2 ∗xxˆ2)) = 0 );

% solution to the Bruggeman equation
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vv = double(xx);

e eff in = vv(4)ˆ2; % initial estimate

% of the effective

% permittivity of the

% composite medium

m eff in = vv(4) ∗ones(1,length(lambda)); % initial estimate of

% the effective

% refractive index of

% the composite medium

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% petr chylek & vandana theory%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

for mm = 1:2 % number of iterations

% for the algorithm

% (correct value

% determined using the

% convergence criteria)

m = meff in;

for jj = 1:length(lambda)

Aeff(jj) = 1i ∗12∗(pi.ˆ2). ∗(m(jj)ˆ3)./(lambda(jj).ˆ3);

x(jj) = 2 ∗pi. ∗1.46 ∗Particle Radius./lambda(jj);

qextm(jj) = mie chylek(1./m(jj),x(jj));

Beff(jj) = (1 −vol frac) ∗(3./(4 ∗pi ∗(Particle Radius)ˆ3)). ∗ ...

.. ((x(jj).ˆ2)/2). ∗qextm(jj);

end ;

e eff fin = e2. ∗(Aeff ∗(vol frac) + Beff)./(Aeff ∗(vol frac) − 2. ∗Beff);

convergence(mm) = mean(sqrt(abs(e eff fin)) − (abs(m eff in)));

m eff in = sqrt(e eff fin);

end ;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

K eff = ((2 ∗pi. ∗ff)/c). ∗m eff in; % final estimate of the

% effective propagation

% constant

alp = imag(K eff); % final estimate of the

% effective

% extinction coefficient
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Plot the results %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

figure(1);

%subplot(1,2,1);

plot(ff(1: end ) ∗1e−12,alpha mean(1: end ), b , linewidth , 2); hold on;

plot(ff(1: end ) ∗1e−12, −imag(K eff(1: end ))/100, rˆ , linewidth , 2);

grid on;A11=gca;title( n );A12=gca;

title( Measured Extinction Loss Vs. Chylek et al model ); hold on;

xlabel( Frequency(THz) );ylabel( Extinction Loss (cm −1) );

set([A11 A12], XLim ,[0.13 1.5]);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

A.3.3 densemediamodel.m

% densemediamodel.m

%

% This program carries out the Dense medium model scattering analysis based

% on the model of Waterman and Truell (1961) and the self consi stency

% conditon of Chylek and Shrivastava (1988).

%

% Author: Mayank kaushik

clear all; clc;

%close all;

% values from experiments

c = 299792458; % Speed of light

N = 1022; % Number of data points

% in one scan

d = 0.5; % Sample thickness in cm

Nfft = 1022; % Number of point to

% calculate FFT

scans = 8; % Number of scans

% carried out

Particle Radius = 90e −6; % Scatterer radius

%(air voids in this case)
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%%%%%%%%% Reading data from experiment into a Matlab variab le %%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Reference %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

for ii= 1 :scans

fn = sprintf( ref pe 200 400 nitro 0%01d.dat ,ii);

fid = fopen(fn, r );

ln1 = fgetl(fid); % skip first comment

%line

ln2 = fgetl(fid); % skip second comment

% line

jj = 1;

while feof(fid) == 0

ln = fgetl(fid);

C = textscan(ln, %f %f ,1);

t(jj) = C {1};

rr(ii,jj) = C {2};

jj = jj+1;

end ;

rr(ii,:) = rr(ii,:) −mean(rr(ii,:)); % remove DC

fclose(fid);

end ;

r = mean(rr(1:scans,:));

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Sample %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

for ii= 1 :scans

fn = sprintf( pe 200 400 nitro 0%01d.dat ,ii);

fid = fopen(fn, r );

ln1 = fgetl(fid); % skip first comment line

ln2 = fgetl(fid); % skip second comment line

jj = 1;

while feof(fid) == 0

ln = fgetl(fid);

C = textscan(ln, %f %f ,1);

t(jj) = C {1};

ss(ii,jj) = C {2};

jj = jj+1;
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end ;

ss(ii,:) = ss(ii,:) −mean(ss(ii,:)); % remove DC

fclose(fid);

end ;

ss = mean(ss(1:scans,:));

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

r = (r(1:N)); % discard redundent data

% points from the reference data

ss = (ss(1:N)); % discard redundent data

% points from the sample data

t = t(1:N); % discard redundent data

% points from the time vector

t1 = t ∗1e−12; % scaling the time vector

Ts = mean(diff(t1));

fs = 1/Ts;

ff = (0:Nfft −1)/Nfft ∗fs; % frequency vector

f = fs/2 ∗linspace(0,1,Nfft/2+1);

dw = 1/N/Ts ∗2∗pi;

w = (−1∗N/2:1:N/2 −1). ∗dw; % angular frequency vector

r max = max(max(r)); % normalise the reference

% and the sample signal

r = r./r max;

ss = ss./r max;

As = fft(ss,Nfft,2);

Ar = fft(r,Nfft,2);

T = (As)./(Ar); % complex transmission function/vector

A = abs(T); % amplitude of the transmission function

tau sw = (2 ∗1.46)/(1.46+1.6); % Fresnel transmission coefficients

% PE− 1.46 and Teflon window − 1.6

tau ws = (2 ∗1.6)/(1.46+1.6);

tau aw = 2/(1+1.6);

tau wa = (2 ∗1.6)/(1+1.6);
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alpha mean = (2/d). ∗(log((tau sw∗ tau ws)/(tau aw∗ tau wa)) − log(A));

% extinction coefficient estimate

ff = [ff(2) ff(2: end )]; % replace the first point

% of the frequency vector

% with the second to avoid

% divide by zero when

% calculating lambda

lambda = c./ff; % wavelength vector − lambda

Ps = 70; % index number for end

% of valid data range

% calculated based on the

% dynamic range of the

% measurment setup (will vary

% from sample to sample)

e0 = (1.46).ˆ2; % Permittivity of the PE particles

% (surrounding medium)

n air = 1;

n0 = sqrt(e0); % refractive index of the PE

% particles (surrounding medium)

k0 = 2 ∗pi. ∗n0./lambda(1:Ps); % propagation constant in the

% surrounding medium

cw = c./(2 ∗pi. ∗ff(1:length(lambda(1:Ps))));

% speed of the T −ray ∗ angular

% frequency (single variable formed

% for ease of representaion later on)

vol frac = 0.45; % volume fraction of the

% scatterers (air voids)

n in = vol frac ∗n air + (1 −vol frac) ∗n0; % initial estimate − basic

% dielectric mixing rule

% (Maxwell Garnett)

n = n in ∗ones(1,length(lambda(1:Ps)));

K = k0(1:length(lambda(1:Ps)));

for i = 1:3 % number of iterations

% for the algorithm (correct

% value determined using
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% the convergence criteria)

%%%%%% calculation of the forward and backward scattering a mlitudes %%%%%%%

for j = 1:Ps

x(j) = 2 ∗pi ∗n(j) ∗Particle Radius./lambda(j);

S1(j) = mie S12(1/(n(j)), x(j), 1);

S2(j) = mie S12(1/(n(j)), x(j), −1);

S11(j) = mie S12(1/(n(j)), x(j), 1);

S12(j) = mie S12(1.46/(n(j)), x(j), 1);

S11b(j) = mie S12(1/(n(j)), x(j), −1);

S12b(j) = mie S12(1.46/(n(j)), x(j), −1);

end ;

f 0 = S1. ∗(1i./K);

f pi = S2. ∗(1i./K);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%% calculation of the convergence condition for the al gorthim %%%%%%%%

f 1(:,i) = S11. ∗(1i./K);

f 2(:,i) = S12. ∗(1i./K);

f 1b(:,i) = S11b. ∗(1i./K);

f 2b(:,i) = S12b. ∗(1i./K);

adif(:,i) = sum(abs(f 1(:,i) + f 2(:,i)));

adifb(:,i) = sum(abs(f 1b(:,i) + f 2b(:,i)));

converge(:,i) = adif(:,i) + adifb(:,i);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%% WATERMANN TRUELL formula %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

N = (vol frac) ∗(3./(4 ∗pi ∗(Particle Radius)ˆ3));

A = (1 + (2 ∗pi ∗N. ∗ f 0./((K).ˆ2))).ˆ2;

B = (2 ∗pi ∗N. ∗ f pi./((K).ˆ2)).ˆ2;

K2 = (K.ˆ2). ∗(A−B);

K = sqrt(K2);

n = (cw. ∗K);

alp water = imag(K);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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end ;

nf = n0 ∗ones(1,length(lambda));

Kf = k0;

for i = 1:2 % number of iteration for

% the algorithm proposed by

% Guisto et al. 2003

%%%%%%%%%%% Foldy s EFA formuls %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

for jj = 1:Ps

xf(jj) = 2 ∗pi ∗nf(jj) ∗Particle Radius./lambda(jj);

S1f(jj) = mie S12(1/nf(jj), xf(jj), 1);

end ;

Fsa = S1f. ∗(1i./Kf); % formula from ishamaru

% book single scattering page

% 34

Kf = sqrt( Kf.ˆ(2) + (4 ∗pi) ∗ (vol frac) ∗...

.. (3./(4 ∗pi ∗(Particle Radius)ˆ3)) . ∗ Fsa );

alp foldy = imag(Kf);

nf = (cw. ∗Kf);

end ;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Plot the results %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

figure(100);

plot(ff(1:Ps) ∗1e−12,alpha mean(1:Ps), b , linewidth , 2); hold on;

plot(ff(1:Ps) ∗1e−12,(alp water/100), g , linewidth , 2);

% divide by 100 to

% express results in cmˆ {−1}
plot(ff(1:Ps) ∗1e−12,(alp foldy/100), r , linewidth , 2);

% divide by 100 to

% express results in cmˆ {−1}
grid on;A11=gca;title( n );A12=gca;title( ); hold on;

xlabel( Frequency(THz) );ylabel( Extinction (cm −1) );

set([A11 A12], XLim ,[0.2 1.5]);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

A.3.4 modifiedRGDmodel.m
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% modifiedRGDmodel.m

%

% This program implements a numerical algorithm that uses th e modified RGD

% model for providing scattering reduction/correction to T Hz−TDS

% measurements

%

% Author: Mayank Kaushik, 2012

clear all; clc;

% txta from experiments

c = 299792458;

N = 360;

d = 2.1 ∗(10ˆ −3);

Nfft = 360;

scans = 3;

%%%%%%%% Reading data from experiment into a Matlab variabl e %%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Reference %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

for ii= 1 :scans

fn = sprintf( ref lpp %01d.dat ,ii);

fid = fopen(fn, r );

ln1 = fgetl(fid); % skip first comment line

ln2 = fgetl(fid); % skip second comment line

jj = 1;

while feof(fid) == 0

ln = fgetl(fid);

C = textscan(ln, %f %f ,1);

t(jj) = C {1};

r(ii,jj) = C {2};

jj = jj+1;

end ;

r(ii,:) = r(ii,:) −mean(r(ii,:)); % remove DC

fclose(fid);

end ;
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r = mean(r(1:scans,:));

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Sample %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

for ii= 1 :scans

fn = sprintf( lactose 200 400 pe 2.1mm %01d.dat ,ii);

fid = fopen(fn, r );

ln1 = fgetl(fid); % skip first comment line

ln2 = fgetl(fid); % skip second comment line

jj = 1;

while feof(fid) == 0

ln = fgetl(fid);

C = textscan(ln, %f %f ,1);

t(jj) = C {1};

ss(ii,jj) = C {2};

jj = jj+1;

end ;

ss(ii,:) = ss(ii,:) −mean(ss(ii,:)); % remove DC

fclose(fid);

end ;

ss = mean(ss(1:scans,:));

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

r = (r(1:N)); % discard redundent data

% points from the reference

% data

ss = (ss(1:N)); % discard redundent data

% points from the sample data

t = (t(1:N)); % discard redundent data

% points from the time vector

t1 = t ∗1e−12; % scaling the time vector

Ts = mean(diff(t1));

fs = 1/Ts;

fpnt = length(t); % frequency points,

% change for zero padding
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fpnt = fpnt ∗5;

fpnt2 = fpnt/2;

df = fs/fpnt;

fscale = [0:df:fs/2 −df]; % frequency scale,

% max freq is half of

% sampling freq

wscale = 2. ∗pi. ∗fscale;

r max = max(max(r)); % normalise the reference

% and the sample signal

r = r./r max;

ss = ss./r max;

ss = 1 ∗ss;

Ar = fft(r, fpnt);

As = fft(ss, fpnt);

Ar = Ar(1: end /2);

As = As(1: end /2);

T = As./Ar; % complex transmission

% function/vector

A = abs(T); % amplitude of the

% transmission function

% do an average phase

% between 0.25 −>0.5 THz

% and perform linear fit

% to estimate the DC

% phase error

fmin = 0.2e12; fmax = 1e12;

fminp = round(fmin/df);

fmaxp = round(fmax/df);

lnT = log(abs(T));

argT = unwrapsp2(angle(T(1:fpnt2)), fminp, fmaxp, fscale (1:fpnt2));

% phase of the tranmission

% fuction

wLc = wscale. ∗d./c;
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nn = 1 − argT./wLc; % sample s frequency

% dependent referactive

% index

nn(1) = nn(2);

tau = 4 ∗nn./(nn+1).ˆ2;

kk = (log(abs(tau)) − lnT)./wLc; % propagation Constant

kk(1) = kk(2);

aa = 2. ∗wscale. ∗kk./(c. ∗100); % frequency dependent

% extinction coefficient

npe = 1.46 ∗ones(1,length(fscale)); % refractive index of PE

% (assumed to be same

% throughout the frequency

% range)

m tol = 0.3; % total mass of the sample

% in grams

V tol = (pi ∗(7.5ˆ2) ∗2.1)/1000; % volume of a cylinder

% pi ∗rˆ2 ∗h: r = 7.5 mm

% and h = 2.1 mm. divide

% by 1000 to express in cmˆ3

m pe = 0.2; % mass of PE in grams

density pe = 0.948 % g/cmˆ3 as provided by

% the supplier

Vpe = m pe/density pe; % volume of PE in the

% sample (in cmˆ3)

Vlac = V tol − Vpe; % volume of lactose in

% the sample (in cmˆ3)

Vfpe = Vpe/V tol; % volume fraction of PE

Vflac = Vlac/V tol; % volume fraction of lactose

nlac = (nn − npe ∗Vfpe)/Vflac; % refractive index of lactose

wc = (2 ∗pi. ∗fscale)/c;

a RGD = (12) ∗(piˆ2). ∗(wc.ˆ2). ∗((npe.ˆ2)./(nlac.ˆ2)). ∗((nlac − npe).ˆ2);

% estimate of the effective

% extinction coefficent

% before performing least

% squares fitting with the
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% measurements to estimate

% the unknown parameter

valid range = 1:255; % valid data range selected

% based on the dynamic range

% of the system

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% least square curve fitting %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

xdata = a RGD(valid range);

ydata = aa(valid range);

f = @(x,xdata)x ∗xdata;

init sol = 0.1;

x = lsqcurvefit(f,init sol,xdata,ydata);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

a RGD = aRGD∗x; % final estimate of the

% effective extinction

% coefficent

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Plot the results%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

figure(1);

subplot(2,1,1);plot(fscale ∗1e−12,nn); hold on;

plot(fscale ∗1e−12,1.46 ∗ones(1,length(fscale)), r );

grid on;A11=gca;title( n );xlabel( f (THz) );

subplot(2,1,2);plot(fscale ∗1e−12,aa); hold on;

grid on;A12=gca;title( absorp );

xlabel( f (THz) );ylabel( cmˆ{−1} );

set([A11 A12], XLim ,[0.2 2.5]);

figure(2);

plot(fscale(1: end ) ∗1e−12,aa, b , linewidth , 2);hold on;

plot(fscale ∗1e−12,a RGD, m. , linewidth , 0.5);

plot(fscale ∗1e−12,(aa − a RGD), k−− , linewidth , 2);

grid on;A11=gca;title( n );A12=gca;

title( Extinction Loss for alpha −glucose mixed with P.E ); hold on;

xlabel( Frequency (THz) );ylabel( Extinction (cmˆ {−1}) )

set([A11 A12], XLim ,[0.25 1.56], YLim ,[ −5 40]);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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A.3.5 specmomentsmethod1.m

% specmomentsmethod1.m

%

% This program implements the a scattering mitigation algor ithm that uses

% the spectral and temporal moments of the measured referenc e and sample

% data. Assumptions: Rayleigh distribution model for repre senting THz

% signal and a quadratic scattering loss profile.

%

% Author: Mayank Kaushik, 2009

clear all; clc;

close all;

% values from experiments

c = 299792458; % Speed of light

N = 1020; % Number of data points

% in one scan

d = 0.45; % Sample thickness in cm

Nfft = 1020; % Number of point to

% calculate FFT

scans = 8; % Number of scans carried

% out

%%%%%%%%%%% Reading data from experiment into a Matlab vari able %%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Reference %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

for ii= 1 :scans

fn = sprintf( ref lp 0%01d.dat ,ii);

fid = fopen(fn, r );

ln1 = fgetl(fid); % skip first comment line

ln2 = fgetl(fid); % skip second comment line

jj = 1;

while feof(fid) == 0

ln = fgetl(fid);
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C = textscan(ln, %f %f ,1);

t(jj) = C {1};

r(ii,jj) = C {2};

jj = jj+1;

end ;

r(ii,:) = r(ii,:) −mean(r(ii,:)); % remove DC

fclose(fid);

end ;

r = mean(r(1:scans,:));

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Sample %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

for ii= 1 :scans

fn = sprintf( lp 0 80 0%01d.dat ,ii);

fid = fopen(fn, r );

ln1 = fgetl(fid); % skip first comment line

ln2 = fgetl(fid); % skip second comment line

jj = 1;

while feof(fid) == 0

ln = fgetl(fid);

C = textscan(ln, %f %f ,1);

t(jj) = C {1};

ss(ii,jj) = C {2};

jj = jj+1;

end ;

ss(ii,:) = ss(ii,:) −mean(ss(ii,:)); % remove DC

fclose(fid);

end ;

ss = mean(ss(1:scans,:));

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

r = (r(1:N)); % discard redundent data

% points from the reference

% data

ss = (ss(1:N)); % discard redundent data

% points from the sample data

t = t(1:N); % discard redundent data points

% from the time vector
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t1 = t ∗1e−12; % scaling the time vector

Ts = mean(diff(t1));

fs = 1/Ts;

ff = (0:Nfft −1)/Nfft ∗fs; % frequency vector

f = fs/2 ∗linspace(0,1,Nfft/2+1);

dw = 1/N/Ts ∗2∗pi;

w = (−1∗N/2:1:N/2 −1). ∗dw; % angular frequency vector

spec r = singlesidedfourier1(r,fs,Nfft,256,0); % signle sided reference

% spectrum for centroid

% calculation

spec ss = singlesidedfourier1(ss,fs,Nfft,256,0); % single sided spectrum

% for centroid calculation

tau r = fwhm(t,r) ∗10ˆ −12; % full width half mean

% duration of the reference

% signal

tau s = fwhm(t,ss) ∗10ˆ −12; % full width half mean

% duration of the sample

% signal

ww = 2∗pi. ∗ff;

r mod = ((ww. ∗ tau r)/sqrt(2)). ∗exp( −(ww.ˆ2). ∗(tau rˆ2)/4); % Xu et al. 2003 model

% representaion for

% the reference signal

s mod = ((ww. ∗ tau s)/sqrt(2)). ∗exp( −(ww.ˆ2). ∗(tau sˆ2)/4); % Xu et al. 2003 model

% representaion for

% the sample signal

valid data range = 4:200; % valid data range

% selected based on

% the dynamic range

% of the system

% starting point selected

% based on the spectral

% coverage of the coverage

% of the single sided

% spectra − spec r

% and spec ss

x vec = 1:200 −1; % sample number vector
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% for the valid data range

momr = (trapz(x vec, (x vec.ˆ1). ∗spec r(valid data range)) ...

/trapz(x vec, spec r(valid data range))) ;

% reference spectrum

% first order moment

moms = (trapz(x vec, (x vec.ˆ1). ∗spec ss(valid data range)) ...

/trapz(x vec, spec ss(valid data range))) ;

% sample spectrum

% first order moment

sig r = mom r/1.253;

sig s = moms/1.253;

alpd = (sig sˆ2 − sig rˆ2)/(2 ∗(sig rˆ2) ∗(sig sˆ2)); % estimated extinction

% coefficient

scat slope = −alpd. ∗((1:512).ˆ2)/d; % estimated scattering

% loss profile

As = fft(ss,Nfft,2); % FFT of the sample

% signal

Ar = fft(r,Nfft,2); % FFT of the reference

% signal

T = As./Ar; % complex transmission

% function

A = abs(T); % amplitude of the

% transmission function

phi unwrap = unwrapsp2(angle(T),20,120,ff); % phase of the

% tranmission fuction

% do an average phase

% between 0.25 −>0.5 THz

% and perform linear fit

% to estimate the DC phase

% error

for ii=1:size(phi unwrap,1)

n(ii,:) = (1 −c/d/2/pi ∗(phi unwrap(ii,:)./ff));

alpha(ii,:) = −2/d. ∗log((n(ii,:)+1).ˆ2./4./n(ii,:). ∗A(ii,:));

end
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n mean = mean(n,1); % refractive index

% estimate

alpha mean = mean(alpha,1) ; % extinction coefficient

% estimate

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Plot the results %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

figure(1);

plot(ff(1:512) ∗1e−12,(alpha mean(1:512) ), m , linewidth ,2); hold on;

plot(ff(1:512) ∗1e−12, scat slope(1:512), g , linewidth ,2);

plot(ff(1:512) ∗1e−12,((alpha mean(1:512)) − scat slope(1:512)), b , linewidth ,2);

grid on;A11=gca;title( n );A12=gca;title( Extinction Loss for sample ); hold on;

xlabel( Frequency (THz) );ylabel( Extinction Loss(cmˆ −ˆ1) )

set([A11 A12], XLim ,[0.15 1.5]);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

A.3.6 specmomentsmethod2.m

% specmomentsmethod2.m

%

% This program implements the a scattering mitigation algor ithm that uses

% the spectral and temporal moments of the measured referenc e and sample

% data. Assumptions: Analytical model of Xu et al.(2003) for representing THz

% signal and a quadratic scattering loss profile.

%

% Author: Mayank Kaushik, 2010

clear all; clc;

%close all;

% values from experiments

c = 299792458; % Speed of light

N = 1020; % Number of data points

% in one scan

d = 0.45; % Sample thickness in cm

Nfft = 1020; % Number of point to

% calculate FFT

scans = 8; % Number of scans carried

% out
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%%%%%%%%% Reading data from experiment into a Matlab variab le %%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Reference %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

for ii= 1 :scans

fn = sprintf( ref lp 0%01d.dat ,ii);

fid = fopen(fn, r );

ln1 = fgetl(fid); % skip first comment

% line

ln2 = fgetl(fid); % skip second comment

% line

jj = 1;

while feof(fid) == 0

ln = fgetl(fid);

C = textscan(ln, %f %f ,1);

t(jj) = C {1};

r(ii,jj) = C {2};

jj = jj+1;

end ;

r(ii,:) = r(ii,:) −mean(r(ii,:)); % remove DC

fclose(fid);

end ;

r = mean(r(1:scans,:));

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Sample %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

for ii= 1 :scans

fn = sprintf( lp 0 80 0%01d.dat ,ii);

fid = fopen(fn, r );

ln1 = fgetl(fid); % skip first comment line

ln2 = fgetl(fid); % skip second comment line

jj = 1;

while feof(fid) == 0

ln = fgetl(fid);

C = textscan(ln, %f %f ,1);

t(jj) = C {1};

ss(ii,jj) = C {2};

jj = jj+1;

end ;
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ss(ii,:) = ss(ii,:) −mean(ss(ii,:)); % remove DC

fclose(fid);

end ;

ss = mean(ss(1:scans,:));

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

r = (r(1:N)); % discard redundent

% data points from

% the reference data

ss = (ss(1:N)); % discard redundent

% data points from

% the sample data

t = t(1:N); % discard redundent

% data points from

% the time vector

t1 = t ∗1e−12; % scaling the time vector

Ts = mean(diff(t1));

fs = 1/Ts;

ff = (0:Nfft −1)/Nfft ∗fs; % frequency vector

f = fs/2 ∗linspace(0,1,Nfft/2+1);

dw = 1/N/Ts ∗2∗pi;

w = (−1∗N/2:1:N/2 −1). ∗dw; % angular frequency vector

tau r = fwhm(t,r) ∗10ˆ −12; % full width half mean

% duration of the reference

% signal

tau s = fwhm(t,ss) ∗10ˆ −12; % full width half mean

% duration of the sample

% signal

ww = 2∗pi. ∗ff;

r mod = ((ww. ∗ tau r)/sqrt(2)). ∗exp( −(ww.ˆ2). ∗(tau rˆ2)/4);

% Xu et al. 2003

% model representaion

% for the reference signal

s mod = ((ww. ∗ tau s)/sqrt(2)). ∗exp( −(ww.ˆ2). ∗(tau sˆ2)/4);

% Xu et al. 2003

% model representaion
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% for the

% SAMPLE signal

alpha fwhm = (tau sˆ2 − tau rˆ2)/4; % frequency dependent

% attenuation coefficient

% calculated using

% FWHM method

xx = 2 ∗pi ∗(1:512); % frequency vector for

% the centroid method

% on all data points

scat slope fwhm = ((alpha fwhm) . ∗ww.ˆ2)/d; % scattering attenuation

% profile calculated

% using FWHM method

As = fft(ss,Nfft,2); % FFT of the sample

% signal

Ar = fft(r,Nfft,2); % FFT of the reference

% signal

T = As./Ar; % complex transmission

% function/vector

A = abs(T); % amplitude of the

% transmission function

phi unwrap = unwrapsp2(angle(T),20,120,ff); % phase of the tranmission

% function

% do an average phase

% between 0.25 −>0.5 THz

% and perform linear fit

% to estimate the DC

% phase error

for ii=1:size(phi unwrap,1)

n(ii,:) = (1 −c/d/2/pi ∗(phi unwrap(ii,:)./ff));

alpha(ii,:) = −2/d. ∗log((n(ii,:)+1).ˆ2./4./n(ii,:). ∗A(ii,:));

end

n mean = mean(n,1); % refractive index

% estimate

alpha mean = mean(alpha,1) ; % extinction coefficient

% estimate
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Plot the results %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

figure(1);

plot(ff(1:512) ∗1e−12,(alpha mean(1:512) ), m , linewidth ,2); hold on;

plot(ff(1:512) ∗1e−12, scat slope fwhm(1:512), k , linewidth ,2);

plot(ff(1:512) ∗1e−12,((alpha mean(1:512)) −scat slope fwhm(1:512)), b , linewidth ,2);

grid on;A11=gca;title( n );A12=gca;title( Extinction Loss for sample ); hold on;

xlabel( Frequency (THz) );ylabel( Extinction Loss(cmˆ −ˆ1) )

set([A11 A12], XLim ,[0.15 1.5]);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

A.3.7 robustscatter.m

% robustscatter.m

%

% This program implements the generalized iterative scatte ring mitigation

% algorithm that using log spectral magnitude of the referen ce and the

% sample data to produces features that are robust against va rious

% scattering conditions.

%

% Author: Mayank Kaushik, 2011

clear all; clc;

close all;

% values from experiments

c = 299792458; % Speed of light

N = 1020; % Number of data points

% in one scan

d = 0.45; % Sample thickness in cm

Nfft = 1020; % Number of point to

% calculate FFT

scans = 8; % Number of scans carried

% out

%%%%%%%%%%%% Reading data from experiment into a Matlab var iable %%%%%%%%%%
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Reference %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

for ii= 1 :scans

fn = sprintf( ref lp 0%01d.dat ,ii);

fid = fopen(fn, r );

ln1 = fgetl(fid); % skip first comment line

ln2 = fgetl(fid); % skip second comment line

jj = 1;

while feof(fid) == 0

ln = fgetl(fid);

C = textscan(ln, %f %f ,1);

t(jj) = C {1};

r(ii,jj) = C {2};

jj = jj+1;

end ;

r(ii,:) = r(ii,:) −mean(r(ii,:)); % remove DC

fclose(fid);

end ;

r = mean(r(1:scans,:));

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Sample %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

for ii= 1 :scans

fn = sprintf( lp 0 80 0%01d.dat ,ii);

fid = fopen(fn, r );

ln1 = fgetl(fid); % skip first comment line

ln2 = fgetl(fid); % skip second comment line

jj = 1;

while feof(fid) == 0

ln = fgetl(fid);

C = textscan(ln, %f %f ,1);

t(jj) = C {1};

ss(ii,jj) = C {2};

jj = jj+1;

end ;

ss(ii,:) = ss(ii,:) −mean(ss(ii,:)); % remove DC

fclose(fid);

end ;
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ss = mean(ss(1:scans,:));

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

r = (r(1:N)); % discard redundent

% data points from

% the reference data

ss = (ss(1:N)); % discard redundent

% data points from

% the sample data

t = t(1:N); % discard redundent

% data points from

% the time vector

t1 = t ∗1e−12; % scaling the time

% vector

Ts = mean(diff(t1));

fs = 1/Ts;

ff = (0:Nfft −1)/Nfft ∗fs; % frequency vector

f = fs/2 ∗linspace(0,1,Nfft/2+1);

dw = 1/N/Ts ∗2∗pi;

w = (−1∗N/2:1:N/2 −1). ∗dw; % angular frequency

% vector

% normalise the reference

% and sample data

r max = max(max(r));

r = r./r max;

ss = ss./r max;

As = fft(ss,Nfft,2); % FFT of the sample signal

Ar = fft(r,Nfft,2); % FFT of the reference signal

T = (As)./(Ar);

A = abs(T);

phi unwrap = unwrapsp2(angle(T),20,120,ff); % phase of the

% tranmission fuction

for ii=1:size(phi unwrap,1)

n1(ii,:) = (1 −c/d/2/pi ∗(phi unwrap(ii,:)./ff));

alpha1(ii,:) = −2/d. ∗log((n1(ii,:)+1).ˆ2./4./n1(ii,:). ∗A(ii,:));
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end

n mean1 = mean(n1,1); % refractive index

% estimate

alpha mean1 = mean(alpha1,1) ; % extinction coefficient

% estimate

valid data range = 1:120; % valid data range

% selected based on

% the dynamic range

% of the system

pp = peakdet(alpha mean1(valid data range),3); % peak detection algorithm

diff pp = diff(pp(:,1)); % differentiate the

% peak location vector

max diff loc = find(diff pp == max(diff pp)); % find the maximum

% value of the

% differentiated peak

% loaction vector

% use the maximum

% value of the

% differentiated peak

% location vector to

% find the biggest

% scattering only range

% in the given data set

idx1 = pp(max diff loc);

idx2 = pp(max diff loc + 1);

scatter only range = (idx1+2):(idx2 −2);

len = length(valid data range);

for a = 0.1:0.005:1 % iterative algorithm

%− for details refer

% to Chapter −5 Section −5.3

ind = ((a −0.1)/0.005) + 1;

lv = (1:len).ˆa;

l As = log(abs(As(1:len)))./(lv);

l Ar = log(abs(Ar(1:len)))./(lv);

l2 As(:,:,round(ind)) = (lv). ∗(l As − mean(l As));

m err(round(ind)) = abs(mean(l2 As(:,scatter only range,round(ind)) ...

− log(abs(Ar(scatter only range)))));
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end ;

a ind = find(abs(m err) == min(abs(m err)));

aa = 0.1:0.005:1;

aa(a ind)

ml As = l2 As(:,:,a ind);

rmod ss = ((ifft(exp(ml As(1: end ))))); % reconstructed time

% domain signal

% (scattering reduced)

Ams = abs(fft(rmod ss));

As = As(1:len);

Ar = Ar(1:len);

Ams = (Ams/max(Ams)). ∗max(abs(As)); % scale the reconstructed

% spectrum to match the

% measured sample spectrum

% amplitude

T2 = (Ams)./(Ar); % transmission coefficent

% for the reconstructed

% signal

A2 = abs(T2);

phi unwrap1 = unwrapsp2(angle(T2),20,120,ff); % phase of the

% tranmission fuction

for ii=1:size(phi unwrap1,1)

n(ii,:) = (1 −c/d/2/pi ∗(phi unwrap1(ii,:)./ff(valid data range)));

alpha(ii,:) = −2/d. ∗log((n(ii,:)+1).ˆ2./4./n(ii,:). ∗A2(ii,:));

end

n mean = mean(n,1); % refractive index

% estimate using the

% reconstructed signal

alpha mean = mean(alpha,1) ; % extinction

% coefficient estimate

% using the reconstructed

% signal

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Plot the results %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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figure(1);

plot(ff(valid data range) ∗1e−12,alpha mean , r , linewidth , 3);hold on;

plot(ff(valid data range) ∗1e−12,alpha mean1(valid data range), k , linewidth , 3);

grid on;A11=gca;title( n );A12=gca;

title( Extinction Loss for alpha −Lactose monohydrate mixed with P.E );

xlabel( Frequency(THz) );

ylabel( Extinction Loss (cm −1) )

set([A11 A12], XLim ,[0.2 1.6]);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

A.3.8 waveletbasedmethod.m

% waveletbasedmethod.m

%

% This program implements an Iterative wavelet based recons truction algorithm

% for estimating and mitigating scattering contribution in THz−TDS

% measurements.

%

% Author: Mayank Kaushik, 2011

clear all; clc;

close all;

% values from experiments

c = 299792458; % Speed of light

N = 1020; % Number of data points

% in one scan

d = 0.35; % Sample thickness in cm

Nfft = 1020; % Number of point to

% calculate FFT

scans = 9; % Number of scans carried

% out

%%%%%%%%%%%%% Reading data from experiment into a Matlab va riable %%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Reference %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

for ii= 1 :scans
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fn = sprintf( glu5r%01d.bef ,ii);

fid = fopen(fn, r );

ln1 = fgetl(fid); % skip first comment line

ln2 = fgetl(fid); % skip second comment line

jj = 1;

while feof(fid) == 0

ln = fgetl(fid);

C = textscan(ln, %f %f ,1);

t(jj) = C {1};

r(ii,jj) = C {2};

jj = jj+1;

end ;

r(ii,:) = r(ii,:) −mean(r(ii,:)); % remove DC

fclose(fid);

end ;

r = mean(r(1:scans,:));

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Sample %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

for ii= 1 :scans

fn = sprintf( glu5s%01d.bef ,ii);

fid = fopen(fn, r );

ln1 = fgetl(fid); % skip first comment line

ln2 = fgetl(fid); % skip second comment line

jj = 1;

while feof(fid) == 0

ln = fgetl(fid);

C = textscan(ln, %f %f ,1);

t(jj) = C {1};

ss(ii,jj) = C {2};

jj = jj+1;

end ;

ss(ii,:) = ss(ii,:) −mean(ss(ii,:)); % remove DC

fclose(fid);

end ;

ss = mean(ss(1:scans,:));

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

r = (r(1:N)); % discard redundent data

% points from the reference

% data

ss = (ss(1:N)); % discard redundent data

% points from the sample

% data

t = t(1:N); % discard redundent data

% points from the time

% vector

t1 = t ∗1e−12; % scaling the time vector

Ts = mean(diff(t1));

fs = 1/Ts;

ff = (0:Nfft −1)/Nfft ∗fs; % frequency vector

f = fs/2 ∗linspace(0,1,Nfft/2+1);

dw = 1/N/Ts ∗2∗pi;

w = (−1∗N/2:1:N/2 −1). ∗dw; % angular frequency vector

r max = max(max(r)); % normalise the reference

% and the sample signal

r = r./r max;

ss = ss./r max;

As = fft(ss,Nfft,2);

Ar = fft(r,Nfft,2);

T = (As)./(Ar); % complex transmission

% function

A = abs(T); % amplitude of the

% transmission function

phi unwrap = unwrapsp2(angle(T),20,120,ff); % phase of the tranmission

% function

% do an average phase

% between 0.25 −>0.5 THz

% and perform linear fit

% to estimate the DC phase

% error
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for i=1:size(phi unwrap,1)

n(i,:) = (1 −c/d/2/pi ∗(phi unwrap(i,:)./ff));

alpha(i,:) = −(2./(d)). ∗log((n(i,:)+1).ˆ2./4./n(i,:). ∗A(i,:));

end

n mean = mean(n,1); % refractive index

% estimate

alpha mean = mean(alpha,1) ; % extinction coefficient

% estimate

valid data range= 10:205; % valid data range selected

% based on the dynamic range

% of the system

alp1 = alpha mean(valid data range); % extinction coefficient

% in valid data range

alp = alp1; % initialize the scattering

% reduced coefficient with

% the measured value

minval = 0.0001 ∗sum(abs(alp1).ˆ2); % threshold error energy

for i = 1:14 % number of iterations

% for the algorithm

% (correct value determined

% using the convergence

% criteria: err n)

[C,L] = wavedec(alp,4, db4 ); % for details on algorithm

% refer to Chapter −5

% Section −5.4

[dd1,dd2,dd3,dd4] = detcoef(C,L,[1,2,3,4]);

aa = appcoef(C,L, db4 );

d est = waverec([zeros(1,length(aa)) dd4 dd3 dd2 dd1], L, db4 );

a est = waverec([aa zeros(1,length([dd4 dd3 dd2 dd1]))], L, db4 );

alp2 = (d est) ;

for k = 1:length(alp)

if alp2(k) < 0

alp2(k) = 0;

else

alp2(k) = alp2(k);

end ;

end ;
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alp = alp − alp2;

infd = find(d est < 0);

err n(i) = sum(abs(d est(infd)).ˆ2);

end ;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Plot the results%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

figure(1);

plot((err n), b , linewidth ,2); hold on; grid on;

plot(minval. ∗ones(1,length(err n)), r , linewidth ,2);

title( Convergence croteria: error energy (err n) falls elaw the threshold );

figure(2);

plot(ff(valid data range) ∗1e−12,alp1, b , linewidth ,2); hold on;

plot(ff(valid data range) ∗1e−12,alp, r , linewidth ,2);

plot(ff(valid data range) ∗1e−12,(alp1 − alp), k , linewidth ,2);

grid on;A11=gca;title( n );A12=gca;

title( Measured Extinction Loss and Scattering Removed Extinctio n ); hold on;

xlabel( Frequency(THz) );ylabel( Extinction Loss (cm −1) );

set([A11 A12], XLim ,[0.2 3]);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

A.3.9 HPfilter.m

% HPfilter.m

%

% This program implements the generalized Hodrick Prescott filter based

% adaptive algorithm for estimating and mitigating scatter ing contribution

% in THz−TDS measurements.

%

% Author: Mayank Kaushik, 2012

clear all; clc;

close all;

% values from experiments
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c = 299792458; % Speed of light

N = 1020; % Number of data points

% in one scan

d = 0.17; % Sample thickness in cm

Nfft = 1020; % Number of point to

% calculate FFT

scans = 16; % Number of scans carried

% out

%%%%%%%%%%% Reading data from experiment into a Matlab vari able %%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Reference %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

for ii= 9 :scans

fn = sprintf( a glu ref %01d.txt ,ii);

fid = fopen(fn, r );

ln1 = fgetl(fid); % skip first comment line

ln2 = fgetl(fid); % skip second comment line

jj = 1;

while feof(fid) == 0

ln = fgetl(fid);

C = textscan(ln, %f %f ,1);

t(jj) = C {1};

r(ii,jj) = C {2};

jj = jj+1;

end ;

r(ii,:) = r(ii,:) −mean(r(ii,:)); % remove DC

fclose(fid);

end ;

r = mean(r(1:scans,:));

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Sample %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

for ii= 9 :scans

fn = sprintf( a glu sam %01d.txt ,ii);

fid = fopen(fn, r );

ln1 = fgetl(fid); % skip first comment line

ln2 = fgetl(fid); % skip second comment line

jj = 1;
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while feof(fid) == 0

ln = fgetl(fid);

C = textscan(ln, %f %f ,1);

t(jj) = C {1};

ss(ii,jj) = C {2};

jj = jj+1;

end ;

ss(ii,:) = ss(ii,:) −mean(ss(ii,:)); % remove DC

fclose(fid);

end ;

ss = mean(ss(1:scans,:));

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

r = (r(1:N)); % discard redundent data

% points from the reference

% data

ss = (ss(1:N)); % discard redundent data

% points from the sample

% data

t = t(1:N); % discard redundent data

% points from the time vector

t1 = t ∗1e−12; % scaling the time vector

Ts = mean(diff(t1));

fs = 1/Ts;

ff = (0:Nfft −1)/Nfft ∗fs; % frequency vector

f = fs/2 ∗linspace(0,1,Nfft/2+1);

dw = 1/N/Ts ∗2∗pi;

w = (−1∗N/2:1:N/2 −1). ∗dw; % angular frequency vector

r max = max(max(r)); % normalise the reference

% and the sample signal

r = r./r max;

ss = ss./r max;

As = fft(ss,Nfft,2);

Ar = fft(r,Nfft,2);
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T = (As)./(Ar); % complex transmission

% function

A = abs(T); % amplitude of the

% transmission function

phi unwrap = unwrapsp2(angle(T),20,120,ff); % phase of the tranmission

% fuction

% do an average phase

% between 0.25 −>0.5 THz

% and perform linear fit

% to estimate the DC phase

% error

for i=1:size(phi unwrap,1)

n(i,:) = (1 −c/d/2/pi ∗(phi unwrap(i,:)./ff));

alpha(i,:) = −(2./(d)). ∗log((n(i,:)+1).ˆ2./4./n(i,:). ∗A(i,:));

end

n mean = mean(n,1); % refractive index

% estimate

alpha mean = mean(alpha,1) ; % extinction coefficient

% estimate

valid data range = 5:215; % valid data range

% selected based on the

% dynamic range of the system

y = alpha mean(valid data range ) ; % extinction coefficient

% in valid data range

lambda = 10; % smoothness parameter

% for the HOdrick Prescott

% filtering

m = length(y);

w = 1∗ones(m,1);

D = diff(speye(m),3);

I = speye(m);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Hodrick Prescott Filtering %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%% For details refer to chapter 5 section 5.5 of the thesis %% %

for it = 1:3

W = spdiags(w,0,m,m);

z = (((W)+ lambda ∗D ∗ D)ˆ −1) ∗(W) ∗(y);
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w = (max((z −y), 0.001));

ymz = y−z;

infd = find(ymz < 0);

err n(it) = sum(abs(ymz(infd)).ˆ2);

end ;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

minval = 0.0001 ∗sum(abs(y).ˆ2); % threshold error energy

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Plot the results%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

figure(1);

plot((err n), b , linewidth ,2); hold on; grid on;

plot(minval. ∗ones(1,length(err n)), r , linewidth ,2)

figure(2);

plot(ff(10:length(z)+9) ∗1e−12,y, b , linewidth , 2); hold on;

plot(ff(10:length(z)+9) ∗1e−12,z, r , linewidth , 2);

plot(ff(10:length(z)+9) ∗1e−12,y −z, m , linewidth , 2);

grid on;A11=gca;title( n );A12=gca;

title( Extinction Loss for alpha −glucose mixed with P.E ); hold on;

xlabel( Freq(THz) );ylabel( Extinction Efficiency (a.u.) )

set([A11 A12], XLim ,[0.1 3.2]);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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Analytical models for
T-Ray signals

T
HISAppendix briefly describes the details of the analytical mod-

els for T-ray signals used for simulations in this thesis. The T-ray

generation and detection setup used in this thesis employed PCA

antenna. Here we have discussed two PCA antenna based T-ray signal and

spectrum models. The first and the original model was reported by Duvil-

laret et al. (2001), while the second model was reported by Xu et al. (2003).
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B.1 Analytical model by Duvillaret et al. (2001)

First consider the terahertz generation process using a photo-conductive emitting an-

tenna (PCA) . The time-dependent photo current density Jem(t) in the emitter can be

expressed as the convolution of the impulse response of the PCA and the optical laser

pulse (Duvillaret et al. 2001):

Jem(t) = Popt(t)[nem(t)qvem(t)], (B.1)

where, Popt(t) is the incident optical pump pulse (assuming a Gaussian temporal pro-

file), q is the carrier charge, equal to 1.602 ×10−19C, nem(t) is the free-carrier density,

and vem(t) is the free-carrier average velocity. The subscript ’em’ represents the emit-

ter.

The density of the free-carriers generated from the photo-excitation process, decay ex-

ponentially as a results of carrier recombination and trapping. The carrier density can

be expressed as:

nem(t) ∝ exp

(

− t

τem

)

, (B.2)

where τem is the carrier recombination time. The average carrier velocity, vem(t), de-

pends on the applied electric field, EDC, as:

dvem(t)

dt
= −vem(t)

δτem
+

q

m∗ EDC, (B.3)

where δτem is the carrier collision time and m∗ is the carrier effective mass.

A rapid change in the current density, Jem(t), in the emitter causes generation of the

terahertz radiation from the transmitting antenna. In the far-field the terahertz electric

field is found to be proportional to the first derivative of the photo-current density, or

mathematically:

ETHz(t) ∝
dJem(t)

dt
, (B.4)

which can also be expressed in terms of spectrum by first expanding the above equa-

tion in terms of Popt(t), nem(t), and vem(t) and the taking a Fourier transform:

ETHz(ω) ∝
PemEDCδτem(τem − τ̃em)

2πm∗
em

× ω exp(−ω2τ̃2
las/4)

(1 − jωτem)(1 − jωτ̃em)
, (B.5)

where, Pem is the average laser power and τlas is the duration of the Gaussian tem-

poral profile of the optical pump pulse. On the receiver end, the antenna is gated by

the optical probe pulse and the photo-current density in the receiving PCA antenna
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can be expressed as the convolution between the optical probe pulse and the PCA

impulse response. The expression is similar to that of emitter photo-current density

Jem(t) with equivalent expression for the Popt(t) and free-carrier density, nrec(t), where

’rec’ represents the receiver. However, the current density in the receiver is a function

of the delay ∆t between the pump and probe pulses, as the average carrier velocity

in the receiver, vrec(t), depends on the incoming terahertz electric field ETHz(t + ∆t)

(Duvillaret et al. 2001):

Jrec(t; ∆t) = Popt(t)[nrecqvrec(t; ∆t)],

dvrec(t; ∆t)

dt
= −vrec(t; ∆t)

δτrec
+

q

m∗
rec

ETHz(t + ∆t). (B.6)

The measurable current at the output of the receiving antenna is proportional to the av-

erage of the photo-current Jrec(∆t) (Duvillaret et al. 2001). Taking the Fourier transform

of the average current, J̄rec(∆t), we get:

J̄rec(ω) ∝
PemPrecEDCτemτrecτ̃emτ̃rec

2πm∗
emm∗

rec
× ω exp(−ω2τ̃2

las/2)

(1 − jωτem)(1 − jωτ̃em)(1 − jωτrec)
. (B.7)

In Section 5.2 of this thesis, we have explored the use of analytical expression to repre-

sent the measured THz signal in order to establish relation between the scattering at-

tenuation and the change in the spectral and temporal moments of a THz pulse when it

passes through a dielectric material. In order to do so we need to calculate the spectral

moments using the following general formula:

mn =

∫ ∞

0
ωnS(ω)dω

∫ ∞

0
S(ω)dω

, (B.8)

where n is the order of the moment and S(ω) is the signal under consideration. Unfor-

tunately, the analytical model given by Duvillaret et al. (2001) does not have a closed

form solution for calculating the spectral moments. Thus, we consider another analyt-

ical expression for modeling the THz spectrum as given by Xu et al. (2003).
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B.2 Analytical model by Xu et al. (2003)

According to Xu et al. (2003), the temporal waveform of the terahertz pulse depends

mainly on the generation and detection mechanism and varies from one terahertz spec-

trometer to another. The temporal waveform of the T-ray pulse generated by a photo-

conductive antenna may be described as either bipolar (with an outer electrical field) or

as unipolar (with an inner electrical field). These waveforms may be simulated using

several simple formulas. Xu et al. (2003) gave simple models to represent the temporal

profile of the THz signal generated by (i) a Photo-Conductive Antenna (PCA), which

has a bi-polar waveform; (ii) an unbiased semiconductor and Surface Current Genera-

tion (SCG), which has a unipolar waveform; and (iii) Optical Rectification (OR), which

has a decaying oscillation. Their model for the PCA is as follows:

ET(t) = 2A
1

τ2
exp (−t2/τ2), (B.9)

where A represents the maximum amplitude of the terahertz field, and τ represents

the pulse duration in seconds. In terms of spectrum:

ET(t) = A
ωτ√

2
exp (−ω2τ2/4). (B.10)

In contrast to the previous model, this analytical expression is much simpler and does

not provide any details of the physical processes that cause the generation or detection

of the terahertz signal. However, this model has a definite solution for the calculation

of moments using Eq. B.8.
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Glossary

The physical used in this thesis are given below. All the values are according to the

recommendation of the committee on Data for Science and Technology (Mohr and

Taylor 2005).

Table B.1. Physical constants used in this thesis

Quantity Symbol Value

Avagadro constant NA 6.0221415(10) ×1023 mol−1

Boltzmann constant kB 1.3806505(24) ×10−23 J/K

8.617343(15) ×10−5 eV/K

electron volt eV 1.60217653(14) ×10−19J

Planck constant h 6.6260693(11) ×10−34J · s

4.13566743(35) ×10−15 eV · s

speed of light in vacuum c, c0 299792458 m/s

vacuum permittivity µ0 4π × 10−7 N/A2

vacuum permeability ǫ0 8.854187817... ×10−12 F/m
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Acronyms

Table B.2. Acronyms used in this thesis

CC correlation coefficient, 113

COC cyclic olefin copolymer, 92

CMOS complementary metal oxide semiconductor, 8

DEMA dynamic effective medium approximation, 88

EO electrooptic, 35

EFA effective field approximation, 79

FEL free-electron laser, 64

FIR far infrared, 2

FTS Fourier transform spectroscopy, 28

FWHM full width half maximum, 118

PCA photoconductive antenna, 29

PVC polyvinyl chloride, 42

PE polyethylene, 18

QCA quasi crystalline approximation, 18

SEM scanning electron microscope, 80

SNR signal to noise ratio, 48

SOS silicon on sapphire, 33

SVMAF spatially moving average filter, 49

TE transverse electric, 56

THz-TDS terahertz time-domain spectroscopy, 1

TIR total internal reflection, 58

TM transverse magnetic, 56
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Index

absorption coefficient, 14, 40, 44, 46, 143

absorption fingerprint, 60, 121, 123

absorption line

water absorption, 40

absorption loss, 17, 106, 107, 115

balanced photodiode, 33

ballistic transport, 70

beam splitter, 27, 35

Bell Laboratories, 4

biomolecular, 14

biomolecule, 27

biosensing, 69

bolometer, 26

communication, 8

crystalline material, 12

Cyclic Olefin Copolymer (COC), 87

dielectric constant, 39, 57, 82, 106

diffusive transport, 70

DNA, 15

drug detection, 6

dynamic effective medium approximation (DEMA),

83

effective field approximation (EFA), 73

electromagnetic spectrum, 3

electromagnetic wave propagation

across an interface, 55

through a dielectric slab, 55

etalon effect, 64

explosive detection, 6

extinction coefficient, 54

Fabry-Pérot effect, 56

far-infrared (FIR), 2

Float-Zone (FZ) silicon, 147

food quality control, 6

Fourier Transform Spectroscopy (FTS), 26

free-carrier recombination time, 112

free-electron laser (FEL), 62

Fresnel’s law, 39

GaAs, 32

high-density polyethylene (HDPE), 19

Hodrick-Prescott filtering, 127

hydrogen bond, 61

integrating sphere detector, 158

interference, 3, 158

interferometer, 26

laser

laser drift, 121

mode-locked, 35

lattice vibrations, 61

lens

hyper-hemispherical silicon lens, 29

plano-convex optical lens, 35

LiNbO3, 32

LiTaO3, 32

material parameter extraction, 41

medical imaging, 12

microwave, 8

millimetre wave, 3

Monte-Carlo simulation, 81

mural painting analysis, 11

nitrogen purging, 40

non-destructive detection, 6

non-invasive testing, 6

nonlinear crystal, 31

optical constant, 43, 54, 89

optical gating, 27

optical rectification, 31

optically dense medium, 55

parabolic mirrors, 35
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Index

parameter extraction

double sided sample cell, 42

single sided sample cell (sticky tape), 75

pellicle beamsplitter, 34

Percus-Yevick (PY) pair distribution, 102

permeability, 52

permittivity, 52

pharmaceutical analysis, 10

pharmaceutical tablet coating analysis, 14

phase matching, 32

phase retardation, 33

phase unwrapping, 46

phonon-like vibrations, 61

photocarrier density, 28

photoconductive antenna (PCA), 28, 31, 208

photoconductive switch, 29

photocurrent, 29

Planck’s constant, 60

polyethylene (PE), 19, 66

polymer, 6, 41

polysaccharides, 60

polyvinyl chloride (PVC), 40

protein, 14, 159

quarter-wave plate, 34

Quasi Crystalline Approximation (QCA), 79

quasi-ballistic transport, 70

random noise, 46

reflection coefficients, 146

reflection loss, 17

refractive index, 18

complex, 54

free air, 43

scanning electron microscope (SEM), 75

second-order nonlinear optical effect, 31

security screening, 6

Sellmeier’s formula, 59

semiconductor, 32

carrier lifetime, 28

recombination time, 112

signal

averaging, 44

signal denoising, 46

Snell’s law, 54

spectral moments, 112

standoff detection, 158

sub-millimetre waves, 2

systematic error, 121

systematic noise, 46

terahertz (THz), 2

terahertz gap, 1

terahertz time domain spectroscopy (THz-TDS),

4

reflection mode, 35

transmission mode, 35

THz

imaging, 12

non-ionising, 3

spectroscopy, 10

total internal reflection (TIR), 55

transfer function

phase, 47

sample in cell, 43

transition

energy level, 2

rotational, 14

vibrational, 14

transmission coefficient, 47

van der Waal’s interaction, 61

wavelet

decomposition, 120

denoising, 46

maximum overlap discrete wavelet trans-

form (MODWT), 119

multiresolution analysis, 121

weapon detection, 10

X-ray tomography, 86

ZnTe, 32
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